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Abstract

Annotations are a widespread phenomenon throughout the written history of hu-
mankind. The marginalia in a book, the yellow marker, and, lately, 3M’s Post-ItTM

are almost universal phenomena and have been adopted in a multitude of computer
systems. The functions of conventional pen-and-paper annotations are well studied
and—with some limitations—their translations to computer documents essentially
work. However, computer annotations pose far greater challenges and opportuni-
ties than the recreation of pen-on-paper annotations: multimedia documents, mul-
timedia annotations, multiple ways to present the same document, annotations to
changing documents, etc.

Casual Multimedia Process Annotations, CoMPAs, allow users to comment every
type of document and interactive application session on a computer. The specific
focus is on annotating multimedia documents with multimedia annotations. Interac-
tive application sessions, or processes, are treated as primary sources of multimedia,
which can be annotated like any other regular multimedia document.

Multimediality obviously addstimeas a new dimension to annotations, which is not
covered by conventional annotations and annotation systems. My thesis discusses
how the time axes of a multimedia annotation and the annotated documents can be
synchronised.

Contrary to their pen-and-paper counterpart, computer-based annotations must ex-
plicitly capture the presentation of the annotated documentduring the annotation.
This results directly from the flexibility of computer documents to be presented in
many different ways and by different programs. A comment about the layout of a
Web page may become entirely meaningless when this Web page is later presented
by a different browser, with a different font-size preference, or window size.

A special and very interesting ‘annotation target’ is theinteractive session with
an application. An example of such an annotation is a user’s report of the strange
behaviour of an application. The CoMPAs user can record those remarks when the
application ‘misbehaves’ and send themwith the recording of the application to
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a help desk. Similarly, a regression tester that is checking the correctness of an
application can annotate faulty behaviour immediately. This type of annotations
allows a user to annotate the process of work itself as well as the presented data.
A CoMPAs annotation to an application session can simultaneously refer to three
different targets: the document, the application that presents the document, and the
behaviour of the application during the annotation.

Application-output recording and replay,AORR, records the output of an applica-
tion in such a way that the reproduction of the recording is sufficiently similar to
the original output. AORR is the essential component to present annotations in the
context in which they were recorded and to annotate processes.

A key element of my formal model of annotations is thetransient presentation sche-
dule,TPS, which describes the synchronisation relation between an annotation and
the annotated document. It also helps to determine which parts of a document have
been annotated. The TPS is recorded and replayed by the AORR subsystem. It is the
result of the user’s interaction with an application, e.g. pausing or fast-forwarding a
video. It augments a multimedia document’s intrinsic presentation schedule

The CoMPAs and AORRreference architecturecan be used to structure and imple-
ment the complete range of systems described by theformal model. The CoMPAs
reference architecture specifically addresses the integration of legacy applications
and legacy document formats. Two concreteimplementations, DIANE and Narko-
Comment, verify both the presented concepts and the architectures.

Test users evaluated DIANE and NarkoComment and they all judged CoMPAs an-
notations to be a very useful tool that can increase productivity. The ease of use and
flexible multimedia input of CoMPAs annotations can simplify asynchronous colla-
boration significantly and the inclusion of interactive processes extends the appli-
cability of annotations. The combination of the input media—audio, mouse pointer,
and digital ink—gives the user the possibility to talk about multimedia documents
asynchronously in a way very similar to a direct discussion.
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Samenvatting

Sinds jaar en dag wordt het fenomeen ‘annotaties maken’ veelvuldig in onze sa-
menleving toegepast. Denk hierbij aan het maken van kanttekeningen in een boek,
markeren van tekst met behulp van de gele tekstmarker en het gebruik van de recen-
telijk geïntroduceerde Post-ItsTM. Dit fenomeen is tevens overgenomen in de com-
puterwereld. De functies van conventionele pen-en-papier annotaties zijn goed gea-
nalyseerd en—met enige beperkingen—toegepast in computersystemen. Nochtans
vormen computerannotaties veel grotere uitdagingen en kansen dan de herschep-
ping van pen-op-papier annotaties: multimedia documenten, multimedia annotaties,
veelvoudige manieren om hetzelfde document te presenteren, annotaties aan veran-
derende documenten, enz.

Casual Multimedia Process Annotations, CoMPAs, stelt gebruikers in staat com-
mentaar te geven op zowel documenten, in welke vorm dan ook, als op interactieve
applicatiesessies op een computer. De nadruk ligt hierbij op het annoteren van mul-
timedia documenten met multimedia-annotaties. De interactieve applicatiesessies,
ofwel processen, worden behandeld als een primaire bron van multimedia, die op
dezelfde wijze als multimedia documenten kunnen worden geannoteerd.

Multimedialiteit voegt hierbijtijd als een nieuwe dimensie aan annotaties toe, iets
dat niet door conventionele annotaties en annotatiesystemen wordt gebruikt. Mijn
proefschrift beschrijft hoe de tijdassen van een multimedia annotatie en de geanno-
teerde documenten kunnen worden gesynchroniseerd.

In tegenstelling tot pen-en-papier annotaties moet bij multimedia annotaties precies
wordenvastgelegd hoe een geannoteerd documentop het tijdstip van annotatiewerd
weergegeven. Dit is noodzakelijk omdat hetzelfde document getoond kan worden
door verschillende applicaties. Deze applicaties kunnen het betreffende document
vervolgens ook nog eens op verschillende manieren tonen. Commentaar over de lay-
out van een Webpagina kan bijvoorbeeld volledig onterecht zijn wanneer dezelfde
Webpagina even later door een andere browser met andere font- en venstergrootte-
instellingen wordt getoond.
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Een speciaal en zeer interessant ‘annotatie-doel’ is deinteractieve sessie binnen
een applicatie. Een voorbeeld van een dergelijke annotatie is een melding over
vreemd applicatie gedrag gemaakt door een gebruiker tijdens het gebruik van de
applicatie. Op het moment dat de applicatie dit vreemde gedrag vertoont kan de
CoMPAs-gebruiker een melding vastleggen en deze, vergezeld von een opgenomen
applicatiesessie, naar een helpdesk sturen. Op dezelfde wijze kan een regressie-
tester die een applicatie test op foutgedrag, opgemerkte fouten direct tijdens zijn
testsessie vastleggen. Deze vorm van annoteren stelt een gebruiker in staat annota-
ties te maken over zowel het werkproces zelf alsmede over de gepresenteerde data.
Een CoMPAs-annotatie binnen een applicatiesessie kan op drie zaken tegelijkertijd
betrekking hebben: het document, de applicatie welke het document toont en het
gedrag van de applicatie op het moment van annotatie.

AORR, Application Output Recording and Replay, registreert de uitvoer van een
applicatie zodanig dat de reproductie van deze opname genoeg gelijkenis vertoont
met de originele uitvoer. AORR is de essentiële component om processen te kunnen
annoteren en annotaties in de originele context te presenteren.

Een zeer belangrijk element van mijn formeel model van annotaties is hettransient
presentation schedule, TPS, dat de synchronisatierelatie tussen een annotatie en het
geannoteerde document beschrijft. Dit wordt tevens gebruikt om te bepalen welke
delen van een document geannoteerd zijn. Het TPS wordt opgenomen en weerge-
geven door het AORR subsysteem en is het resultaat van de interactie tussen de
gebruiker en een applicatie, e.g. het pauzeren of versneld spelen van een video. Uit-
eindelijk ziet de gebruiker een compositie van het TPS met het presentatie schedule.

De CoMPAs en AORRreferentie-architecturenkunnen worden gebruikt om een
verscheidenheid aan systemen, beschreven volgens hetformele model, te structu-
reren en implementeren. De CoMPAs referentiearchitectuur richt zich hierbij spe-
cifiek op de integratie van legacy-applicaties en formaten van legacy-documenten.
Twee concreteimplementaties, DIANE en NarkoComment, verifiëren zowel de be-
schreven concepten als de architectuur.

Testgebruikers hebben DIANE en NarkoComment geëvalueerd en kwamen een-
duidig tot de conclusie dat CoMPAs-annotaties nuttige hulpmiddelen zijn die kun-
nen bijdragen aan een verhoogde productiviteit. Het gebruiksgemak en de flexi-
bele multimedia input van CoMPAs-annotaties kunnen asynchrone samenwerking
beduidend vereenvoudigen. De registratie van interactieve processen vergroot het
toepassingsgebied van annotaties. De combinatie van de invoer mogelijkheden—
audio, muis, en digitale inkt—stelt de gebruiker in staat om multimedia documen-
ten asynchroon te bespreken op een manier die zeer gelijkwaardig is aan een directe
bespreking.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Annotations are a widespread phenomenon throughout the written history of hu-
mankind. The marginalia in a book, the yellow marker, and, lately, 3M’s Post-ItTM,
which became the icons for real-world annotations, are almost universal phenomena
and have also been adopted in a multitude of computer systems. Yet, the utility and
simplicity of real-world annotations have not been obtained in computer systems—
though this seems highly desirable in the light of their ubiquitous use in the ‘real
world’.

You, the interested reader, are probably armed with a pen or magic marker to add
your comments, ideas, or pointers for future reference. According to your working
style you will underline or highlight text passages, put lines, stars, or exclamation
marks next to paragraphs, tables, and headings that you consider relevant, or write
down your own thoughts and ideas in the margin. The common element to all these
annotations is the speed and ease of their creation, the immense flexibility in form
and expression, and their casual form. These personalizing and value-adding anno-
tations are easy to do if you are holding your private paper copy of the thesis.

To make these same annotations to an electronic copy of the thesis is much more
difficult: you need to find an application both capable of making annotations and
supporting the document format that your electronic copy happens to have. Furt-
hermore, the application should also support annotations of the types, quality, and
with the usability you require, and work with all the other document formats you
need to work with as well. However, computer-based documents and annotations
pose far greater challenges and opportunities than the recreation of conventional
pen-on-paper annotations.

The spreading use of multimedia documents addstime as a new dimension and
numerous new media types to be annotated and to be used in multimedia annotations
(e.g. voice, mouse pointer gestures). Pen-and-paper annotation metaphors and tools
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are ineffective or inadequate to manipulate these extensions and, consequently, must
be adapted or created from scratch.

A special and very interesting multimedia presentation isapplication output, which
results from a user’s interaction with an application. Annotations to this particular
type of multimedia document are widespread, though less obviously identified as
annotations. Examples are the user requesting assistance with an application at a
help-desk, course material explaining the use of a program, test users in a usability
lab giving their thoughts when using a new application, or the regression tester
(human or computer) checking out the correctness of an application.

These use cases reveal that annotations to application output allow a user toannotate
the processof work itself as well as the presented data, and that the user interactively
creates atransient presentation schedulefor this data. Such a process annotation
can simultaneously refer to the document presented by the application, the specific
way the application presents it during the annotation, and the application and its
behaviour.

1.1 Usage Scenarios

This short section illustrates the possibilities of computer-based annotations with
five usage scenarios. The usage scenarios originate from ‘proof of concept’ imple-
mentations realized in the course of this thesis. Additional information about the
applications DIANE and NarkoComment is presented in Chapter6 and a number
of publications [e.g.Bessler et al., 1997; Benz et al., 1997b,c; Badal et al., 1997].

The Annotated Technical Manual

Technical (and other) manuals are the prototypical documents that are both heavily
annotated by their users and, simultaneously, quite frequently updated (when com-
pared to books, for example). Especially the documentation for computer applica-
tions increasingly is available only electronically. The Java Programming language
documentation and several associated manuals, for example, are quite frequently
accessed over the Web [JavaSoft, 2000b].
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Figure 1.1: Annotated application. The DIANE field-trial user VCPC used DIANE to
explain the user interface of one of their applications.

Annotating the Desktop

Users who need help using one or more applications generally contact a help desk
to get support. By phone or in an email, the user can only describe the problem
using natural language, a process both cumbersome and time consuming when an
interactive program with a graphical user interface is described. The problem of a
short, precise, and sufficiently detailed description drastically increases when seve-
ral programs are involved.

Using the multimedia annotation tool DIANE allows users to record and annotate
the problematic process, usage difficulty, or (assumed) faulty application behaviour.
This multimedia recording is passed to the help desk, which can then annotate the
answer directly on the user’s problem statement. Figure1.1shows an annotated ap-
plication where the annotation explains the use and functionality of the application.
The application is annotated with digital ink and voice (not visible).
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Figure 1.2: Annotated anaesthesia during surgery. With the NarkoComment product pro-
totype, an anaesthetist can create annotation during surgery, which includes his/her verbal
comments, data from physiological monitors, and other media.

Real-Time Annotations in the Operating Theatre

During surgery, the working place of the anaesthetist is at the head of the patient.
The anaesthetist is primarily monitoring the vital signs and a variety of other physio-
logical parameters of the patient and controlling the anaesthesia. After each anaest-
hesia, the doctor eventually has to produce a detailed written protocol containing all
the important events that occurred during the procedure. The anaesthesia protocol
has to be most detailed for times the responsible doctor is most busy—during the
time of events (or emergencies from the patient’s point of view). This is problematic
because the creation of the reports is frequently delayed considerably (by hours or
days) by work that is more time-critical.

The annotation tool NarkoComment annotates events (emergencies) in the opera-
tion theatre with voice comments of the anaesthetist and the context of vital and
other physiological parameters as available on the computer network. These mul-
timedia comments on the important events allow the doctor to efficiently produce
high quality reports at any time after the anaesthesia.

Doctors at the hospitalKlinik am Eichertin Göppingen, Germany, have tested this
use case under real conditions.
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Figure 1.3: Annotated tissue sample. The DIANE field-trial user HGM used DIANE to
discuss images between expert doctors and as exercises for medical students.

Discussion between Pathologists

Pathological images are routinely produced in every hospital and modern hospitals
have these pictures electronically available in their computer system. Frequently,
doctors of the hospital want to discuss certain aspects of the pathologists finding or
get a second opinion from a specialist or colleague in another hospital.

The generic annotation tool DIANE manages questions and answers as annotated
multimedia documents. Security to the data is provided by encryption and role-
based access restriction.

This use case has been tested under real conditions in theHospital General Manresa
in Manresa, Spain.

Exercises for Medical Students

Pathological pictures obtained in the previously described setting have also been
used as exercises for medical students. The doctor acts as teacher and uses DIANE
to post an image in a virtual workspace dedicated to a class. He or she annotates
the pathological image with a description of the task that the students have to solve.
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During a set period, for example one day, each student can access and solve the
exercise and attach his or her diagnosis as a multimedia annotation over the image.
The annotation is a multimedia document and can include voice, mouse pointer,
digital ink, Web pages, and other media. The student presents the diagnosis similar
to a regular presentation with an overhead projector in front of an audience.

A collaboration protocol takes care that the students cannot access the diagnoses of
their co-students until the due time of the exercise (using access rights). The teacher
evaluates and corrects the students’ results by directly annotating their annotations.
The teacher’s criticism is private for each student.

1.2 Background

I performed the major part of the research for this thesis while working in the project
DIANE, (Design, Implementation and Operation of a Distributed Annotation Envi-
ronment), and the start-up company MMS&B, which attempted the commercial ex-
ploitation of the project results. During this time, I was employed at the department
Distributed Systemsof the Institute of Parallel and Distributed High-Performance
Systems (IPVR), University of Stuttgart, Germany. After the DIANE project finis-
hed successfully and MMS&B dissolved after only one year I continued my thesis
next to working for Ericsson EuroLab Netherlands, Enschede.

The European Union sponsored the project DIANE in the programAdvanced Com-
munications Technologies and Services(ACTS). The consortium consisted of

• Kapsch AG (Vienna, Austria): project management, multimedia streaming
middleware, implementation,

• IPVR, University of Stuttgart (Germany): technical management, system ar-
chitecture and design, document model, multimedia resource management,
implementation,

• STI S.A. (Madrid, Spain): IT consulting company,

• Silogic S.A. (Toulouse, France): porting DIANE to PC environment, ATM,
and multimedia streaming,

• Hospital General Manresa (Manresa, Spain): user providing requirements and
evaluation of DIANE for collaborative work between researchers and tea-
ching, and
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• European Centre for Parallel Computing at Vienna (VCPC): user providing
requirements and evaluation of DIANE for collaborative work between re-
searchers and teaching.

The participants of the DIANE project contributed to this thesis by providing end-
user requirements and evaluation, an inspiring discussion environment, and the co-
llective implementation effort. Their respective research contributed to DIANE, but
had only minimal overlap with this thesis.

My colleagues in Stuttgart, who appear as co-authors on the publications, worked
primarily in multimedia resource management (Fischer), educative interactive pro-
tocol visualization (Mecklenburg), project acquisition (Dermler), and system pro-
gramming (Wenger).

The start-up company MMS&B, which I founded with my colleagues Fischer and
Mecklenburg, added further end-user requirements and testing of the product pro-
totype NarkoComment at the hospitalKlinik am Eichertin Göppingen, Germany.

1.3 Results of the Thesis

This thesis presentscasual multimedia process annotations,CoMPAs, which allow
users to comment every type of document and interactive application sessions on
a computer. The specific focus is on annotating multimedia documents with mul-
timedia annotations. Interactive application sessions, orprocesses,are treated as a
primary source of multimedia, which can be annotated like any other regular multi-
media document.

The primary results of this thesis are

• requirements and design principles for CoMPAs annotations and systems,

• the description of application-output recording and replay (AORR) as an im-
portant general subsystem,

• two taxonomies: one for annotation systems and one for application-output
recording and replay subsystems (AORR), with a comparison of existing sys-
tems,

• a formal model of CoMPAs annotations that includes AORR, the transient
presentation schedule, and annotations on processes,
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• reference architectures and implementations for CoMPAs systems and AORR
subsystems, and

• an evaluation of CoMPAs annotations and the reference implementations.

A centralrequirement, beside multimediality, that is of specific relevance to com-
puter-based annotations is that annotations need to be presented in the same vi-
sual context in which they were recorded. At the same time, annotations should be
discoverable no matter how and by which application the annotated document is
presented. The requirements are based on the analysis of use cases, feedback from
prototype users, and existing software. Both the requirements and design implica-
tion extend the existing work on conventional pen-and-paper annotations and their
translation to the digital library.

Application-output recording and replayforms an important subsystem that this
thesis identifies and characterizes. The aim of AORR is to record the output of
an application in such a way that the reproduction of the recording is sufficiently
similar to the original output. In a CoMPAs annotation system, this subsystem is
essential to present annotations in the context they were recorded in and to annotate
processes. Other applications—from screen recorders to CSCW applications—also
benefit from this service and the flexibility gained from a generic interface.

The taxonomiesfor annotation systems and AORR provide the means to compare
existing systems and show detailed maps of existing and potential functionality.
The comparison of existing annotation systems reveals their lack of support for
both multimediality and the annotation of processes.

Theabstract modeldescribes CoMPAs annotations in detail and adds an exact des-
cription in the formal languageZ. The formal model is an instrument for the precise
description of the structure and semantics of annotations. The model is abstract be-
cause it is capable of describing the complete class of annotation systems within
the taxonomy. Any concrete system inherits, extends, and refines the abstract model
and can use the formal specification as a basis to validate the implementation.

A key element of the model is thetransient presentation schedule (TPS),which
describes the synchronization relation between an annotation and the annotated do-
cument. The TPS is recorded and replayed by the AORR subsystem. The TPS is
the result of the user’s interaction with an application and augments a multimedia
document’s intrinsic presentation schedule. Examples are scrolling of a window or
fast-forwarding a video.

The TPS is also required to determine which parts of a document have been anno-
tated, because it must be assumed that everything presented during the creation of
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an annotation is annotated by it. Therefore, process annotations can refer to mul-
tiple, noncontinuous parts of a document, e.g. when commenting on discrepancies
between slides in different parts of a presentation.

The CoMPAs and AORR reference architecture can be used to structure and imple-
ment the complete range of systems described by the formal model. The CoMPAs
reference architecture specifically addresses the integration of legacy applications
and legacy document formats.

Two concrete implementations, DIANE and NarkoComment, verify both the pre-
sented concepts and the architectures.

Finally, test users evaluated DIANE and NarkoComment and all of them judged
CoMPAs annotations to be a very useful tool that can increase productivity. The ease
of use and flexible multimedia input of CoMPAs annotations can simplify asynch-
ronous collaboration significantly and the inclusion of interactive processes extends
the applicability of annotations. The combination of the input media—audio, mouse
pointer, and digital ink—gives the user the possibility to talk about multimedia do-
cuments in a way very similar to a direct discussion.

1.4 Structure of this Document

Figure1.4gives a general overview of the relation between the central topics of this
thesis and their distribution over the chapters.

Chapter2 describes casual annotations from a user’s point of view and identifies
the fundamental requirements that every computer-based annotation system faces.
From these derive a set of design implications for multimedia annotation systems.
Earlier versions of the multimedia-specific requirements and the usage scenarios
that they are base on are published in [Bessler et al., 1997; Benz et al., 1997b,c;
Badal et al., 1997].

Chapter3 outlines existing AORR and annotation systems that define the current
state of the art.

Chapter4 introduces taxonomies for both AORR and annotation systems. It classi-
fies and compares the systems presented in the previous chapter with the result of a
detailed map of existing and potential functionality that is the basis for the CoMPAs
system and AORR subsystem. The AORR taxonomy is published in [Benz et al.,
1997e,d].
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Figure 1.4: Structure of the thesis.

Chapter5 presents casual multimedia annotations and their formal model in detail.
A short example illustrates first a set of basic definitions and later the central features
of the CoMPAs annotation model: the viewer, the transient presentation schedule,
and complex annotation targets.

Chapter6 presents a CoMPAs reference architecture that is based on the design
implications and can be used to structure and implement the complete range of sys-
tems described by the taxonomy. It specifically addresses the integration of legacy
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applications and legacy document formats into the CoMPAs architecture. Earlier
versions and specific aspects of the architecture are published in [Benz and Lijding,
1998; Benz et al., 1998, 1997a].

Chapter7 defines AORR and presents a reference architecture for an AORR subsys-
tem that generalizes and extends existing approaches and encapsulates them in a
highly versatile subsystem with a defined interface. An earlier version of the AORR
subsystem is published in [Benz et al., 1997e,d, 1998].

Chapter8 presents concrete implementations of CoMPAs systems and AORR sub-
systems that verify both the presented concepts and the architectures. Various parts
of this chapter are published in [Bessler, 1999; Benz and Lijding, 1998; Schließer,
1999; Benz et al., 1997d,e].

Chapter9 presents user feedback and results from an evaluation of the CoMPAs
reference implementations. Part of the data is published in [Winfield et al., 1999a,b;
Bessler, 1999].

Chapter10concludes the thesis with an evaluating summary and outline of interes-
ting future research areas.

AppendixA presents a compact and slightly more detailed overview of the formal
CoMPAs model developed in Chapter5 and adds some details to the formal model.

Appendix B presents the XML document type definition, DTD, and an example
annotation-target reference in XML used in Section8.1.7.

The glossary in AppendixC defines the most important terms used in the thesis.

The thesis ends with the bibliography, acknowledgements, and a short resume.
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Chapter 2

Casual Annotation Systems

This chapter describes casual annotations from a user’s point of view and identi-
fies the fundamental requirements that every annotation system faces. The requi-
rements are based on the usage scenarios presented in the previous chapter. The
chapter starts by distinguishing casual annotations—the topic of this thesis—from
metadata. It then summarizes the functions of conventional (pen-and-paper) anno-
tations, as described by Marshall et al. Based on this foundation, the main part of
the chapter describes the functions and requirements of computer-based multimedia
annotations.

2.1 Casual Annotations vs. Metadata

To help differentiatecasual annotations—which are the topic of this thesis—from
metadata—which is not—table2.1gives a few examples for both.

A casual annotation (called justannotationfrom now on) is a comment created by
a human about an object or some data. It tends to be short, informal, and is gene-
rally created ‘on the fly’. The attributecasualimplies a certain amount of vague-
ness regarding position, extension, (text) structure, and sign language. The formal
imprecision is intentional (or accepted) and its amount varies greatly with the cir-
cumstances. Despite their imprecision, casual annotations can be easily understood
from the annotation context and the knowledge of the author’s intentions (or so do
the authors assume during creation).

Metadata, on the other hand, in its most general definition, is data describing other
data to enhance its usefulness. It tends to be formal, well structured, and can be
quite big. Its association to the described object or data is very precise.
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Casual annotations Metadata
Handwriting on conference program:
good. . . boring. . . call Friday 555-38734

Conference schedule: list of (time, room,
speaker, chair)

Art director’s comments (voice, drawings,
notes) on video story-board

Video subtitles & content classification

Voice mail: You had calls from Michelle,
Andrea, and your Mother(annot. about the
telephone)

Speech-to-text transcripts of each voice
mail

Help-desk call describing problem with an
application (annot. of application/session)

Data record in problem-report database

Table 2.1: Examples for annotations and metadata.

There is an area of uncertainty between the two extremes: ‘sloppy’ metadata or
‘over-precise’ annotations. This reflects the sometimes transitional nature of an an-
notation becoming metadata after a stepwise increase in its precision. The formality
of an annotation and a number of other dimensions to classify annotations can be
found in [Marshall, 1998b].

In many fields of computer science the term annotation is used with the exclusively
semantics of metadata. For example, video content analysis and computer linguis-
tics associate the results of their complex computations as ‘annotations’.

This thesis deals primarily with annotations: only when describing methods to help
transform annotations into true metadata, the latter will also be considered.

Nevertheless, even the sloppiest annotation has some structure and serves a specific
function. The next sections will discuss the structure and functions of conventional
and computer-based annotations. A formal specification of the structure of annota-
tions discussed in this thesis can be found in Chapter5.

2.2 Functions of Conventional Annotations

The structure and functions of conventional annotations have been thoroughly exa-
mined by Marshall in [Marshall, 1997]. The background of this research was to
understand annotations made in books to provide suitable functionality for the Ber-
keley electronic library project. Her findings provide the foundation for annotation
systems. Marshall analyzed annotations that she found in university textbooks, and
observed the selection parameters applied by students buying used books with an-
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notations. She identifies six functions that a textbook annotation can have, and from
these derives design implications for the digital library setting (see below).

Marshall’s work, though, deals only with static (written) annotations to static mate-
rial (books) and ignores multimedia completely—perhaps as a result of the library
background of the project. Further restrictions of the study are outlined in the next
subsection. Generally, Marshall et al. found a conventional annotation to serve one
or more of the following functions:

Procedural signal
Indicator for future actions and what is considered (un)important, for instance
graphical or symbolic markers or text conveying messages like‘read until
next lesson’, ‘write summary’, ‘don’t read this chapter’

Place mark or memory aid
Indicator of material considered important to remember or to be found easily
for later reuse, for instance to quote it or use in writing a summary

In situ way of working problems
Approach to solve a problem in the context of the finding, for instance a short
calculation in the margin or an extension to a graphics

Record of interpretative activity
Result of careful analysis of the annotated material, for instance a definition
or translation of a word or sentence, description of the structural function
(‘Overview of functionality’), or direct interpretation of the annotated work
(‘Proof of NP-completeness is missing’)

Visible trace of a reader’s attention
Marking text already processed by the reader, for instance to help focus the
readers attention (for instance in narrative text)

Incidental reflection of the material circumstances of reading
Acting as convenient note pad for outside events happening during the time
of reading, for instance doodles, or‘I love you’ in a math book

Annotations, which have been created with a specific function for one person,shift
functionfor other readers, for whom they become primarilyprocedural signalsto
attract their attention.

Marshall derives six design implications for a digital-library setting with electronic
annotations:

In situ annotations
Annotations should be created and presented in the same place as the anno-
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tated material but, as stated in [O’Hara and Sellen, 1997], must remain dis-
tinguishable from the original material (e.g. do not annotate by adding text
inline or change the original font).

Noninterpretive markings
A wide variety of non-text markings should be available, for instance text
markers, underlines, stars, etc.

Fluidity of form
Annotations are highly individual in form and symbology, which should be
reflected by the annotation system, preferably by providing free-form digital
ink markings.

Informal coding
Provide unobtrusive support for personalized colour or symbology schemes.
These schemes must not be enforced, because annotation authors seem to be
only partially consistent in their coding.

Smooth transition between public and private annotations
Provide schemes to allow annotations to become public (to everyone or a
selected group) in a way acceptable to the annotation author.

Integration with reading activity
Annotations should be created ‘on the fly’ without distracting the author by
switching context.

Marshall considers the smooth integration with the reading activity the most difficult
and most important aspect of an annotation system.

2.2.1 Additional Functions of Conventional Annotations

Aside from multimedia, Marshall explicitly excludes allremovable annotations
from her study, for instance separate pieces of paper, various types of bookmarks,
Post-ItsTM, postcards, or newspaper clippings. These annotations appear to be an
additional type of marking, an extended writing space, or objects unrelated to the
contents of the book. Many of these annotations will become useless for their aut-
hors and others once they are removed from the books they annotated.

But some annotations can reasonably exist independently of the document they have
been created in and be of great value for their owner or other people. Fermat’sLast
Theorem, for example, lived long and actively on its own since he wrote it around
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1637—long after his annotated copy of Bachet’s translation of Diophantus’Arith-
metikawas lost. For an annotation system this is of little consequence: the relation
between annotation and document is independent of their relative importance, and
it is sufficient if the annotation system can present the document and the annotation
separately.

The study also omits a psychological dimension of annotations, which is their func-
tion to be a learning tool, and an additional memory stimulus to remember details
about the circumstances of the annotation.

Creating annotation is one way to supportdeep learningbecause the annotation
author actively works with the annotated material. This function appears to be part
of all functions identified by Marshall. The functionlearning toolhas no design
implications for annotations in the computer.

Furthermore, annotations also can serve the author as amemory stimulusto recall
the circumstances under which the annotation was created, for instance scenery,
mood, people, but also additional facts about the annotated material. This function
is frequently performed by groups of annotations (e.g. all annotations on a page) and
by physical objects that cannot be easily translated to the computer (e.g. a pressed
flower between the pages).

Although the functionmemory stimulusappears to be similar toincidental reflec-
tion of the material circumstances, it is broader. First, it is the only function that
relates to groups of annotations and, second, it is not restricted to off-topic issues
(‘I love you’): the elaborate doodles in a conference proceeding may remind the aut-
hor about the quality and contents of a particular presentation as well as the quality
of the conference dinner. This function is covered by Marshall’s design implication
in situ annotationsand a new design implication introduced in the following two
sections:ipso tempore annotations.

2.3 Computer Based Annotations

The following part of this chapter extends the concept of conventional annotations
to the multimedia environment on the computer. The requirements and design im-
plications are largely based on input from the field-trial users in the DIANE project
and the NarkoComment prototype.

The move from conventional pen-and-paper annotations to computer-based annota-
tions has two driving factors:
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1. the documents to be annotated become digital, and

2. computer-based annotations offer significantly more powerful functionality.

The work of Marshall et al. and other digital library projects focus primarily on
the first factor in the attempt to provide users with almost the same functionality
known from the noncomputerized environment. But the simple mapping of existing
functions to the computer is not sufficient to make digital annotations accepted and
widely used: a book and a pen still have a much simpler and more versatile user
interface than any electronic device available in the immediate future. These devi-
ces are comparatively bulky, have low-resolution screens and primitive input devi-
ces. Furthermore, no physical forms of annotations can be accommodated: business
cards, postcards, or the menu of the favourite holiday restaurant can only survive as
images, and the pressed flower between the pages is impossible to transfer.

The second factor, to significantly improve or extended the functionality, offers to be
the key incentive for users to ignore some usability inconveniences. This extended
functionality can be summarized as allowing annotations

• to be multimedia and comment nonconventional documents,

• to be useful regardless of how documents are presented,

• to stay useful when annotated documents change,

• to be efficiently searchable,

• to be processed by agents according to their function, and

• to support collaboration.

The remainder of this section details these functions and derives design implications
for computer-based annotation systems.

2.3.1 Multimedia and Nonconventional Documents

The most obvious extension introduced by computer-based annotations is the great
variety of document formats and media types that can be annotated. Interactive mul-
timedia documents are used every time more frequently, and users spend conside-
rable time using interactive multimedia applications and documents. Naturally, the
interaction itself, and the resulting multimedia presentation are a potential target for
annotations. Thus, interactive application sessions and other transient data form an
entirely new and nonconventional document type as a target of annotations. None
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of these extensions has conventional prototypes to learn from, as Marshall did from
textbook annotations.

Because a growing number of potential annotation targets become multimedia ob-
jects, annotations must be modelled and implemented for multimedia targets. Si-
multaneously, annotations should become multimedia objects themselves to exploit
the full potential of the computer and support implementing the design implications
fluidity of formandinformal coding.

Annotations to interactive applications and multimedia documents introduce anot-
her important effect:a user’s interaction must be considered to be a part of the
annotationand, consequently, everything presented as a result of the interaction is
also annotated. Therefore, although an annotated document might be static in nature
(e.g. a text file), the user’s interaction with the editor gives the annotation a temporal
dimension.

Thecasual multimedia process annotationspresented in this thesis specifically deal
with multimedia annotations, the new class of annotation targets (Chapter5), and
the recording and presentation of interactive application sessions (Chapter7).

Almost all involved users supported this requirement. They used annotations like
short slide-show presentations: the user talked and pointed or marked while, for
example, scrolling a document or switching between windows.

2.3.2 Annotations Sensitive to the Document Presentation

A central result of this thesis is that humans create computer-based annotations
always with respect to both the annotated document content and the specific pre-
sentation of that document during the annotation. The reference to thedocument
contentdescribes the raw data that an annotation refers to. This reference represents
the conventional annotation relation and is necessary to discover the annotation in
the document. The reference to thedocument presentationdescribes the original
graphical presentation context that the annotation was created in. It is necessary to
recreate the presentation context when an annotation is shown to the user.

The original presentation context of an annotation is important, because the media
of the annotation can containexplicit and implicit referencesto the annotated docu-
ment. These references are difficult to discover and encode in the formal reference
to the document content. Explicit graphical relations result, for example, from using
digital ink or the mouse pointer in the annotation. Implicit references result from the
annotation’s semantics, for example, when the user talks or writes about elements
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Figure 2.1: One annotation discovered by different programs. Discovered in the text edi-
tor, the user has the choice to present the annotation in its original viewer (top left) or
separately, loosing the context (top right).

in the document: “. . . the shadowed part of the picture. . . ”, or “. . . but this paragraph
doesn’t fit the page”.

The necessity to model the document presentation during the annotation results
from the versatility of electronic documents, which generally have several, equa-
lly valid and useful forms of presentation—some within a single, some with dif-
ferent applications. This strongly distinguishes them from their conventional pen-
and-paper counterpart where the presentation of a document is fixed on the printed
pages of books, magazines, newspapers, or photocopies.

Annotations on the pages (i.e. in situ) annotate onlythis particular instance, and
neither content nor presentation is likely to change, barring accidents. A new edition
of the book with a different font size, an erratum in a later issue of the magazine,
a high quality enlarged photocopy of a paper—none of these changes effects the
original annotations on the printed pages. Most existing annotation systems ignore
this distinction between the physical world and the computer, because they model
annotations only for one document type and application.

Users might well expect an annotation to a document that was created with one pre-
sentation to be available also in other presentations. Consequently, the link between
an annotation and the annotated data should be open and generically defined.
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An HTML file, for example, can be beneficially presented by Web browsers, graphi-
cal Web authoring tools, and text editors—and each presentation is likely to be diffe-
rent. Users could profit considerably from being able to annotate intended changes
to the page layout while browsing with a Web browser, and later discover these
procedural signals in the authoring tool or editor. Figure2.1 illustrates this. The
annotation—a simple yellow sticker—was created on the Web browser. When the
annotated part of the page is presented, the user is notified and the annotation can
be presented. Editing this HTML page with a text editor also informs the user about
the annotation, but adds that is was created with a different viewer. Depending on
the user’s choice, the annotation can then be presented in the original viewer context
or separately out of its context.

Awareness to the presentation of the annotated document was imperative for most
use cases and users from the medical environment. For example, when a user mo-
dified the presentation of a radiological image during an annotation by using a dif-
ferent image filter, this change was expected to be part of the annotation as well.
The prototypes in the trials did not support the re-discovery of annotations over
application boundaries as described above.

2.3.3 Annotations to Changing Documents

Electronic documents are revised easily and frequently—but, also, frequently on the
expense of all position-dependent user-generated annotations, because they cannot
be easily migrated to the new version.1 Especially on the Web, users sometimes are
not even aware of new document revisions. Although closely related, the life cycles
and life times of annotations and document versions are different and an annotation
system should accommodate that.

An annotation to a document generally does not become obsolete with a new revi-
sion of the annotated document. An annotation should also be available in the new
document revision when the changes in the document are minor, in another place
than the annotation, or a direct consequence of the annotation.

A similar problem also exists with pen-and-paper annotations, although less severe.
A thoroughly annotated copy of the second edition of Andrew Tannenbaum’sCom-
puter Networks[Tanenbaum, 1988] represents a considerable value (to the annota-
tion author) that is at stake since the publication of the new, completely reworked
third edition [Tanenbaum, 1996]: the annotations cannot be propagated—except by

1 This statement does not apply to annotations, which are managedwithin the annotated document,
similar to footnotes (e.g. comments in Microsoft Word).
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hand! If the valuable annotations should not be abandoned, the annotation author is
now forced to keep two (thick and heavy!) volumes around and refer to both to get
the newest version and discover older annotations.

Another example is the photocopy of an important article on recycled-paper: when
it is read an annotated during a conference trip, the copy can suffer severely from
the trip and approach problematic reading conditions. A new, high quality copy is
easy to produce from the original, but the annotations cannot move along.

The DIANE and NarkoComment prototypes do not support editing of documents
and, therefore, no direct user feedback was available regarding this requirement.

2.3.4 Annotation Information Retrieval

Computer-based annotations can be searched for contents or circumstances of crea-
tion using methods of information retrieval and advanced pattern matching. This
possibility to search is a fundamental advantage that computer-based annotations
have over their pen-and-paper counterparts. The latter can only be discovered by
accident or knowledge of their general place.

Searching a repository of casual annotations is, in general, more difficult than or-
dinary information retrieval. Challenging here especially is searching in free-form
digital ink and audio (see Section2.3.5).

Research indicates that people frequently remember annotations and annotated do-
cuments graphically, and that thumbnail images provide a good and fast index into
annotations [Schilit et al., 1998]. This approach, though, is limited to the last sta-
ges of the search process. For earlier stages with bigger amounts of annotations to
search, a ‘query by example’ approach appears to be promising [Bieber et al., 1997;
Ghias et al., 1995; Golovchinsky, 1997].

The trial users had only limited search capabilities based on document attributes and
the immediate annotation relation. For the trial, the users considered this sufficient,
but indicated that a serious application would need better search tools.

2.3.5 Annotation Interpretation Agents

Casual annotations can act as an intermediate stage for entering formal data. Exam-
ples are audio or handwritten notes on the data-entry form of an application.
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Schedule Task
For: 12. 7. 1999, 10:00
Title: Call Harry Hirsch
Body: From PM - DIANE

11. 7. 1999, 21:53

Contact 
Agent

I will call you 
tomorrow

Harry Hirsch,
555-3462

Project 
DIANE

Ink 
Recognizer

Speech 
Recognizer

Personal 
Scheduler

Figure 2.2: Formalizer Components and Data-Entry Agents. Agents analyze hand-written
meeting minutes with audio annotations and schedule a reminder for a telephone call.

The formalization of casual data can be automated or supported by content recog-
nizers and personal data-entry agents.Recognizer componentsmake the contents of
casual annotations accessible for processing: audio and handwriting are converted to
text, sketches can be separated and refined [Gross and Do, 1996], and gestures and
symbols identify different types of procedural signals.Personal data-entry agents
monitor and analyze casual annotations. They can automatically recognize and act
on specific procedural signals and perform the appropriate operations. Intelligent-
agent technology can be employed to let the agents learn from the way users manage
their annotations.

Combining casual annotations with recognizer components and data-entry agents
converts any ordinary document into anactive documentthat knows about its envi-
ronment and interacts with it.

A part of an annotations system, for example, might support taking notes during
meetings (see Section3.4). Meeting notes are a treasure of annotations acting as
procedural signals, for instance action points or names and addresses of new collea-
gues. Recognizer components can identify these annotations and convert them to
more structured metadata. Personal data-entry agents identify the type (e.g. name
and telephone number) and context (e.g. project meeting), recognize that the ver-
bal comment indicates an action (e.g. future telephone call), and automatically add
this data in the user’s electronic calendar and address book. If the agent has obser-
ved, that the user frequently sends a ‘welcome mail’ to new contacts, it can place a
reminder in the user’s to-do list. Figure2.2 illustrates part of the process.
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Annotation interpretation agents were outside the scope of both the DIANE project
and the NarkoComment prototypes. Nevertheless, doctors in theKlinik am Eichert
asked for the possibility to convert semi-casual annotations made at a patient’s bed
to tentative input in formal patient-data sheets.

2.3.6 Collaboration and Distribution

Annotations are an ideal tool to support asynchronous collaboration where distribu-
ted colleagues work in close cooperation on the creation or improvement of electro-
nic documents.

Compared to the most common ‘collaboration tool’ used in this situation (email),
annotations allow direct, unambiguous reference to the discussed material if ‘in situ
annotations’ are available. Annotations on interactive multimedia documents and
applications open any work-in-progress on the computer to asynchronous collabo-
ration.

An annotation system that explicitly supports cooperation must provide distributed
online and offline management of annotations. Configurable and active organizatio-
nal structures must be provided to support or enforce communication patterns and
access rights between the partners. For example, a system must be able to notify
document authors and other interested parties automatically when new annotations
to specific documents are created.

The trial users used DIANE almost exclusively as a collaboration tool, which was
one of the central goals of this project. Doctors and biology researchers expressed
satisfaction about how the multimedia annotations simplified communication com-
pared to, for example, email, and telephone.

2.4 Design Implications

To further the acceptance and usability of computer-based annotations this thesis de-
rives an extended set of design implications from the specific features of computer-
based annotations discussed above. They are an extension to Marshall et al’s design
implications (p.15), which are not repeated here.

Ipso tempore annotations
Multimedia annotations should be supported. Multimedia annotations exten-
ding in time should be synchronized with the presentation of the annotated
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document. Modifications to the document and its presentation belong to the
annotation and affect which content is annotated in the document.

Annotation of processes
Annotation capability should be provided for interactive processes and mul-
timedia documents.

Viewer consistency
The presentation of the annotated document during the creation of an anno-
tation should become part of the annotation to allow a faithful reproduction.
The definition of links between annotation and annotated document should be
open for different applications to discover and show annotations.

Version consistency
Annotations to a document should reasonably survive the revision of the an-
notated document with the possibility to indicate the annotation’s relation to
the new version, e.g. ‘change caused by annotation’, ‘suggestion incorpora-
tion’, ‘suggestion discarded’, ‘obsolete’, etc.

Annotation retrieval
Annotation retrieval should provide users with efficient and simple access to
their annotations, specifically by exploiting the characteristic of annotations
being created in a conceptual and graphical context.

Annotation agents
Support for recognizer components and data-entry agents should be provided.
They add capabilities to convert casual annotations to structured data and
allow ‘intelligent’ processing. For greater flexibility and to accommodate the
rapid progress in the respective fields, recognizers and agents should be easily
exchangeable, i.e. an open API is required.

Collaboration support
Annotations should be managed distributedly online and offline. Notification
service (awareness) for authors and other interested parties should be pro-
vided while observing privacy considerations. Collaborative structures and
protocols should be easy to create and maintain by the users.
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2.5 Primary Operations of an Annotation
System

An annotation system needs to implement five primary operations that are acces-
sible to the user. They encode the functionality of an annotation system as it is
perceived by the user and reflect most of the design implications identified earlier.

Create Annotation

The operationCreate Annotationallows a user to produce a new multimedia anno-
tation referring to one or more documents and applications on the user’s computers.
For mobile users, the absolute or relative geographical position of the user and the
creation time of the annotation are implicitly annotated.

The user selects what to annotate and which media to annotate with, and then re-
cords the annotation itself. After finishing the annotation, the user may optionally
specify access rights and manually place it in an organization structure (e.g. direc-
tories).

Decision As Marshall, I consider thesmooth integrationof creating and disco-
vering annotationswith the reading activityto be crucial for annotation systems,
but because of the extent of the required research, I exclude it from the scope of
this thesis. Similarly, I consider the issues ofprivacy/publicationand enforcing the
selected level of privacy withsecurityto be out of scope of this thesis. Thesmooth
transition between public and private annotationsis primarily a topic of usability
and user interface. To explicitly set access rights for each annotation contradicts the
smooth integration with the reading activity and semi-automatic or automatic solu-
tions present quite a challenge. They must be simple enough to be understood and
influenced by the respective users, yet flexible enough to accommodate a wide spec-
trum of annotation environments. Nevertheless, both excluded issues are part of the
classification systems (Chapter4), and the generic architecture indicates important
security modules (Chapter6).

Edit Annotation

The operationEdit Annotationallows the user to modify an annotation during its
creation or at a later time.
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Decision I do not analyse the editing of annotations in this thesis in detail be-
cause I consider extensive editing facilities for annotations to exceed the intention
of casualannotations. On the other hand, user feedback suggests that the creation
of an annotation must support a limited amount of editing in order to correct minor
mistakes. Extensive editing capabilities can make a CoMPAs system useful as an
authoring system or to manage metadata.

Discover Annotation

The operationDiscover Annotationallows a user to access annotations created by
themselves or other people. Discovering an annotation is a prerequisite to viewing it.
Annotations are discovered either automatically while browsing, or by an explicit
search process. A discovered annotation is presented to the user by its graphical
annotation anchor, for example its title or a small icon.

A user is consideredalwaysto be browsing for annotations. The annotation sys-
tem must therefore continuously monitor the documents and applications that the
user works with and automatically indicate existing annotations to the user. The
user must be able to control and ‘fine-tune’ the automatic browsing process to, for
example, see only new annotations or annotations of a specific user.

Special attention must be paid to the definition of rules about discovering anno-
tations to older versions of a document. Some annotations are not affected by the
revision at all and therefore must be discovered. Others, although potentially outda-
ted, might still bear considerable relevance to the current version of the document,
e.g. by documenting the cause of changes.

The user must explicitly initiate specific searches for annotations. Any existing form
of content and structure-based retrieval can be applied.

View Annotations

The operationView Annotationreplays a discovered annotation appropriate to the
context of the place of discovery and the originally annotated document. Generally,
an annotation should be presented faithful in appearance and context to the time of
its creation. However, the discovery context and the current state (version) of the
annotated document may prevent that.
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Organize Annotations

A group of operations toOrganize Annotationsallows the user to organize anno-
tations and other objects of the annotation system into hierarchical groups, called
collections,which more or less resemble the well-known directories. These func-
tions encompass creating, copying, and moving of collections as well as putting
annotations into them and removing them again.

I chose namecollectioninstead of directory because an annotation system may have
several constructs that use aggregates of annotations and collections, but extend
the regular simple semantics of directories with additional data, functionality, or
visualization. One example is the collaboration functions described below.

Collaborate

The abstract operationCollaborationallows two or more users to use annotations
for collaboration. Collaboration protocols are selected or defined, for instance to
realize some kind of floor control, automatic notification service, or automatic sto-
rage of completed collaborations to tertiary storage. Furthermore, distribution stra-
tegies for online and offline cooperation are selected or defined using these opera-
tions.

Manage Annotation System

Finally, a group of operations is necessary toManage the Annotation Systemitself.
It plays only a minor role in this thesis. Management operations include user and
access management, setup and control of external connections for distributed an-
notation systems, setup and control of local and remote resources like input–output
devices, etc.

2.6 Summary

Two forces drive the migration from pen-and-paper–based conventional annotations
to computer-based annotations:

1. the documents to be annotated become digital, and

2. computer-based annotations offer significantly more powerful functionality.
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The first force is widely covered by current systems.Marshall [1997] defines the
theoretical basis of annotation systems by identifying the fundamental functions of
annotations:procedural signal, place mark / memory aid, in situ way of working
problems, record of interpretative activity, visible trace of a reader’s attention,and
incidental reflection of the material circumstances of reading.

From these, she derives a basic set of design implications:in situ annotations, no-
ninterpretive markings, fluidity of form, informal coding, smooth transition between
public and private annotations, andintegration with reading activity.Two additio-
nal functions without effect on the design implications aredeep learning tooland
memory stimulus.

This thesis focuses on the second force, which is only partially covered by other aut-
hors. It extends the initial design implications by a set that is specifically selected
to provide a significantly improved functionality:ipso tempore annotations, anno-
tation of processes, viewer consistency, version consistency, annotation retrieval,
annotation agents,andcollaboration support.

A casual multimedia process annotation system (CoMPAs)as discussed in this the-
sis is a generic system following all design implications and implementing the ope-
rations mentioned above.
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Chapter 3

State of the Art

This chapter surveys related work and describes existing application-output recor-
ding and annotation systems in the light of the requirements presented in the pre-
vious chapter. In the next chapter, these systems are classified and structured using
the taxonomies presented there.

The first section below describes existing AORR systems. Then, general annotation
systems are described starting with the historical works that prepared the field. Fo-
llowing this, separate sections present special annotation systems that form clearly
identifiable theme groups: annotations in the WWW and annotations with special
input–output devices.

3.1 AORR Systems

Application-output recording and replay systems can be found mostly in simple
screen-recorders and collaborative application-sharing systems. Systems recording
the internal state of an application are very widespread because every program that
maintains persistent session information (e.g. open files, window position and sizes,
etc.) actually performs AORR.

Common to all these systems is that they do not model and exploit the general
nature of AORR as an independent task. Consequently, they generally fail to use
the advantages inherent in a general task-independent modelling, architecture, and
software framework. This thesis presents such a general architecture in Chapter7.
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Screen Recorders

The most basic AORR systems are screen/audio recorders, which generally record
the pixels from the screen directly, or capture the event stream to the display driver.
They produce multimedia documents in one of the common video formats (MPEG,
MJPEG, AVI) or a proprietary format for event streams. Their primary use is in the
production of animated demos.

On the PC,Lotus ScreenCam[Lotus Inc, 1999], Microsoft Camcorder[Microsoft,
1998], and HyperCam[Hyperonics Inc, 1999] all capture screen contents, mouse
movement, drop down menus, keyboard entries, and audio. HyperCam access dis-
play memory directly and produce a portable movie format (e.g. MPEG, AVI).
The ScreenCam and Camcorder make use of recording higher-level drawing events,
which need proprietary viewers to be presented.

Sharing Systems

Application and screen sharing systems are based on the same techniques as screen
or audio recorders. However, instead of storing the recorded data, it is distributed
to remote terminals in real-time. Furthermore, the input from the remote users is
managed.

VNC vieweris a public domain terminal sharing system frequently used for remote
system administration and in classrooms. It uses the remote frame buffer proto-
col (RFB) from [Wood et al., 1997] and [Olivetti & Oracle Research Lab, 1998]. It
allows one or more remote users to view and concurrently control a windowing sys-
tem or application, including Microsoft Windows/NT, X Windows, and Mac, but
does not cover audio. VNC requires a special server to run on the controlled com-
puter and VNC viewers for each participant. A Java applet enables VNC to be used
from any Java capable browser.

SharedXpresented in [Garfinkel et al., 1994] offers similar sharing features but is
restricted to the X-Windows world and requires a special extension to run in the
workstation that is sharing the application. The restriction in interoperability is
compensated by a reduced usage of bandwidth requirement due to the delivery of
X-events instead of pixels.

TheX-Windows Systemversion X11R6 features aspecial recording extensionpri-
marily designed for application-sharing tools [Zimet, 1994a,b]. This recording ex-
tension provides access to the time-stamped event stream to and from the recording
X-Windows Server.
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Added Value Systems

DIANE (IPVR-VS, University of Stuttgart et al.) described in [Benz et al., 1997d]
is a distributed multimedia annotation tool allowing the annotation of every appli-
cation and multimedia document on X Windows (SUN) and Windows PC. DIANE
features considerable added value to the simple screen/audio capture systems dis-
cussed above. In addition to recording applications, it allows users to annotatein-
teractions with applicationsand multimedia documents. DIANE supports the user
with structuring and controlling access to annotations according to organizational
and thematic aspects. Furthermore, DIANE enforces role-based access control and
provides security by encrypting a major part of the client–server communication.

Application-output recording in DIANE is application independent. It implements
AORR for audio and screen on PC and SUN workstations. Audio and screen AORR
are platform independent because they produce the same AORR media on both
platforms.

This thesis is to a good part based on the work done and experience gained through
my participation in the design and implementation of the DIANE system.

ReplayKit(Michigan University) by [Manohar and Prakash, 1995b] describes and
realizes theSession Capture and Replay Paradigmin CSCW systems. ReplayKit re-
cords the input event stream generated by a user working with an application. This is
later used tore-execute the same application. Annotatable applications are required
to perform deterministic computations and provide for capturing of internal state
and input events. Variations in replay speed due to different load are measured and
compensated by timing the application’s ‘reactions’ to user input during recording
and replay. ReplayKit has been implemented for X Windows. Follow-up projects at
Michigan University likeMedical Collaboration Project[Weymouth et al., 1998]
work with Java programs and applets. The technique used in ReplayKit is very si-
milar to the X-Windows server extension described above.

Application-State Recording

Application-output recording as a means to provide a persistent session state is very
common. Every application that persistently manages open windows with their po-
sitions and sizes or general user preferences makes use of application-state recor-
ding and replay. Even many operating systems like Macintosh, IRIX, and partially
Windows 9x/NT automatically restore the desktop with open windows and running
application when the user logs in. Another example is the annotation function of
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Word for Windows: to anchor an annotation to a part of the presented document,
Word obtains (from itself) a handle allowing it to present the annotation again, even
under different presentation situation (font, window size, etc.).

CORAL(Xerox Parc) presented in [Minneman et al., 1995; Moran et al., 1997] is a
confederation of tools used to record and later replay audio and the usage of several
applications including an editor (WEmacs) and a white-board application (Tivoli)
during a meeting. Users can immediately integrate all applications that implement
a special interface developed at Xerox.

Applications participating in the CORAL environment satisfy the definition of ap-
plication-state recording and replay. They are modelled as producers and consumers
of their own application specific media stream. The emacs variation, for example,
uses a time-stamped record of the commands performed by the user (e.g. key-
presses) as its application media.

The distinction between application-state AORR and the generalized ‘saving appli-
cation state data’ lies primarily in the intention. Application-state AORR records
data to reproduce a certain kind of output of the application.

The DIANE project mentioned above also implements application-state recording
when a user annotates an annotation. The user’s interactions with the annotated
annotation (pausing, forwarding, scrolling, etc.) are recorded from and replayed to
the presentation engine. A detailed description follows in Section8.3.4.

J-GUIRR presented in [Schließer, 1999] under the name JRV proposes a prototype
framework to record and replay the internal state of a Java graphical user interface
(see Section8.3.3).

3.2 General Annotation Systems

The MEMEX systemenvisioned by Vannevar Bush as early as 1945 can be seen
as the foundation of the field of hypermedia [Bush, 1945]. The MEMEX system is
described to contain the tightly interlinked knowledge of the era, easily expandable
by reading in new data. Users generate new connections, paths, and comments as
they work with the system, and can easily export and share this new information
with colleagues in a collaborative manner.

XANADUby [Nelson, 1981], who coined the term hypertext, also is a foundation
work of the field. One of the important concepts is the transclusive approach in
which new hypertext seamlessly assimilates (includes) portions of older writing.
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This approach allows easy, seemingly in-place annotations that are linked bidirec-
tionally to the annotated material.

Another foundation work of the field isAUGMENTby [Engelbart, 1984] which was
implemented to help ‘knowledge-workers’ to structure their knowledge sequentially
for publication. The system organizes statements in a strictly hierarchical structure
with links of different types between statements (including indirect links like ‘link
to the first link in statement 3.2.a.3’). A statement is the atomic object of AUG-
MENT and generally contains one paragraph of text. Colleagues can annotate a
statement by creating a link from the annotation (also a statement) to the annotated
statement. Links, though, appear to be unidirectional which requires an additional
notification about the new annotation (e.g. by email). Interesting is the ‘publicate’
function which creates a read-only copy of a document in a special journal-like area;
the public document can be freely annotated and cannot be deleted.

The most widely used computer-based annotations can be found in the InternetUse-
net newsgroups.Users worldwide exchange messages (postings) in a multitude of
discussion forums (newsgroups). Messages are primarily plain text,1but in recent
years, also formatted text (RTF, HTML, MIME) and some images are used. Anno-
tations to a posting are realized by posting a so-called reply. The annotated posting
is referenced using a unique ID inserted by the news client. Anchoring to specific
parts of a posting is done by quoting the original and inserting the annotation af-
ter the relevant part. Faithful quotation and proper marking of annotation/annotated
text is ‘enforced’ by etiquette.

DIANE (IPVR-VS, University of Stuttgart et al.) presented in [Benz et al., 1997d]
is a distributed multimedia annotation environment running in Java on different
operating systems. The focus of the project is to allow users to annotate interactive
application sessions as well as multimedia documents using a generic AORR (see
p.33). Annotations created by DIANE are multimedia documents. DIANE provides
security features suitable for the use in hospitals and distributed organizations.

InterNote(IRIS, Brown University) presented by [Catlin et al., 1989] provides an
annotation service with the focus on supporting collaboration during the creation
and reviewing process of documents. The most remarkable feature distinguishing
InterNote from other systems is an operation on annotation links called warm lin-
king. Warm linkingan annotation automatically replaces the annotated objects with
the contents of the annotation, e.g. to incorporate a correction or improvement sug-
gested in the annotation. InterNote tracks which annotations a user has already in-
corporated or rejected. The underlying hypermedia systemIntermediaprovides ro-

1 Newsgroups dedicated to publish programs or pictures are disregarded in this context.
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bustness to the links. Annotations with InterNote are restricted to documents created
with special tools (InterWord, InterDraw, etc.).

The WebDesk framework(ESPRIT, MATES) that is presented by [Parnes et al.,
1995] sketches a very restricted annotation facility on a shared white-board tool,
which allows the distribution of annotations in separate files.

Annotate!(Stern School of Business, NY) presented by [Ginsburg, 1998] defines
an annotated XML document type to improve Web-based information retrieval by
supplying rating annotations (e.g. agree, agree with reservations, disagree. . . ).

Several products from theMicrosoft Officesuite support annotations on their respec-
tive documents.Office 2000considerably improves collaboration functions for these
products by adding distributed discussion forums similar to WWW annotation sys-
tems like CritSuit, ThirdVoice, or GrAnT (see next section). Annotations are crea-
ted as newsgroups-like discussion threads and can be attached to complete Web and
Office documents. Additionally, for some document types automatically generated
annotation targets allow the commenting of structures roughly resembling a para-
graph (cf. CoNote). This type of Web annotations (new to Office 2000) is stored in
a centralized Office Server and restricted to simple texts. Application-specific anno-
tation facilities (already available before inWord for Windows, PowerPoint, Excel,
etc.) are very restricted: annotations are stored in the annotated documents themsel-
ves and cannot be distributed separately. PowerPoint has rudimentary support for
temporal annotations by allowing the recording of one slide show with synchroni-
zed audio. Each slide can be presented exactly once, making a real recording with
multiple passes and jumps forward/backward impossible.

Adobe AcrobatPDF files provide in-place annotations of any kind anywhere in a
document, provided a suitable viewer/editor is available. Annotations are appended
to the annotated document and are not shared unless the file is shared. Annotations
to annotations are not modelled.

The Multivalent Document Model(Berkeley) presented in [Phelps and Wilensky,
1997, 1998] is part of the Berkeley Digital Library initiative and aims to improve
the usability of digital libraries. MDM defines a uniform open meta document mo-
del that is capable of integrating all document formats for which the system has a
presentation component. The focus of the model is on providing additional flexible
and dynamically extensible functionality to electronic documents.

MDM is currently supports scanned pages and HTML as basic document formats. A
multivalent document based on a scanned page, for example, allows a user to search,
select, and copy text from this page utilizing transparently added OCR. Tabular
material on that page can be sorted by user-defined criteria, or the user can add
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digital ink drawings or magic marker selections and save all these modifications in
a private copy referring to the original material.

To achieve this, the MDM is based on the principles of software components and the
separation of structure and contents. In these features it has similarities with Open-
Doc/OLE [seeOrfali et al., 1996, for an overview], and ComMentor (cf. page39).
One type of components calledlayerspresents the content data. Another type of
components calledbehavioursorchestrates the relations between the layers and
provides the interactive functionality available to the user. Layer and behaviour
components can communicate with each other and the browser framework using
a sophisticated (and quite complex) protocol. An MDM file, its data contents, and
the component software are stored separately and may be distributed over a local
network or the Internet/WWW.

An MDM file defines the structure of the layers and behaviours the document con-
sists of. Furthermore, it specifies parameters for each of the components, including
the location of the content data to be presented by the layers. Multivalent docu-
ments can contain other multivalent documents, allowing a user to easily add or
change layers or behaviours and save this as a local copy or a new public version.

A special type of component reference provided by the MDM framework makes
these composed documents robust against several types of changes in the origi-
nal document. These references are partially based on sticky pointers described by
[Fischer and Ladner, 1979]. But sticky pointers have certain drawbacks: they do not
work correctly when the referenced substring is moved, accessing a pointer can be
very expensive, and the data structure grows with each insertion/deletion—unless a
garbage collector with knowledge aboutall existing pointersis run.

All mentioned features above make the multivalent document model very appro-
priate for annotation systems for static media like text and scanned pages. The
model does not support continuous or other time-based material like video, audio,
application sessions, or general user interaction.

The Observerby [Noldus Inc., 2002] allows researchers to annotate the behaviour
of test subjects in real time or on a video recording. The tool is primarily used in
usability studies, sociology, psychology, and animal behaviour studies. The obser-
ver creates annotations in the form ofeventsor time intervalswhen the subjects
show relevant behaviour. Types and input-keys for all events must be predefined by
the researcher, but each event can be augmented with a short text. The Observer can
present the annotations on a time axis, optionally with filters, and provides a variety
of statistical functions over the events.
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3.3 Annotations in the WWW

Annotations to Web pages have become an active and moderately independent area
of research (seeZohar[1999] for a good overview). The main problems that anno-
tations in the WWW have to address are

• scalability to allow annotationsby everyoneto be visiblefor everyone,

• storage and distribution of the annotation relation,

• management of the annotation relation,

• security and copyright, and

• usability.

The Annotator project(SUN) initiated by Wayne Gramlich is the foundation work
in annotation systems for the World Wide Web [Gramlich, 2000; Stanley, 1997].
It appears to be the first to use a proxy server to mix annotations and annotation
control elements into the Web pages during retrieval. The Foresight Institute pic-
ked up Gramlich’s work and now pursues it as part ofCritSuit, which deals with
communication in the Web. Annotations are anchored to a text range on the annota-
ted Web page. Anchors are visualized using small iconsinserted intothe annotated
page, which easily disrupt the layout of the annotated page.2 CritSuit also uses Web
search engines to find and automatically insert back-links to pages potentially con-
taining annotations. CritSuit enhances the annotated pages with JavaScript.

ThirdVoicepresented in [ThirdVoice Inc, 1999] sets up a WWW annotation system
that claims to solve most of the problems mentioned. The annotation system consists
of plug-ins for the two mayor Web browsers and a centralized server architecture.
ThirdVoice allows annotating arbitrary selections in an HTML page with text. Ot-
her media types are under consideration. Annotation anchors are small icons mixed
into the Web page. When selected, the annotation is presented in a floating window
near the anchor. The annotation system can manage working groups and restrict
annotation visibility accordingly. The problem of scalability, though, appears to be
unsolved: a centralized annotation server is queried for every page each of the sys-
tem’s users retrieves.

2 An example of such a disruption with about 270 links associated to a single icon can be found
at http://crit.org/http://www.foresight.org/FI/index.html . As a result,
270 character-sized icons appear in front of and after this icon, rendering both the page and its
annotations nearly useless.
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NCSA Mosaic V1.2[NCSA Mosaic, 1999] provides private and group annotations
by associating URLs with annotating documents. The annotation feature is browser-
specific and has been abandoned since release 2.0. Annotations consist of text and
audio (on some systems). Links to the annotations are automatically appended to
annotated documents by Mosaic. For group annotations, a central annotation server
manages and distributes annotation links.

ComMentor(Stanford) presented in [Röscheisen et al., 1997] is an extension to the
annotation facility of Mosaic providing public distributed annotations to text se-
lections. ComMentor also is a system that mixes annotation anchors and headers
dynamically into retrieved pages. Additional features of the system include crea-
tion of trails and landmarks (i.e. voting). Annotation links are made robust against
minor modifications in the annotated document by using string-position trees to a
canonical form of the annotated document [see Patricia trees inKnuth, 1973].

A prototype calledActive Annotationspresented in [Hummes et al., 1997] allows
the user to directly select the text to be annotated on a Web page and then enter
the annotation via a form. In all other aspects, the system resembles CoNote and
CritSuit. It uses a browser feature that sends the selected text as a parameter. It
remains unclear, how ambiguous selections are handled.

Waldens Pathpresented in [Shipman et al., 1998; Marshall, 1998a] is a tool provi-
ding guided Web-exploration for school classes. The teacher creates a list of anno-
tated URLs that the students can traverse. The system uses a Web proxy that mixes
the content Web page with navigation controls and the annotations. When the path
is left, e.g. by following links in the pages, navigation back to where the path was
left is automatically provided. Annotations are HTML and are created once by the
author of the path. Students may not annotate a path, but can create their own paths.
Waldens path resembles one scenario given for MEMEX in [Bush, 1945].

CoNote(Cornell University) by [Davis and Huttenlocher, 1995] enables a group of
Web users to communicate using shared annotations. It is used for computer science
course-material at Cornell University. Documents and annotations are HTML or
text. Annotation anchors are presented inline with subject, author, date, etc. and a
link to the annotation text. Annotations are only possible in dedicated author-defined
places eliminating the normal problem of inline anchors that destroy the document
layout. Annotations and documents are stored separately and are combined dyna-
mically by a special Web server. Different user groups can annotate documents in-
dependently without seeing each other’s annotations. Annotations by the document
author are specially marked as ‘authoritative’.
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BothHyperNewsby [HyperNews, 1999] andWeb4Groupsby [Web4Groups, 1999;
Alton-Scheidl, 1996] conceptually create a newsgroup from each managed Web
page. Available comments are listed newsgroup-like at the end of the annotated
page. Annotations are stored in the site of the annotated Web page or in a dedicated
Web proxy. Alternatively, the annotation itself can be stored anywhere and just the
reference to it is stored in one of the places mentioned above.

Futplex(TU Eindhoven) presented in [Holtman, 1996] is designed for tight colla-
borative work in a small group where everyone has read–write access to every Web
page on the basis of ‘statements’ (but only the author of a statement can edit the
statement). Futplex controls the contents and structure of the Web pages and does
not allow annotating other pages.

An unnamed Web annotation system byWolf [1998] (IPVR-VS, University of Stutt-
gart) demonstrates the use of DHTML to overlay arbitrary Web pages with dynamic
annotations. In addition to freely positioned text/HTML annotations, the system re-
cords and replays mouse movement over the page and supports simple digital ink.
Annotations on a Web page are floating above the undisturbed original page and can
be shown/hidden selectively. Mouse movement is replayed on demand.

GrAnT presented by [Schickler et al., 1996] is another newsgroup-like Web anno-
tation system mixing annotations dynamically into retrieved documents. In addition
to associating a newsgroup to every Web page, it also groups annotations by topic or
administrative rules intoannotation groups.For a given Web page, only those anno-
tations become visible which are part of the active annotation groups (for which the
user must have appropriate access rights). GrAnT is browser and server independent
and offers only a very cumbersome user interface based on forms.

WebOnCollandI2Cnet(FORTH) presented in [Chronaki et al., 1998, 1996] provide
graphical and textual annotations on medical images in a regional healthcare envi-
ronment.3 Documents and annotations are managed in virtual workspaces featuring
ownership, lifetime, access rights, and collaboration control. Annotations can be
created on groups of documents. Graphical annotations (drawings, icons, text) can
be superimposed on image documents. The system uses a combination of Java ap-
plets and server-based Java programs communicating via HTTP.

Microcosmand later theDistributed Link ServiceandMicrocosm TNG(all MMRG
Southampton) presented in [Carr et al., 1996, 1995, 1994; Goose et al., 1997] con-
sequently separate the storage of documents and links. Added to this, they extensi-
vely use late link-binding allowing both the source and the destination of a link to be
computed. A user can select any word or phrase in any document in any application

3 The system I2Cnet is part or WebOnColl and has been developed by the same group earlier.
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and pass it to Microcosm to search for, and later navigate available hyperlinks. The
Distributed Link Serviceextends the Microcosm architecture by distributing link
servers and making them accessible via HTTP. The approach to link management
allows documents and links to be created and distributed completely independent
from each other.

An example borrowed from [Carr et al., 1996] may illustrate this: A hypermedia
biology lexicon can come with links to each of its headwords. After activating the
link database, any document the user works with (WWW, PDF, PS, etc.) automati-
cally hyperlinks any of the lexicon’s headwords to itself. Similarly, after obtaining
some hypermedia courseware on cell reproduction and activating its link database,
keywords/descriptions in the lexicon now automatically link to the appropriate pie-
ces in the courseware. Finally, the user may buy access to an online link server for
WWW biology resources, which now automatically webs both the lexicon and the
courseware with current research and publications in the WWW.

XML Pointer Language (XPointer), XML Link Language (XLink)

XPointers as presented in [Daniel Jr. et al., 2000] are a recommendation of the
WWW Consortium. They allow the reference of specific elements and ranges in
XML documents based on the document structure or contents regardless of these
structures bearing explicit ID attributes [Cover, 1999]. Structural elements (nodes)
in an XML document can be addressed directly (e.g. the 7th SECTION node) or
relatively (e.g. parent and siblings of parent of node containing a STRING).

XPointers can be constructed moderately robust against changes in the document
by referring to structural elements in combination with content. Nevertheless, ro-
bustness is not a primary concern and redundant information to increase robustness
currently cannot be encoded in XPointers.

3.4 Annotations with Special Hardware

Several systems facilitate special new hardware for input and output with the main
goal of improving the usability: ease of creation and ease of retrieval. Most pro-
minent is the use of handwriting, freehand drawing, and accompanying audio. The
user’s current physical location is not used, yet. Several systems link audio or video
to some form of note taking of a user and, thereby, provide implicit index genera-
tion.
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Due to their different focus, the systems described here are not completely compara-
ble to the ‘full annotation systems’ presented above. Specifically, the systems listed
below are very restricted in the documents they can annotate and mostly implement
functionality similar to a conventional notebook.

XLibris (XEROX Parc) by [Schilit et al., 1998] uses a pen tablet to present docu-
ments using the paper/book metaphor allowing free-form digital ink annotations. It
provides a rich set of navigation and hyperlinking functions, including links from
automatic queries using annotated (marked) words and sentences. Furthermore, an-
notated material can be cut out and managed in a hyperlinked Readers Notebook
(sort, filter, arrange, link, annotate). The system is restricted to static documents
and does not model a time line. The authors distinguish betweenannotations, which
are in direct spatial (‘physical’) relation to the document, andnotes, which are in a
separate document.

Dynomite(MIT Media Lab/XEROX) by [Wilcox et al., 1997] is a pen-based tablet-
notebook application to take notes during a meeting. Annotating existing material
is not possible. The management of notes taken with Dynomite is quite similar to
XLibris. A special feature is the continuous recording of audio in a finite endless
loop allowing the user to ‘start the recording 3 minutes in the past’.

CrossPad(Cross Pen) by [CrossPen, 2000; IBM Research, 2002] is a commercial
product that captures handwriting as digital ink. Specific for the product is that the
user writes on conventional paper with a conventional ball-pen. The pen carries a
small transmitter that is picked up by the device placed under the paper.

TheAudio Notebook(MIT Media Lab) by [Stifelman, 1996] allows the user to write
on aconventional notebookpositioned on a digitizing tablet enhanced with automa-
tic page detection. Users can play back audio page by page, by pointing to a note on
a page, or using an audio scrollbar.Filochat (HP Labs) by [Whittaker et al., 1994]
uses the same principle as the Audio Notebook but uses an LCD tablet for note
taking.Marquee(Xerox Parc) by [Weber and Poon, 1994] uses an LCD tablet for
note taking to index a video recording. Audio Notebook, Filochat, and Marquee also
are not annotation systems in the strict sense because annotating existing material
is not immediately possible with any of them.

3.5 Scalability of Annotation Systems

Scalability describes performance aspects of a system with respect to the growing
of one or more variables associated to the problem addressed by the application. For
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annotation systems, variables of concern are the number of documents available for
annotations, the size of the documents, the number of annotations per document, the
number of producers of annotations, and the number of consumers of annotations.

The most relevant aspect to be described with respect to one or more of these varia-
bles are the costs to store the annotation relation, create an annotation, remove an
annotation, find one or all annotation links to a document, prepare an annotation for
immediate presentation, and find an annotation with a give content.

LaLiberte and Braverman[1995] give a very good and still current overview of the
problems related to scalability and the existing approaches in annotation systems.
Annotations for small and moderate groups are generally no problem. The true cha-
llenge lies in the Web and its enormous size and growth rate.

The analysis and design of widely scalable annotation systems (e.g. to the size of
the WWW) is outside the scope of this thesis.

3.6 Summary

• Many types of systems use AORR functionality, for instance screen recorders,
sharing systems, added-value systems, and application-state recording.

• Annotations are possible in a large number of applications and systems. Two
important groups in these systems are dedicated to annotations in the WWW
and annotations with specialized hardware.

• Creation of multimedia annotations and annotations to multimedia documents
are either not supported or very rudimentary.

• Scalability of annotation systems to WWW proportions is still unsolved. The
problem is outside the scope of this thesis.
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Chapter 4

Taxonomy of Annotation
Systems and AORR

This chapter introduces the taxonomies for AORR and annotation systems and clas-
sifies and compares the systems presented in the previous chapter. The result is a
detailed map of existing and potential functionality that is the basis for the CoMPAs
system and AORR subsystem introduced in the following chapter. The AORR taxo-
nomy has previously been published in [Benz et al., 1997e,d].

4.1 Taxonomy of AORR

In short, the aim of AORR is to record the output of a given application in such
a way that the reproduction of this recording is sufficiently similar to the original
output.

AORR systems can be characterized by three basic topics: usability potential, design
aspects, and general features.

Usability potentialidentifies from a user’s point of view the capabilities of an AORR
system.Design aspectsidentify important aspects of the design of the AORR sys-
tem. They are an indicator for the complexity of the system and the overall ‘cost’
of recording and replaying an annotation.General featuresidentify the aspects of
AORR systems that do not fit well with the other groups. They only feature in this
group is the ‘security’ of the AORR recording.

In the remainder of this section, each of these topics is described in detail and used
to describe and evaluate existing AORR systems.
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4.1.1 Usability Potential

The usability potentialdescribes the functions that an AORR system offers to its
users. They can be mapped directly to the use cases implemented by the system.

Processing capability
Processing capabilitydescribes how the recorded data may be reused. It de-
termines the structural and semantic content of the recorded data.

Processing capability is a list of names and optional descriptions of post-
replay usage. Every AORR system should support basicreplay. Other exam-
ples arecopy/paste textfrom the presentation,identify the applicationthat
the recording was taken from, or evenstart the original applicationwith or
without accessing the same data as at the time of recording.

A basic processing capability only requires a surface representation of the me-
dia. To acquire this, it would suffice to record the analog signal to the display
to capture the screen output of an application. The recording would be faithful
to the original, except perhaps for minor loss of image quality or smoothness.
However, there would be no information available to distinguish the windows
of the target application from any other window on the screen (recording these
other windows may even violate security requirements). A very powerful pro-
cessing capability would result, if the original application is used as the pla-
yer to present the recording as shown by [Manohar and Prakash, 1995b] and
[Moran et al., 1997]. In this case, all capabilities of the original application
would be available to the user.

The selection made for usability potential during system design strongly af-
fects the technical requirement of the application to be aware of the recording,
because only a specialized application may provide sufficient data to satisfy
the given requirements. Furthermore, it strongly affects the data format for
recording, because the data must contain enough information to provide for
the chosen capabilities.

Replay controllability
Replay controllabilitydescribes the functions available to a user to control the
replay of the recorded material itself.

Replay controllability is a list of VCR-like functions, for exampleplay for-
ward, fast forward, jump to index, or play backward.

Providing a rich set of replay controls with short reaction times is an easy way
to increase user satisfaction [Shneiderman, 1992]. Failing to provide even one
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of the minimal set of functions deemed essential by the users can easily render
the whole tool unacceptable. On the other hand, even one additional, perhaps
nonessential, function can severely increase the complexity and cost of the
whole system.

The selection made for replay controllability during system design strongly
affects the data format required for recording, for instance not every data
format allows playing backward.

4.1.2 Design Aspects

Thedesign aspectsdescribe the fundamental technical features of an AORR system.
The focus is system-oriented and they are used to represent restrictions due to limi-
ted resources (e.g. storage capacity). Restrictions in this area will most commonly
originate in the controlling department of the customer and the design team of the
AORR supplier.

Recording awareness
Recording awarenessdescribes whether the recorded application is aware of
the recording or not.

Recording awareness is eitherNo or an interface description that recordable
applications need to support.

Requiring applications to be aware of being recorded may severely simplify
AORR, because such an application provides data much more suitable for
recording and replay than others do. Thus, this choice would also severely
restrict the range of possible applications to record. A very simple example for
an aware application could be a slightly modified text editor Emacs. Through
an API it could make its internal state (e.g. edited files, cursor position, etc.)
available to the recorder. During replay, these states would be fed back to the
editor to recreate a presentation similar to the original session.

Recording data format
Recording data formatdescribes the format of the recorded raw data.

The recording data format is the name of a standardized media format (e.g.
MPEG, WAV, JPG) or the specification of a proprietary data format.

Almost all other aspects of the system affect the data format.

Timing of recording
Timing of recordingdescribes how the recording of individual media frames
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is initiated. The term ‘frame’ corresponds to the same term used for a video,
which is replayed with a certain rate of frames per second.

Possible values arecontinuous with fixed frame rate, automatic when output
changes, and manual on user-demand. The most important considerations
during system design are the amount of data produced and the quality (i.e.
smoothness) of the replay.

Data-interception point, data-feed point
Data-interception pointdescribes where the data to be recorded is acquired.
Data-feed pointdescribes where the recorded data is delivered during replay.

The values describe for each media to be recorded where its respective media
data will be accessed and how this access is achieved. Example values are
screen output—from analog signal to the monitor, screen output—intercept
X-protocol using a virtual X-device, or audio output—intercept audio data
stream to the virtual audio device.

Selection of source
Selection of sourcedescribes the selection of what is to be recorded, e.g.
which area or application. To record application output the user has to select
an application or a part of an application. This can be achieved by either pro-
viding a dedicated recording area where everything to record is dragged into,
or by a direct selection mechanism, for example selecting the application with
the mouse or identifying it by name. Both methods focus on the visual output
to the screen where deictic input devices are common (mouse, light pen, etc.)
and feedback of selection is easy (e.g. modify window borders, background
colour, etc.). If AORR encompasses additional media like audio or network
communication, the selection, acquisition of data, and feedback get more dif-
ficult. The decision, which method to use in AORR is primarily affected by
human factors (usability) and ease of implementation; it is independent of the
general capabilities of AORR discussed above.

4.1.3 General Factors

Security
The need for security in AORR is obvious and affects every other aspect of
the AORR system. Generally, the security requirements for the recorded out-
put are at least as high as they are for the original material and applications.
They may be higher because the recorded material, in essence, contains an
interpretation of the security-relevant material, e.g. the personal view of the
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recording user. Additionally, nothing should be recorded that the user is not
aware of. Therefore, the important usability aspect is to ensure that the user is
at all times aware which applications or parts of applications AORR records.
Failing to provide this would pose a severe security risk, because the user may
accidentally record confidential material without noticing.

4.1.4 Evaluation

Table4.1 shortly describes the AORR systems presented in the previous chapter
using the taxonomy presented above. It exhibits the strong similarities between the
described systems, specifically in the topicusability potentialand the design as-
pectstimingandselection of source.Variations in theprocessing capabilitiesresult
only from limited extensions around a common set. They follow immediately from
the respective application area. Thedata formatanddata interception/feed points
clearly reveal both their strong interdependency and three basic classes of recording
complexity:

1. low-level audio-visual data formats (e.g. WAV, bitmaps), accessed at low-
level device drivers or the BIOS,

2. abstract low-level I/O description script language data (e.g. X-event stream)
intercepted near high-level virtual devices, e.g. X servers, and

3. high-level, application-specific data representing the internal state of the ap-
plication intercepted at the recorded application itself.

The columnrecording approachreflects these classes of recording complexity and
Chapter7 analyzes them in detail.

Although AORR systems potentially record (and distribute) sensitive data, only
VNC Viewer explicitly supportssecurityby encryption. DIANE–AORR delega-
tes security to the embedding DIANE systems, and Coral delegates the task to the
individual application programmers who integrate an application into the Coral fra-
mework. All other systems ignore this important issue.

These observations strongly support the thesis that AORR represents a unique task
which can and should be solved independent of a specific application area. Chap-
ter 7 proposes such an independent subsystem architecture and presents individual
system solutions for it.
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Table 4.1: Classification of existing AORR systems. The entries in rowrecording approach
refer to categories introduced in Chapter7, where LLORR = low-level recording and replay,
Script-RR = recording and replay of virtual-device script language.
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4.2 Taxonomy of Annotation Systems

Annotation systems can be characterized by four general topics: functional cove-
rage, mediality, annotation linking, and organization.Functional coverageidentifies
how far an annotation system supports the primary annotation functions establis-
hed in Chapter2. Mediality identifies the degree of multimediality of an annotation
system, and the possibilities to relate the time axes of annotation and annotated do-
cument, if they exist.Annotation linkingidentifies how an annotation system deals
with the annotation relation itself, how and where links are stored, and how robust
the links are. Finally,organizationidentifies how annotations and annotated docu-
ments can be structured, distributed, and published.

In the remainder of this chapter, each of these topics is described in detail and used
to describe and evaluate existing annotation systems.

4.2.1 Functional Coverage

The functional coveragedescribes how well an annotation system covers the func-
tional richness of casual annotations. The primary functions of annotations have
been identified in Chapter2.

Functional coverage
Functional coverageis a list describing for each primary annotation function
its level of support. Functions can besupported, possible(but not supported),
or not possible. A possible but unsupported function is a function that can be
achieved by applying some tool of the annotation system in an ‘unintended’
way. Primary annotation functions arein situ annotations, noninterpretative
markings, interpretative markings, informal coding, publication control, in-
tegration with reading activity, viewer consistency, version consistency, ipso
tempore annotations, annotation of processes, andannotation agents.

Evaluation

The coverage of primary annotation functions is generally good in all examined sys-
tems. Shortcomings primarily result from the inability to place annotations freely
and later view them in the context of the annotated document (i.e. spatio-temporal
synchronization). Table4.2gives an overview how existing annotation systems co-
ver the essential annotation functions.
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WWW annotation systems in general do not cover the essential functions as well
as other systems. The primary reasons are the difficulties to build versatile user
interfaces in WWW-based systems, and the requirements enforced by the size of the
WWW. Recent extensions to HTML and the use of Java, JavaScript, and ActiveX
start to improve the situation (e.g. active Annotations, WebOnColl, unnamed [Wolf,
1998]). The challenge of scalability to the size of the WWW, though, has not been
met, yet, and is not discussed in this thesis.

4.2.2 Mediality

TheMediality of an annotation system characterizes which media and formats the
system is able to manage in annotations and annotated documents, and how anno-
tations can be presented with respect to the annotated documents.

Document media
Document mediais a list of media and document formats supported in anno-
tated documents. In addition to standard media, also document formats and
application sessions are possible. Type definitions and consequences of the
selection are given below this list.

Annotation media
Annotation mediais a list of media and document formats supported in an-
notations. In addition to standard media, also computer document types and
application sessions are possible. Type definitions and consequences of the
selection are given below this list.

Spatio-temporal synchronization
Spatio-temporal synchronizationis a description of how the media of an anno-
tation and the annotated document may be synchronized during simultaneous
presentation.1

The availablesynchronization possibilitiesbetween media & documents give
a measure for the presentational richness of an annotation system. For exam-
ple, the presentation of the mouse movement/drawing on top of the annotated
image (perhaps even combined with the timely presentation of the annotation
texts) requires the spatio-temporal synchronization of annotated document
and annotation.

The availablemedia typesfor documents and annotations give a measure for the ex-
pressiveness and implicit potential ease of use of the annotation system. For exam-

1 See Chapter6 for a discussion on annotation presentation modes.
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MEMEX + — ++ ++ + + — ++ — — —
XANADU + + ++ — ++ — — ? — — —

AUGMENT — — ++ — ++ — — ++ — — —
Internet NEWS + + ++ — — — ++ — — — —

DIANE ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ + — — ++ ++ —
Coral + ++ ++ + ? + ? — ++ ++ +

InterNote — — ++ + — ++ ? ++ — — ++
Annotate! — — ++ — — — + + — — —

Office2000 + + ++ + + — — ++ — — —
Adobe Acrobat ++ ++ ++ + + ++ — — — — +

Multivalent Documents ++ ++ ++ + — + — ++ — — +
The Annotator / CritSuit + + ++ — — — ++ — — — —

The Observer — — ++ — + ++ — — — + +
ThirdVoice + — ++ — ++ ++ — ? — — —

NCSA Mosaic V1.2 + — ++ — — — — ++ — — —
ComMentor + — ++ — ++ — — ++ — — —

Active Annotations + — ++ — — — — ++ — — —
Waldens Path — — ++ — + — ++ ++ — — —

CoNote — — ++ — ++ — ++ ++ — — —
HyperNews/Web4Groups + — ++ — ++ — + ++ — — —

Futplex ++ — ++ — + — ++ ++ — — —
unnamed[Wolf98] ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ ++ — — — — —

GrAnT + ++ — — ++ — ++ ++ — — —
WebOnColl, I2Cnet + ++ ++ ++ ++ — + ++ — — —

Microcosm / DLS — — ++ — — — — ? — — —
XLibris ++ ++ ++ + — ++ — — — — —

Dynomite ++ ++ ++ + — — — — + + —
Audio Notebook ++ ++ ++ + — — — — + + —

Filochat / Marquee ++ ++ ++ + — ++ — — ++ — —
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Table 4.2: Evaluation of annotation systems: functional coverage. (++ supported; + possi-
ble; - not supported; ? unknown)
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ple, a system only providing for text annotations will restrict a user to verbal des-
criptions of ‘where’ and ‘what’, and asks for a lot of typing. Another system that
additionally supports pointing or drawing with the mouse relieves the user from the
burden to describe precisely places on an annotated image.

The availablecomputer document formatsfor documents and annotations give a
measure for the openness of the annotation system with regard to document formats.
An annotation system for a certain multimedia document format (e.g. MIME) may
provide annotations in the same format for easy insertion in the document.

The availableapplication sessionsfor documents and annotations identify the ap-
plications that allow interactive sessions to be annotated. If, for example,MS-Word
is listed, then a user can annotate interactive processes using Microsoft Word. For
each application or group of applications, thetype of AORRthat is used to record
the session is given as well using the AORR taxonomy.

For all three aspects of mediality, an annotation-system designer faces the trade-off
between richness in expression for the user on one side, and complexity of imple-
mentation and user-interface design on the other side.

Evaluation

None of the classified systems except Coral and DIANE support true synchroni-
zed multimedia. Systems either support only static media (e.g. text, image, URL)
or provide no spatio-temporal synchronization of annotation and annotated docu-
ment (e.g. unsynchronized audio, annotation in separate window or at the end of
the annotated document). Some applications of Microsoft Office 2000 offer partia-
lly synchronized media. Table4.3 gives an overview of the supported media and
synchronization types.

WWW annotation systems generally present annotations separately in their own
window, or at the end of the Web page with no user controllable spatial or temporal
synchronization. Several systems (Mosaic, HyperNews, Web4Groups) even force
annotation anchors to fixed positions at the beginning/end of the Web page. The
other Web annotation systems use Web proxies to insert the link anchors inline
dynamically—making them either indistinguishable from original links or inflicting
devastating effects on the layout (e.g. The Annotator/CritSuit). This situation will
change in the near future because DHTML and XML provide easy ways to overlay
Web pages with other material [seeWolf, 1998].
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Mediality

MEMEX + + i
XANADU + + ?

AUGMENT + + i
Internet NEWS + +

DIANE + + + + + + + + + + + ST T
Coral + + +

InterNote + + + i
Annotate! + +

Office2000 + + + + + + i
Adobe Acrobat + S

Multivalent Documents + + + + + + + + S S
The Annotator / CritSuit + i

The Observer + + T
ThirdVoice + + i

NCSA Mosaic V1.2 + + +
ComMentor + i

Active Annotations + i
Waldens Path +

CoNote + + i
HyperNews/Web4Groups + +

Futplex + + i
unnamed[Wolf98] + + S

GrAnT + + i
WebOnColl, I2Cnet + + + + + S

Microcosm / DLS + + + + + + + i
XLibris + + + + + S

Dynomite + +
Audio Notebook + +

Filochat / Marquee + +
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Table 4.3: Evaluation of annotation systems: supported media types. (+ supported; i inline;
S spatial; T temporal; ? unknown)

4.2.3 Annotation Linking

Theannotation linkingdescribes how an annotation system deals with the relation
between an annotation and the annotated object. It describes where annotation links
and their annotation-target reference are stored, which objects an annotation may
be anchored to, how an annotation is visualized in a document, and how robust the
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annotation-target reference is toward modifications in or near the annotated (target)
object.

A short preview to the link concepts introduced in the next chapter: anannotation
link is an element of theannotation relationthat models a concrete annotation.
An annotation-target reference (ATR)is the optional part of an annotation link that
specifically identifies the annotated element(s) within the annotated document (e.g.
a paragraph in a text document).2 The annotated object identified by the link is the
annotation target.The link anchordescribes how the existence of the annotation
might be indicated within the annotated document, e.g. by an icon.

Link storage
Link storagedescribes where the annotation relation (the links), and the ATR
(the links most important attribute) are stored. The description is given as a
tuple specifying the storage location for link and ATR. Possible values are in
the document, in the annotation, in the document and annotation, and in a
potentially distributedseparate database.

Storing annotation links and ATRs in the affected documents generally sim-
plifies their management and increases their robustness against modifications
and moving documents.3 Simultaneously, it results in a closed system be-
cause not all documents/objects allow the insertion of links or anchors. Furt-
hermore, it restricts the possibility of public annotations because creating an
annotation would require write access to the annotated document.

Storing annotations and ATR separately greatly supports an open annotation
system regarding document formats, and increases the flexibility of the sys-
tem. Research in hypertext and hypermedia systems support the advantages
of this choice.

Annotation targets
Annotation targetsis a list defining the classes (or types) of objects that an-
notations can be attached to. Possible values are all elements listed asdocu-
ment media,application-specific parts of these media, and arbitrary subsets
of target object classes. Examples areimage, image area, text, paragraph, or
dynamic video image area during time interval.

2 Links and ATR are described separately to comply with the Dexter Hypertext Reference Model
[Halasz and Schwartz, 1994]. See Chapter5 for a detailed description of the model and its formal
specification.

3 The counterexample is the use of WWW hyperlinks as annotation links, which are notoriously
fragile regarding renaming and moving the linked documents.
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The selection of possible annotation targets determines how precise a user
can be when creating an annotation with regard to the annotated object. The
precise anchoring can also simplify several tasks of an annotation system (e.g.
their presentation or providing robust annotations). On the other hand, requi-
ring the user to be highly specific about the annotated object can easily dis-
courage the creation of annotations as described by [Shipman and Marshall,
1994]. This burden can be lifted partially by having the annotation system
guess the annotation target by heuristics with the cost of making the annota-
tion system much more complicated.

Robustness
Robustnessdescribes in a list which modifications in the target object or its
container an annotation link can endure without being severed.

A severed linkis a link that no longer relates the annotated object to the anno-
tation in a way that is meaningful to the user. A system may providegraceful
degradationfor severed links by detecting a modification and offering the
user a computed tentative link, anchored to the approximate area of the origi-
nal link.

Example values for robustness areinsert/delete before the anchored object,
insert/delete after the anchored object, format change of the anchored object,
and renaming/moving of the document containing the anchored object. Ad-
ditionally, robustness may be specified for explicit sets of applications, e.g.
{(html-editor, insert after), (text-editor, insert before/after)}.

Link operations
Link operationsis a list of operations a user can perform with an annota-
tion link. Almost all systems provideshow, e.g. to view the annotation or the
annotated document. This is similar to navigating an HTML link. Other pos-
sibilities are for examplewarm linking, which on demand replaces the anno-
tated object with the annotation [Catlin et al., 1989], or computed link, which
automatically anchors to every occurrence of a link-specified object template
(e.g. annotating every occurrence of the word ‘mitosis’ with its definition in
a biology lexicon) [Carr et al., 1996; Goose et al., 1997].

Link operations generally have their origin in the particular problem environ-
ment an annotation system has been specialized for. Number and complexity
of the link operation vaguely relate to the usability of the annotation system
and strongly indicate its complexity. The fields of application for an anno-
tation system broaden immensely when a link operation API, the dynamic
integration of third party operations, and a scripting language are available.
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Annotation-target reference
Annotation-target reference (ATR)describes the encoding and contents con-
tained in the annotation link that refers to the target object. The annotation-
target reference is expressed as asub-resource locator.Possible values are for
exampleCORBA object ID, XPointer, <application>-specific, or a detailed
specification.

The annotation-target reference strongly affects the potential robustness of
annotation links, especially across application boundaries.

A generic, transparent, and accessible specification makes an annotation usa-
ble across different application contexts and applications. An application can
use an ATR, if it provides sufficient information for the application to identify
the target object in its context.

Almost all annotation systems are closed systems with respect to annotation-
target reference, because only one application (the annotation system itself) is
capable of interpreting its links and no attempt is made to allow other systems
to make use of them independently. An important exception is XML with its
XPointers: both the document format (SGML) and the links have been desig-
ned with conventional annotations in mind. They are both open and extensible
and, therefore, a prime choice to be used in a CoMPAs annotation system (see
Section8.1.7).

Evaluation

WWW annotation systems generally follow the lessons learnt from the hypertext
and hypermedia community: manage and store (hyper)links separately from the
linked documents. Nevertheless, several still store the link in the document—thus
improving their robustness against changes in the annotated document, but requiring
write access to the annotated documents for every annotating user. The majority of
systems, though, keep the annotation-target reference in the link. Table4.4gives an
overview of how annotation linking is handled in the examined systems.

No clear picture can be derived of the types of annotation targets. WWW annotation
systems rely on URL-addressable objects, which are a simple and efficient solution
but do not allow the free and precise positioning of annotations. For more precise
anchoring, some systems additionally require the user to submit a string that is uni-
que in the document. However, this puts an undesirable burden on the user (who has
to find such a string) and makes the annotation anchor fragile against modifications
to the anchor string.
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MEMEX ? ? document element(s) ? <--> ?

XANADU ? ? any ? <--> ?
AUGMENT ? LD statement modify, insert after, 

rename Cont
<- ++

Internet NEWS A — news message everything <--> ++
DIANE S L space-time interval ren./rem. Container <--> ++

Coral D L sessionRecordings — <- +
InterNote ? ? document element edit, rename Cont warm linking +
Annotate! D L document edit, rename Cont —

Office2000 S L Web-document, 
Office document, 

certain paragraphs 
within

edit elsewhere <-->, notify —

Adobe Acrobat D L page position/area edit elsewhere -> ?
Multivalent Documents A L document element edit <- +

The Annotator / CritSuit S L HTML substring edit <--> ++
The Observer A A time index edit video <-->, statist. 

analysis
++

ThirdVoice S L HTML-substring(?) ? -> ?
NCSA Mosaic V1.2 S L URL-target edit -> ++

ComMentor S L HTML edit <--> ++
Active Annotations S L HTML substring edit elsewhere -> ++

Waldens Path S — URL-target edit elsewhere <- ++
CoNote S L fixed places edit elsewhere -> ++

HyperNews/Web4Groups S L HTML edit elsewhere <--> ++
Futplex D D statement edit elsewhere,

remove Content
<--> ++

unnamed[Wolf98] S L area edit after -> ++
GrAnT S L HTML edit elsewhere <--> ++

WebOnColl, I2Cnet S L image, message edit elsewhere <--> ?
Microcosm / DLS S L text, URL-target edit elsewhere,

rename Cont
-> ++

XLibris S L document element ? <-->, similars, 
grab

+

Dynomite D L time intervall ? <- ++
Audio Notebook D L area insert <- ++

Filochat / Marquee D L area — <- ++

Annotation
Linking
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Table 4.4: Evaluation of annotation systems: annotation linking. (L link; A annotation;
D document; S separate DB; ++ very open; + well-documented proprietary; - closed; -> na-
vigate from document to annotation;<- navigate from annotation to document; ? unknown)
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URLs as pointer to target objects provide excellent robustness against modifications
within the annotated document. Only renaming or moving the document itself, or
explicitly modifying target IDs in the document result in severed annotation links.
Only Futplex and DIANE are robust against removing an annotated document be-
cause they perform alogical deleteon objects and use a garbage collector to remove
only those objects no longer referenced by any annotation.

Most interestingly, more than one-half of the classified systems do not allow bidi-
rectional navigation between annotation and annotated document (marked ‘<–>’).
A few even prevent users to discover an annotation in a document and navigate
to it (AUGMENT, Waldens Path, Coral, Multivalent Documents, and Annotate!;
marked ‘<-’). Dynomite, Audio Notebook, Filochat, and Marquee provide no navi-
gation at all because they do not distinguish between document and annotation.

Annotation-target references are available for almost all systems and most of them
are interpretable by a wide range of applications (e.g. URL, marked ‘++’). Proprie-
tary but well documented ATRs may also be used by other applications with some
effort (marked ‘+’).

4.2.4 Organization

The Organizationdescribes the organizational structures of an annotation system
available to the users, its distribution, and scalability.

Structures
Structureslist the organizational objects and structures an annotation sys-
tem provides.Document, annotation, and annotates(a, d)are fundamental
and can be omitted to save space. Other examples areDirectory and con-
tains(x, d), Discussion ThreadandpartOfThread(a, dt), or visibleFor(a, users
and groups). For clarity, type and relation definitions can also be specified
using a formal specification language.

The organizational structures available in an annotation system strongly re-
flect the task domain that the system has been designed for. Thus, available
structures differentiate general annotation systems form specific systems.

Distribution
Distribution describes for each of the basic objects of an annotation system
how they are distributed. The basic objects aredocuments, annotations, the
annotation relation(links), and link anchors. Each aspect can belocal or
distributed.
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The distribution of an annotation system is a direct indicator to its complexity.
The fundamental considerations and potential benefits of distributed systems
also apply to annotation systems.

Scalability
Scalabilitydescribes how the annotation system scales with the number of
users, user groups, (potentially) annotated documents,andannotations.For
each of these basic values, a term (or text) describes its complexity with re-
gard to therequired bandwidthand thedatabase lookup time.

The importance of scalability is exceptionally obvious in annotation systems
for the WWW. As of this writing, no feasible solution has been presented allo-
wing everyone in the Web to annotate and see all annotation on all available
Web pages.

Evaluation

Organizational structures vary greatly between the classified systems. Almost all
systems distinguish between annotation and annotated document (marked as ‘de-
fault’ in Table 4.5); exceptions are AUGMENT, Waldens Path, Dynomite, Audio
Notebook, Filochat, and Marquee. Most systems offer structures similar to file-
system directories (marked as ‘dir’). Additional organizational objects and object
relations are very varied and depend strongly on the application contexts.

Decision Even though the problem of the scalability of an annotation system can
be quite important (as for annotations in the WWW), this thesis deals with it only
marginally. Scalability has, therefore, not been classified.

4.3 Summary

• The two classification systems allow the precise description and comparison
of the capabilities of AORR subsystems and annotation systems.

• Most annotation systems support the basic annotation functions defined by
Marshall et al. Shortcomings primarily result from the inability to freely place
annotations (in situ annotations).
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MEMEX default, Path, partof(x,p) L L L L
XANADU default, dirs D D D D

AUGMENT Statement, contains(s,seq s), linksto(s, 
destinationTerm)

C C C C

Internet NEWS default, dirs, Thread, partof(d,T) D D D D
DIANE default, dirs, Theme, Thread, partof(x,Theme|Thread) C C C C

Coral ? C C C C
InterNote default, dirs[document.NoteFolder] C C C C
Annotate! Annotation D D D D

Office2000 default D D D D
Adobe Acrobat default L L L L

Multivalent Documents Document D D D D
The Annotator / CritSuit default D D C C

The Observer default, Tracks L L L L
ThirdVoice Group, visibleInGroup(a,group) D ? C C

NCSA Mosaic V1.2 default D L/C L/C L/C
ComMentor default, dirs D L D L

Active Annotations default, dirs D D C C
Waldens Path Path, Node, partof(n,p) D C C C

CoNote default, UserGroup, isVisibleFor(a,ug) D D C C
HyperNews/Web4Groups default, dirs D D C C

Futplex default C C C C
unnamed[Wolf98] default D C C C

GrAnT default, dirs, annotationGroup, activeAGs, 
isVisiblein(x,aG)

D C C C

WebOnColl, I2Cnet default, dirs, Workspace, partof(x,WS) D D C C
Microcosm / DLS default D D D D

XLibris default, Notebook, Note, partof(N,NB), annotates(N,x) C C C C
Dynomite Notebook, Note, partof(N,NB) D — — —

Audio Notebook Document D — — —
Filochat / Marquee Document C — — —S
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Table 4.5: Evaluation of annotation systems: organization. (default =Documents & Anno-
tations, dirs =Directories; D = distributed; C =centralized client–server, L = local, - = not
applicable)

• WWW annotation systems generally score worse than other annotation sys-
tems, especially in support of primary functions and the range of supported
media.

• Only DIANE and CORAL support time-synchronized annotations and anno-
tations of processes completely.
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Chapter 5

Casual Multimedia Process
Annotations — CoMPAs

This chapter presents casual multimedia annotations (CoMPAs) in detail by descri-
bing their abstract model. The main distinguishing features of the model are

• multimediality for both annotations and annotated documents,

• recognition and precise modelling of the annotated presentation, which pro-
vides the complete presentation context annotations are created in, and

• interoperability with both legacy documents and legacy applications.

The review of existing conventional annotation systems presented earlier clearly
indicates that they all lack at least one of these features.

The chapter starts with a short example annotation that illustrates the elements of
the abstract model afterwards. Next is a set of groundwork definitions (multimedia
document model, viewer, presentation, etc.) that is followed by the definition of the
primary objects of an annotation system (annotation relation, etc.). The main part of
the chapter discusses in detail the central features of the CoMPAs annotation model:
the importance of the viewer that the transient presentation schedule is created with,
and the resulting complex annotation targets.

Each part of the model description finishes with a short subsection providing a for-
mal specification of that part in the languageZ [Spivey, 1992]. The formal model
is an instrument for the precise description of the structure and semantics of anno-
tations. Furthermore, it forms the basis for the verification on annotation systems.
The formal specification is not essential to the understanding and informal use of
the model and may be skipped for a casual first reading. AppendixA groups all
formal specifications.
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Figure 5.1: Commenting on a continuity error in the trailer ofStar Wars—Episode One:
In the second scene, Qui-Gon Jinn is facing the wrong direction and the protocol droid
has vanished. This discontinuity results from the specific composition of the trailer. In the
movie, the scenes do not appear in this sequence.

5.1 Casual Multimedia Process Annotation
Example

The background for the example is a video editing application where a user likes to
comment on a specific cut between two scenes in a movie as illustrated in Figure5.1.
A reason for this comment could be to suggest changes to the movie editor, or to
be a part of a multimedia tutorial discussing techniques used in editing films. The
movie is assumed to have two stereo audio channels (English and German) and
subtitles in Dutch, but the user has chosen to listen to the English audio and hide
the other audio and subtitles.

The annotation author starts the annotation (e.g. by selecting the audio annotation
tool) and plays the complete scene in question while he talks about continuity errors
being present. Then, the author jumps back playing it again in slow motion. Using
the mouse as a pointer and drawing tool, the author points out and marks the orien-
tation of the two figures in the foreground and the position of the robot in the back-
ground (arrows in Figure5.1). After the cut to the second scene, the author pauses
the presentation and indicates that now the second figure appears to have spun180◦

and the place where the robot should be is empty. The author again points out the
respective areas and marks them with digital ink. After fast-forwarding the movie
a few seconds and then playing the complete annotated scene backward (for no
apparent reason but to be used in this example) the annotation is finished.

5.2 Basic Definitions

This section defines the basic conceptsmultimedia document model, viewer, viewer
attributes, presentation, recorder,andrecorder attributes.
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Figure 5.2: Hierarchical Multimedia Document Model. The media are grouped in two
composites (centre). The presentation schedule is based on media tracks defining their res-
pective start time and extension (left), and spatial position and extension (right).

Multimedia Document Model

Casual multimedia process annotations are based on multimedia data in a variety of
forms. To model multimedia data one has to select one from a variety of possible
document models of different descriptive power and complexity.

Decision In this thesis, multimedia data is modelled with a simple hierarchical
track-based model. This multimedia document model is both simple and sufficient
to model the class of multimedia documents generated by CoMPAs annotations.

A multimedia documentconsists of a set ofatomic media, which are arranged in a
common space–time coordinate system by its presentation schedule (Figure5.2).
Additionally, media can be grouped hierarchically intocomposite media,which
have presentation schedules relative to their respective origins. Composite media
are scheduled identical to atomic media and can contain other composites. A multi-
media document is just a composite media itself.

Viewer

A vieweris a software component or part of an application that structures, interprets,
and presents multimedia documents with a semantic structure useful to users.

Depending on the selected viewer and its mode of operation, a single document can
be presented in an almost unlimited number of ways, e.g. showing different parts,
different structural aspects, or different semantic interpretations of the document.
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Changes in how and which part of a document a viewer presents can result from
user interaction (e.g. changed settings, scrolling) or simply from the passing of time
(e.g. periodically changing views, presentation of continuous media).

Viewers are assumed tooperate deterministicallyfor given source documents and
viewer attributes over time. In other words, a viewer is assumed to produce identi-
cal presentations whenever it presents a given document with a given set of viewer
attributes and these attributes undergo the same changes at the same relative presen-
tation time.

Viewer Attributes

Theviewer attributesdescribe all parameters and settings of a viewer that affect its
operation and how it presents its document(s) to the user. All user interactions with a
viewer are reflected in changes of one ore more viewer attributes. Viewer attributes
are functions over time because they can change as a result of user interaction or
logic of the viewer.

The viewer attributes consist of the presented documents, settings of the graphical
user interface (GUI) determining visual presentation, and application-specific set-
tings determining logical presentation. Examples for GUI settings are window po-
sitions and sizes, fonts, or colours. Examples for application specific attributes are
the position and speed of the logical clock, coordinates of a virtual camera, tissue-
transparency settings in a medical application (i.e. data filtering rules), or whether a
text processor shows or hides special characters.

Presentation

A presentationrepresents the multimedia output of a viewer. It subsumes a viewer’s
visual, auditory, and otherwise user-perceivable and relevant output. A presentation
is modelled as a multimedia document.

In the annotation model, the presentation is used to describe what a user perceives
during the creation of an annotation. When the annotation later is discovered and
presented, both the annotation and the original presentation can be replayed together
to provide the context necessary to understand the annotation correctly.

Conventional annotation systems completely omit to deal with the presentation of
the annotated document and, consequently, are unable to incorporate this valuable
information into the annotation and replay it later.
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Figure 5.3: Document, Annotation, Viewer, Viewer Attributes, and Presentation. Square
boxes: data; rounded boxes: components/applications; solid lines: communication; dashed
lines: synchronized presentation

Recorder, Recorder Attributes

A recorder is a software component that can record data from various sources and
save them as a multimedia document or a part of a multimedia document. Examples
for recording sources are input from external devices (e.g. from camera, microp-
hone, mouse), or data created in the computer (e.g. the presentation produced by
another application). Recorders may also allow the user to edit newly recorded ma-
terial (e.g. delete the last few seconds of the recording), or even existing material.
The special task of recording and replaying the presentation produced by an applica-
tion is introduced in this thesis as a general subsystemapplication-output recording
and replay (AORR)in Chapter7.

Application to the Example

Figure5.3gives an overview of the elements introduced so far. It sketches their re-
lation during the creation and replay of the annotation. During annotation creation,
the video editing application is theviewerpresenting the movie. Theviewer attri-
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butesdetermine picture size, gamma correction, visible/hidden media, logical clock
of the viewer, etc.Recorderscapture the user’s comments (audio, mouse, ink, etc.).
A specialAORR recordercaptures the presentation produced by the video editing
application. The recorders store the user input, presentation, and synchronization
information as an annotation.

Thepresentationof the document during the creation of the annotation consists of
three consecutive showings of the same two scenes: First, the whole piece is pre-
sented in normal speed. Then, the first part of the scene is shown in slow motion
followed by a pause and a few seconds of fast-forward presentation. Finally, the
whole piece is played backward. During the whole presentation, the movie is pre-
sented with constant window position and size, gamma correction, and selection of
presented media channels (video and English audio). The mouse movement and di-
gital ink produced by the annotation author arenot part of the presentation because
they belong to (and are presented by) the annotation system.

During the presentation of this annotation, theannotation viewerpresents the users
comments (audio, mouse, and ink) and a specialAORR viewerrecreates the original
presentation of the annotated document. In this example, the AORR viewer uses the
original video editing application to reproduce this presentation (see Chapters7 for
an overview of methods).

Formal Specification: Basics

This subsection formally specifies the basic definition using the specification lan-
guageZ [Spivey, 1992]. Readers not yet interested in formal specifications are
invited to skip this and the other subsections titledFormal Specification.The spe-
cifications in this thesis take certain liberties from the strictZ syntax to improve
readability: types may be used before they are defined and can be extended or re-
fined after their initial definition. Furthermore, some simple functions, which are
deemed to be described sufficiently by their name, are omitted altogether.

The formal definitions are based on a set of given basic types for time (Time),
attribute–value pairs (AttributeValue), spatio-temporal vectors (SpaceTimeVector),
and atomic media data (AtomicMedia) like audio or image. These basic types are
no further refined in any way, i.e. the model is not concerned with discrete vs.
continuous time or the number of spatial dimensions. The types for documents
(Document) and composite media (CompositeMedia) are defined later in the an-
notation model.

[Time,AttributeValue,SpaceTimeVector,AtomicMedia]
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Simple types represent spatio-temporal intervals (SpaceTimeRange) with origin and
size, a general media type (Media) representing an atomic media or a composite
media, and a schedule (Schedule) relating a media to its presentation interval.

Media ::= atomic〈〈AtomicMedia〉〉
| composite〈〈CompositeMedia1〉〉

SpaceTimeRange== SpaceTimeVector× SpaceTimeVector

Schedule== Media 7→ SpaceTimeRange

A multimedia document (MultimediaDocument) is defined to be just a composite
media (additional administrative data is omitted). A presentation (Presentation) is
defined as a multimedia document. Viewer attributes (ViewerAttributes) are sets of
attribute–value pairs changing over time. They contain the presented document(s).
A viewer (Viewer) is a function returning a presentation for a given set of viewer at-
tributes. The function is injective because viewers are assumed to work determinis-
tically, and partial because most viewers work only for certain kinds of documents
and require a specific set of viewer attributes. A recorder (Recorder) records data
from a source and creates a media or a complete document from it. The slightly
incomplete formal definition is sufficient within the model.

MultimediaDocument== CompositeMedia

Presentation== MultimediaDocument

ViewerAttributes== Time 7→ P AttributeValue

Viewer== ViewerAttributes 7� Presentation

Recorder== Source× Time 7→ "Media or Document"

A composite media (CompositeMedia) consists of a finite set of media (media) with
a schedule (schedule) for these media. The spatio-temporal extension (extension) of
a composite media is its convex hull (convexHull; function not specified).

CompositeMedia
media: F Media
schedule: Schedule
extension: SpaceTimeRange

media= domschedule
extension= convexHull(ranschedule)

1 To improve the readability of this free type,CompositeMediais used instead of duplicating its
schema definition into this free type. See also [Spivey, 1992, pp. 83-85].
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Each hierarchical composite media has a non-hierarchical or flat counterpart that
describes the same presentation (flatComposite). The flat schedule is constructed
by consecutively merging all second-layer composites into the top-layer schedule
(closure overmergeImmediateComposites). The merged schedule consists of the
original schedule for all atomic media (first predicate), and the schedule from each
composite media adjusted by the origin of the composite (second predicate). The
offset adjustment (translateSchedule) is specified in the appendix.

flatComposite: CompositeMedia→ CompositeMedia
mergeImmediateComposites: Schedule→ Schedule

flatComposite= (λ comp: CompositeMedia•
(µ comp′ : CompositeMedia| comp′.schedule=

mergeImmediateComposites∗(comp.schedule) ))

mergeImmediateComposites= (λ s : Schedule• (µ s′ : Schedule•
s′ = ((ranatomic) C s) ∪⋃

{ cm : CompositeMedia; offset: SpaceTimeRange
| s(composite(cm)) = offset
• translateSchedule(cm.schedule, first offset) } ))

5.3 Annotation Model

This section presents the abstract model of annotations proposed in this thesis.

Document, Legacy Document, Annotated Presentation

The basic abstraction of the CoMPAs annotation model is thedocument,which
serves as the fundamental container for annotated data and annotations alike. A
user perceives a document as a unit that can be annotated as a whole or in parts.
In some places, the termannotated documentis used to characterize its role and
distinguish it from the annotation. A resource locator like a URL or XPointer can
reference documents uniquely.

A document models its content just as binary data because solely the viewer pre-
senting a document performs its semantic structuring and interpretation.

The CoMPAs model defines three basic subtypes of documents to distinguish their
origin: legacy documents, annotated presentations, and annotations. Alegacy docu-
mentrepresents all types of documents from foreign applications with an unknown
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internal structure. Special support as provided by the AORR subsystem is required
to allow CoMPAs annotations on this type of document. Anannotated presenta-
tion is a document that contains a presentation recorded from one or several other
applications. It provides the presentational context for an annotation. Finally, an
annotationis a multimedia document that represents a users’ comment.

The most important and distinguishing feature of thedocumentas a target for anno-
tations is that it has no implied or assumed internal structure or preferred method of
interpretation or presentation. A document can be structured and presented in many
different ways but retain all its annotations. This approach allows for the transparent
integration of all types of legacy documents into the model.

A second important aspect of thedocumentis that it models both persistent data
(e.g. files) and transient data (e.g. camera input, interactive program session).

For computer systems, transient data as thetarget data of an annotation system
(i.e. the annotated presentation) is a new concept proposed in this thesis. To be
replayed, annotations to transient data require the annotation system to make either
the transient document itself persistent or its presentation. The appropriate recorders
to capture this type of transient data are part of the AORR subsystem.

Several of the AORR systems reviewed in Chapter3.1allow simple comments to be
recorded simultaneously to recording transient data. But none of these systems qua-
lifies to be an annotation system, because they even lack the fundamental separation
between document and annotation.

Annotation

An Annotationis a document that contains the multimedia input that a user created
as the annotation to some other document or part of a document. An annotation does
not contain the annotated document or its presentation. Because an annotation is a
subtype of document, it can be annotated itself. It can also be presented without the
annotated document, though in most cases an annotation will only be understanda-
ble to a user, if it can be perceived (i.e. is presented) in the context of the document
it refers to.

Annotation Relation, Annotation Link

Theannotation relationassociates each annotation to all documents it annotates (Fi-
gure5.4). The individual associations in the relation are calledannotation link.An-
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Figure 5.4: Basic constituents of the annotation model: annotation, annotated document,
and annotation link forming the annotation relation.

notation links have attributes describing the details of the association (annotation-
target reference, link anchor; see below).

A distinguishing feature of CoMPAs annotations is that they are linked to aspeci-
fic multimedia presentationof the annotated document, as well as to this document
itself. Other possibilities to accomplish this are discussed below. As stated before,
existing annotation systems widely ignore the presentation of the annotated docu-
ment and model only the link between the annotation and the annotated document.

The link to the document, whose presentation has been annotated, is optional be-
cause it may not always exist (transient data) or cannot be determined (the presen-
ting application does not provide the information).

In general, there are three possibilities to include the presentation of the annotated
document in the annotation relation:

As a part of the annotation
The annotation is extended in such a way that it contains the presentation
of the annotated document. The primary advantage of this solution is that it
keeps the annotation relation simple with a cardinality ofn:1. The primary
disadvantage is that it requires anempty documentto be annotated whenever
the true document is not available or cannot be determined by the annotation
system. Annotations to the empty document may allow the misinterpretation
that all annotations to it are siblings.

As an attribute of the annotation relation
The annotation relation is extended with an attribute that contains the presen-
tation of the annotated document. Advantages and disadvantages are the same
as above.

As an independent document
The presentation of the annotated document is modelled as an additional an-
notated document. The primary advantage of this approach is that it treats
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Figure 5.5: Annotation Model: annotation target, annotation-target reference, link anchor.

all types of annotated material (legacy documents, annotations, and annota-
ted presentations) identical. As a disadvantage, this solution requires a more
complex annotation relation with a cardinalityn:m.

Decision In this thesis annotated presentations are modelled as independent do-
cuments because CoMPAs annotations already allow annotations to multiple docu-
ments, e.g. when annotating the desktop or comparing several documents.

Annotation Target, Annotation-Target Reference, Link Anchor

Theannotation targetis the specific part or set of parts of the annotated document
that an annotation refers to (Figure5.5). The types possible for an annotation target
depend on the type and structure of the annotated document and, off course, the ver-
satility of the annotation system. The special capability of the CoMPAs annotation
target is to describe the specific part of theannotated presentation,in addition to
the conventional reference to semantic data structures (e.g. the annotated string).

Theannotation-target reference (ATR)describes the annotation target in a way that
is suitable to be managed by the annotation system independently of the annotation
target itself. The ATR is an attribute of the annotation link.

The link anchoris the graphical representation used to mark an annotation target in
the annotated document and is part of the annotation link.

Examples for annotation targets are ‘1st and 3rd chapter in document’, or ‘minute
10 to 12/lower half of screen of video with Irish subtitles’. Examples for an ATR
are a CORBA object ID, an XPointer into an XML document, or a proprietary data
structure recognized by a specific viewer of the annotated document. An example
for link anchors is the way that Web browsers use to mark hyperlinks: strings are
underlined and printed red or blue, non-text annotation targets are outlined, and the
mouse cursor changes shape when positioned over the annotation target.
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Annotation System State

Theannotation system stateconsists of an attributed annotation relation, generally
represented by the semantically equivalent set of annotation links. Operations to
add, remove, or modify documents change the state. Other operations just query the
state to discover specific annotations.

Formal Specification: Annotation Model

A document is the basic abstraction of the annotation model (Document). It is mo-
delled as a simple array of binary data (binContent) and some superficial metadata
describing author, creation date, access restrictions, etc. (DocumentDescription;
not specified further). A legacy document (LegacyDocument) inherits from do-
cument and is defined to mark documents of legacy applications. An annotation
(Annotation) inherits from document and contains a multimedia document.

[BinaryData]

Document
DocumentDescription
binContent: seqBinaryData

Annotation
Document
mmContent: MultimediaDocument

LegacyDocument== Document

An annotated presentation (AnnotatedPresentation) is a document that is equiva-
lent to the presentation of the annotated viewer (v(va), the presented document(s)
are viewer attributes) in the spatio-temporal interval of the annotation (ran). Two
presentations are equivalent if and only they can be presented such that they are
sufficiently similar (equivalentInRange; not specified; see also Chapter7). The an-
notated presentation indicates which viewer and viewer attributes are required to
produce this equivalent presentation (defaultViewer,defaultAttrs, respectively).

AnnotatedPresentation
Document
defaultViewer: Viewer
defaultAttrs: ViewerAttributes
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aorr : Viewer× ViewerAttributes× SpaceTimeRange
↔ AnnotatedPresentation

aorr = { v : Viewer; va : ViewerAttributes;
ran : SpaceTimeRange; ap : AnnotatedPresentation
| ((v(va), ran),ap.defaultViewer(ap.defaultAttrs))

∈ equivalentInRange
• ((v, va, ran),ap) }

Resource locators (ResourceLocator) can uniquely reference documents. An anno-
tation target is a part of a document (AnnotationTarget) and can be referenced by an
independent description (AnnotationTargetReference). The predicates describe that
each reference identifies a unique object, but objects can be referred to by multiple
different references. These types and predicates are redefined and described more
precisely in Section5.6.

[ResourceLocator,AnnotationTarget,AnnotationTargetReference]

getResourceLocator: Document→ ResourceLocator
getDocument: ResourceLocator7→ Document
getATR: Document× AnnotationTarget 7→ AnnotationTargetReference
getAT: Document× AnnotationTargetReference7→ AnnotationTarget

∀doc : Document; rl : ResourceLocator,
at : AnnotationTarget; atr : AnnotationTargetReference•

getResourceLocator(doc) = rl ⇒ getDocument(rl ) = doc
∧ getATR(doc,at) = atr ⇒ getAT(doc,atr) = at

Link anchors are defined atomic. The annotation relation (annotationRelation) re-
lates each annotation to the documents it annotates. Attributes to an annotation link
(annotationAttrs) specify the annotation target and link anchor for each annotated
document. An annotation link (annotationLink) represents an element of the attri-
buted annotation relation using the resource locator and the ATR to refer to the
respective document and annotation target.

[LinkAnchor]

annotationTupel== Annotation× Document
annotationRelation== P annotationTupel

annotationAttrs== annotationTupel↔ AnnotationTarget× LinkAnchor

annotationLink== (ResourceLocator× ResourceLocator)×
(AnnotationTargetReference× LinkAnchor)
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The annotation relation (annotates) together with matching attributes (attrs; 1st
predicate) and set of annotation links (links) describes the state of an annotation
system (AnnotationSystemState). The links are identical to the attributed annotation
relation with documents and ATR replaced by their respective references (2nd pre-
dicate). In a CoMPAs system, one of the annotated documents must be its unique
annotated presentation. The relation from annotations to the set of documents it
annotates is injective (third predicate).

AnnotationSystemState
annotates: annotationRelation
attrs : annotationAttrs
links : P annotationLink

domattrs= annotates
links= { a : Annotation; d : Document; target : AnnotationTarget;

anchor: LinkAnchor| attrs(a,d) = (target,anchor)
• ((getResourceLocator(a),getResourceLocator(d)),

(getATR(d, target),anchor) }

∀a : Annotation; docs: F Document| annotates(| {a} |) = docs•
#(docs∩ AnnotatedPresentation) = 1 ∧
(∀a′ : Annotation• annotates(| {a′} |) = docs⇒ a′ = a)

5.4 The Central Role of the Viewer

Human-generated annotations refer to the objects and semantic structures presen-
ted by a viewer—not to raw data of a document. But the semantic structuring and
filtering of a document depends on the current viewer and its attributes—and both
can be changed by a user at any time. The creation, discovery, and presentation of
annotations have to reflect this variability.

Two consequences result from this observation. First,annotations must be linked
to semantic structuresin a document in an open way that can be used by more
than one viewer and with more than one semantic structuring and filtering. This
allows annotations to a document to be discovered regardless of how the document
is presented at a given time. Second,annotations must be presentable within the
original presentation contextthey have been created in. Otherwise, the annotations
can become ununderstandable and useless to the user. This makes viewers the key
element to the creation of annotation links, the presentation of link anchors and
annotations:
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Figure 5.6: Viewers showing different interpretation of alegacy document.

• Viewers identify the semantic elements annotated by the user (annotation tar-
get) from its presentation (transient presentation schedule; see next section),
and specify them for the annotation link in an open way (annotation-target
reference).

• Viewers flag the existence of annotations appropriately during the presenta-
tion of the annotated document (withlink anchors).

• Viewers enact the properly synchronized replay of annotation and the presen-
tation of the annotated document.

In the example above, a user annotated a specific interval of a movie an added
some audio, pointing, and ink annotations (Figure5.6). When the movie is presented
again, the existence of the annotation can be flagged to the user near the annotated
interval, for example by showing a small icon during the annotation interval. When
the user selects to view the annotation, it is shown in the same presentational context
that it was recorded in. Both viewer and semantic interpretation of the document are
similar during creation and presentation of the annotation.

The situation changes when the user edits the subtitles of the movie in a text editor.
The subtitle editor is neither capable of flagging the existence of the annotation in
the same way, nor presenting the annotation in the original presentation context.
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An open annotation link allows the subtitle editor to flag the annotation near the sub-
titles associated to the annotated time interval. Recording the presentational context
during the creation of an annotation allows the annotation system to present the
annotation correctly, although the subtitle editor cannot provide this presentation.
In this particular example, the annotation without its context becomes particularly
useless and misleading: mouse pointing and digital ink are meaningless without
context and the “continuity error” pointed out in the audio refers to the images,not
to the subtitles.

XML [ Bray et al., 1998] is an important example of a legacy document format spe-
cifically designed to be used with multiple and independent applications. Parts of
the XML design already support conventional annotations, and this thesis presents
an extension to XML and XLINK that supports multimedia process annotations (see
Chapter8.1.7).

Existing annotation systems are all based on the assumptions that a document has
only one legal and relevant method of structural and semantic interpretation, and
that there is only one way to present a document, which all available viewers con-
form to (e.g. Web browsers). Therefore, the presentational context of an annotation
is assumed sufficiently similar during creation and replay. Consequently, the speci-
fic form of the presentation perceived during the creation of an annotation is lost.
Users of such systems are forced to attempt an explicit description of the current
presentation, if this might be crucial for viewers to understand the annotation. If
the author fails to describe it properly (or at all), the annotation becomes almost
useless. The situation becomes even more difficult when the userinteracts with the
presentationto make the point, e.g. change the window size to illustrate failure in
automatic page layout: every modification requires the careful attention of the aut-
hor and, later, all consumers.

The next two sections focus on parts of the annotation system closely related to
the viewer and strongly depending on its support: finding out what exactly the user
wanted to annotate (e.g. the annotation target) and how this requires specific know-
ledge about the presentation perceived by the user (e.g. the transient presentation
schedule).

5.4.1 Formal Specification: Viewer Functions

Viewers supporting annotations provide a function that computes annotation-target
reference to a specified part of its presentation (computeATR). This function allows
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an annotation system to link an annotation to the exact place the user circled with
digital ink.

computeATR: Viewer× ViewerAttributes× SpaceTimeRange
7→ (ResourceLocator× AnnotationTargetReference)

A viewer that is presenting a document queries the CoMPAs system for existing an-
notations (usingretrieveAnnotationLinks) and retrieves the set of annotation links,
which refer to that document (predicate). The viewer extends its viewer attributes
to appropriately indicate the existing annotations to the user, e.g. by presenting the
link anchors as semi-transparent shapes on top of their annotation targets.

AnnotationSystemStatecontinued
retrieveAnnotationLinks: Document→ F annotationLink

∀d : Document• retrieveAnnotationLinks(d) =
((domlinks) B {getResourceLocator(d))}C links

5.5 Transient Presentation Schedule

This section discusses the properties and implications of modelling the transient
presentation schedule (TPS) that is established by the user during the creation of an
annotation. The next section takes a closer look at the annotation target and how it
relates to the TPS.

The presentation perceived by a user creating an annotation (in the example the
movie and the annotation) is a composition of three distinct presentation schedules:

1. the document presentation schedulein the movie’s legacy document, which
describes that the video and audio streams are to be presented lip-synchronous
and the time and place for the various subtitles,

2. theannotation presentation schedulein the annotation, which describes that
audio lasts the whole annotation, when and where digital ink appears, and
when and where the mouse moves, and finally

3. theTPS created interactively by the user before (e.g. disabling subtitles) and
during the creation of the annotation (e.g. pause, resume, rewind).

The result of the user’s interactions with a viewer is the interactive creation of a
uniqueTPS.It does not change the inherent presentation schedule of the presented
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document, which, for example, requires the synchronous start and replay of audio
and video in the movie, but modifies it according to the presentation decisions the
consumer makes during a presentation.

Figure5.7 shows the three presentation schedules and their composition. The pre-
sentation schedule of the document is combined with (and thus modified by) the
TPS. Therefore, the synchronized replay of the movie media is (synchronously)
paused by the user for a certain time and then continues lip-synchronous replay. The
annotation presentation schedule is active synchronously to the composite schedule,
therefore allowing the annotation author’s voice, mouse pointer, and digital ink to
continue during the pausing movie. Formally, this is expressed as follows:

finalPresSched= (transientPresSched◦ documentPresSched)
∪ annotPresSched

The zigzag line in Figure5.8 represents the TPS of the movie annotation. It repre-
sents the synchronization relation between the logical space-time of the annotation
media on the y-axis (e.g. audio, mouse) and the logical space-time of the annotated
document on the x-axis (e.g. film, audio). In addition to the VCR-like commands
taken from the example, the figure lists additional alternative user interactions in
space (scrolling) and resolution (zooming). Actually, every interaction that changes
the presentation of an annotated document is relevant to an annotation: changing the
size of a window, the contrast or colour table of a picture, the speed of an animation,
etc.

The TPS can also be understood as a function defining the viewer attributes for
the time interval of the annotation. It captures all user interactions relevant to the
presentation and is sufficient to allow reproducing the exact presentation later (as-
suming identical raw data).
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Figure 5.8: Annotation with a recorded TPS. The relation of logical space–time between
annotation and annotated document presentation with the TPS (dark grey box) preserving
the relation. The annotation target refers toall parts of the annotated document (see Sec-
tion 5.6)

Transient Presentation Schedule and Annotations

The TPS that is created by the user interaction during the creation of an annotation
becomes part of the annotation and defines the synchronization relation between the
annotated document and the media composing the comment itself.

Conventional annotation systems (non-multimedia, non-process) loose the TPS and,
thus, lack the versatility and expressiveness that the multimedia process annotations
can provide. Figure5.9 sketches the loss of the TPS in conventional annotation
systems.

In a multimedia process annotation system, the recording and replay of the TPS is
performed by the AORR subsystem. This subsystem allows the annotation system
to manage the presentation of the annotated application as any conventional multi-
media stream (e.g. video) and thereby greatly simplifies storage, data distribution,
and synchronization.
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annotation and annotated document presentation is lost in annotation systems that do not
record the TPS. The annotation target refers only tothe start ofthe annotated region in the
annotated document (see Section5.6).

5.6 Annotation Target

The annotation targetrepresents the abstract concept of the elements that a user
intends an annotation to refer to. A user expects to discover an annotation whenever
its annotation target is presented by a viewer, regardless whether the annotation had
been created on this particular viewer (requirementviewer consistency) or whether
the document has been modified since the creation of the annotation (requirement
version consistency).

In conventional annotation systems, the annotation target generally is a single, sim-
ple interval in a single document, and the interval is explicitly selected by the user.
This is a problem because it requires the user to be highly specific about the an-
notation target, which can easily discourage the creation of casual annotations as
described by [Shipman and Marshall, 1994]. This burden can be lifted partially by
having the annotation system guess the annotation target by heuristics with the cost
of making the annotation system much more complicated (see below).
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Taking into account the transient presentation schedule, multimedia process anno-
tations allow and require more complex annotation targets: during the creation of a
CoMPAs annotation, a user views and thereby explicitly annotatesmultiple partsof
a document. All data presented and reviewed during the creation of an annotation
is by definition part of the annotation target. Additionally, some parts have a much
higher relevance to the annotation than the rest: users point out these important
areas, sections, or intervals using the mouse, digital ink, slow motion, or speech.

Decision Determining the annotation target in a CoMPAs system is a nontri-
vial task reaching far into the area of artificial intelligence—it is therefore out of
the scope of this thesis. Below, I will only outline a simple heuristic based on the
examples above and outline an implementation in Section8.1.6.

Nevertheless, even though the determination of the exact annotation target cannot
be achieved here, important characteristics of the structure of the annotation tar-
get can be determined. Furthermore, a generic and extensible language to encode
annotation-target reference, which is required by the annotation system, will be pro-
posed in the remainder of the section after the following example.

Application to the Example

In first approximation, the annotation target of the movie example is the specific part
of the movie that the user saw during the annotation. In this example, it happens to
be a continuous part of the movie because the part is played continuously from its
start to its end and the only non-continuous action is contained in that interval (the
jump to the beginning). But this simple interval is only a rough ‘convex hull’.

The annotation target is refined by an analysis of what is presented as a result of the
user’s interactions (i.e. the TPS introduced in the previous section): all frames in the
interval were presented three times, but the user was specifically interested in the
first half of the interval (playing it in slow-motion), and one specific frame (pausing
it for some time), while the rest of the interval appeared to be of less interest (fast-
forward). Additional refinement comes from the analysis of the annotation and the
use of media therein: certain areas of the movie are marked with digital ink during
certain time intervals, and other areas are promoted by pointing to them repeatedly
with the mouse.

When filtering for ‘intensely annotated areas’, this weighting of parts of the anno-
tation target allows a user to discover the annotation specifically during the slow
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<AnnotTarget name="file://C|/Trailer/Star Wars-The Phantom Menace.mpg">
<InPresentation STRange="(66,0,0),(68.833,640,288)">

<Weights>
<!--Start and End of the annotation-->

<subtarget weight="1.0" Time="66"/>
<subtarget weight="1.0" Time="68.833"/>

<!-- periods of slow motion, pause, and fast backward-->
<subtarget weight="0.5" TRange="66,67.41"/>
<subtarget weight="0.8" Time="67.41"/>
<subtarget weight="0.2" TRange="67.41,68.833]"/>

<!--Arrow to the front-->
<subtarget weight="0.9" STRange="(66,336,147),(67.411,412,275)"/>

<!--Circle on droid-->
<subtarget weight="0.9" STRange="(67,499,52),(67.411,586,149"/>

<!--Arrow left-->
<subtarget weight="0.9" STRange="(67.83,112,48),(68.833,237,98)"/>

<!--Questionmark-->
<subtarget weight="0.9" STRange="(67.83,61,98),(68.833,157,193)"/>

</Weights>
</InPresentation>
</AnnotTarget>

Listing 5.1: ATR example description with comments. Space-time coordinates are given
as(time, x, y) with time in seconds, intervals asstart,end.

motion and paused sequence. Queries for annotated spatial areas will indicate the
places marked with digital ink and areas with ‘intense’ mouse pointing. Further-
more, a user will expect to be able to make all these discoveries even after the
movie has been altered (new scenes, rearranged scenes, etc.).

Listing 5.1gives an example of how an annotation-target reference to the annotation
can look like in XML.

5.6.1 Properties of the Annotation Target

Theannotation targetdenotes the structural or semantic part of a document that a
user specifically referred to during an annotation. It is the central attribute of the
annotation relation. The annotation link contains it by reference (annotation-target
reference, see below).

In general, an annotation target can consist of discontinuous parts of a document.
Discontinuous annotation targets result from discontinuous operations during the
annotation, for instance when skipping from the bottom to the top of a document.

An annotation target can qualify sub-targets withsignificance weights:parts of an
annotated document, which have a specifically high relevance for the annotation,
can thus be marked and made easy to discover. Qualified sub-targets allow users
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to filter for ‘important’ or ‘intensely annotated’ areas in a document and greatly
improve the quality of queries.

The computation of the annotation target requires detailed knowledge that is only
available in the viewers: the structural and semantic interpretation of the documents,
and which parts were presented during the annotation. Without support from the
viewer that is presenting the annotated document, this task is bound to fail. The
assignment of significance weights is a heuristic process that can be guided by user
preferences.

The weighted ATR significantly improves the quality of the annotation discovery.
Every important element commented on during an annotation could lead to the dis-
covery of the annotation—contrary to conventional annotation systems, which only
allow an annotation to be discovered at the single place where its creation started.

5.6.2 Annotation-Target Reference

Theannotation-target referenceATR identifies the annotation target within a docu-
ment and is an attribute of the annotation link. It has to identify annotation targets
of different and evolving structure and complexity for a wide spectrum of viewers
and document formats and, finally, must be robust against changes in the documents
that contain the annotation target. Consequently, the ATR must be

• opento be interpretable by different viewers,

• downward compatibleto allow referencing existing document formats,

• extensibleto support new viewers and document formats, and

• stickyto the annotation target to survive modifications in the document.

The ATR is computed by the viewer that is presenting the annotated document—or
in cooperation with it. Only this viewer has the necessary information: the presented
document, its current semantic interpretation, the fixed presentation schedule, and
the TPS. The annotation system adds to this computation both the start and end time
of the annotation and a spatio-temporal analysis of the annotation media.

The task of the ATR is to describe multiple, discontinuous, and weighted objects
in a document. Each object can be attributed with a weight. The types of objects
to be referenced depend on the format of the document that the annotation target
is in and the viewer that creates the ATR. Object descriptions may contain severe
redundancies if required to achieve robust/sticky descriptions.
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5.6.3 Robust Annotation-Target References

An annotation-target reference isrobust if it references an appropriate annotation
target in a document after this document has been modified. An ATR referencing
multiple intervals is robust if all individual references are robust. If not all sub-
references are robust the ATR is calledweakly robust.

Strategies to make references robust can be categorized as passive and active strate-
gies.Passive robustnessis realized by introducing redundancy into the specification
by describing the targets with multiple independent methods.Invasive approaches
require the modification of the referenced document, e.g. to insert ‘invisible’ mar-
kers.

Sticky pointers—first introduced by [Fischer and Ladner, 1979]—are an example
for passive robust pointers. They are used in theMultivalent Document Model
(pp.36). Additionally, the XPointer standard [Daniel Jr. et al., 2000] for XML docu-
ments offers great potential for passive robustness. This thesis presents an extension
to XPointers that allows the description of ATR (Section8.1.7).

The advantage of passive robustness is its versatility in open and loosely coupled
distributed systems. ATRs and modifications to documents can be processed largely
independent and new viewers (which apply different semantic structuring to docu-
ments) are easily integrated. Disadvantages are the potential complexity of the ATR
definition and the significant increase in their size. Invasive approaches are gene-
rally restricted to closed systems with a tightly restricted and controlled number of
accessing applications (viewers) to correctly interpret the ‘invisible’ markers.

Active robustnessuses software components to assure the integrity of ATR after
modifications in the target document. These software components can be further di-
vided into closed and open systems. Withclosed active robustness, references into a
document are known and available to all applications that modify documents. When
a document is modified, all references to it are automatically updated. An ATR in
a closed system cannot become invalid by accident. Even the complete removal of
the referenced interval can be flagged (even with reason, date, and responsible user).
This is a great advantage for closed active robustness. On the negative side are the
usual restrictions of closed systems and the high complexity for widely distribu-
ted annotation systems. The user requirementviewer robustnesscannot be realized
reasonably with closed active robustness.

With open active robustnessthe components attempt to detect modifications in the
referenced document after the modification and automatically correct/update the
ATR in a meaningful way. The modification can be detected at any time after the
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modification happened, but are mostly checked only when the ATR is used. Active
robustness in an open system is generally combined with passively robust ATRs,
trading ATR size and complexity against computational complexity and access time.
It is common with open active robust ATRs to decrease iteratively the specificity of
a severed ATR until it finally describes a valid region in the document.

5.6.4 Formal Specification: Annotation-Target Reference

A simple annotation-target reference (SimpleATR) describes a single weighted ele-
ment or interval in a document (Weight,SubResourceLocator).2 Sub-resource loca-
tors are modelled as a nonempty set of attribute–value pairs allowing for an open,
robust, and easily extendable reference. An ATR consist of one or more simple
ATRs (AnnotationTargetReference), and can be combined with the resource locator
into one object (DocumentATR).

[Weight]

SimpleATR== F1(Weight× SubResourceLocator)
SubResourceLocator== F1 AttributeValue
AnnotationTargetReference== F1 SimpleATR
DocumentATR== ResourceLocator× F1 SimpleATR

A viewer capable of analyzing the use of annotation media (e.g. mouse) to deter-
mine and refine weighted sub-resources provides an extended version of the func-
tion to compute an ATR (computeMediaWeightedATR). It takes the annotation me-
dia and synchronization information as a parameter.

computeMediaWeightedATR: Viewer× ViewerAttributes
× AnnotatedPresentation× SpaceTimeRange

7→ (ResourceLocator× AnnotationTargetReference)

The robustness of an ATR can be measured by the number of document-changing
functions that can be applied to a document without loosing the capability to com-
pute an appropriate annotation target from the ATR (not formally specified).

2 I adopted the termsresource locatorandsub-resource locatorfrom the XML specification. They
are semantically identical to their definitions in [Daniel Jr. et al., 2000].
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5.7 Annotation Relation with Changing
Documents

Modifications to documents not only threaten the integrity of annotation links, they
also directly affect the semantics of the annotation relation itself. A modification
can be completely unrelated to an annotation, but also its immediate result.

Formally, a modification to a document creates a new version of this document.
Depending on the file system, only the latest or multiple versions of a file are ac-
cessible. The model presented so far is restricted to having only a single document
version available at all times and models modifications as arbitrary, unpredictable,
and generally unobserved events.

The user requirementversion consistencyimplies that the modelling of the anno-
tation relation must take particular care of when and how to extend this relation
for multi-versioned documents. This section discusses the effects of modifications
in annotated documents and annotations to the semantics of the annotation relation
and the annotation system as a whole.

The extension of documents toversioned documents,which are strongly related but
not identical, introduces four different sub-relations between modified and unmodi-
fied documents (Figure5.10):

• Relationa1 describes the annotation relation between the original annotation
and the original annotated document. This relation is assumed to be meaning-
ful (i.e. understandable by a user).

• Relationa2 describes the relation between the original annotation and the
modified document. In an unversioned model, the system attempts to convert
a1 to a2 with robust annotation links.

If the annotation is directly related to the modification of the document, then
∆Documentgenerally changes the semantics ofa2. Without this change, the an-
notation may no longer be meaningful or even become misleading. When the
annotation system can monitor the modification (i.e. under ideal circumstan-
ces), it can detect and automatically flag the new semantic ofa2.

For example, a review annotation suggests removing a paragraph, but instead,
the document author decides to rewrite this paragraph. A semantically unmo-
difieda2 now suggests the removal of the modified paragraph. Here,a2 could
take the semanticscause of changeor suggestion rejected.
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Figure 5.10: Annotation relation with modifications in the annotated document.

• Relationa3 is the relation between the modified annotation and the unmodi-
fied document. The annotation relation is unaffected by the modification of
an annotation. If the original version of the annotation remains in the system,
it must take measures to prevent the annotation target to be needlessly marked
for every version of the annotation.

• Relationa4 is the relation between the modified annotation and the modified
document. This relation is only relevant when document and annotation are
modified simultaneously or when for an existinga2 the annotation is modified
to accommodate the changes in the document. Consequently, it combines the
properties ofa2 anda3.

5.7.1 Formal Specification: Versions

The introduction of document revisions is reflected in an extension of the anno-
tation system state (introduced on p.74). Two consecutive revisions are directly
related (revisesDirectly). As shorthand for the following expressions, the reflexive
transitive closure is also defined (revises). An otherwise not further specified re-
lation models additional (semantic) features of annotation relations. An extended
annotation relation (annotatesVersioned) is defined, which contains both the origi-
nal relation (a1) and the implied relations described above (a2,a3,a4).

AnnotationFeature::= DocChanged| AnnotChanged| BothChanged
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AnnotationSystemStateWithVersions
AnnotationSystemState

revisesDirectly: Document↔ Document
revises: Document↔ Document

annotatesVersioned: annotationRelation
annotFeatures: Annotation× Document→ F AnnotationFeature
deriveFeature: Annotation× Document× Document

7→ F AnnotationFeature
. . .

∀d,d′ : Document; a,a′ : Annotation| a annotatesd •
(a annotatesVersionedd

∧

(d′ revisesd⇒ (a annotatesVersionedd′ ∧
annotFeatures(a,d′) ⊇ {DocChanged}

∪ deriveFeature(a,d,d′)))
∧

(a′ revisesa⇒ a′ annotatesVersionedd ∧
annotFeatures(a,d′) ⊇ {AnnotChanged}))

∧

(d′ revisesd ∧
a′ revisesa⇒ a′ annotatesVersionedd′∧

annotFeatures(a,d′) ⊇ {BothChanged}
∪ deriveFeature(a,d,d′))

. . .

5.8 Summary

• The annotation model consists ofannotationsrelated to one or moredocu-
mentsthroughlinks. Annotations and documents aremultimedia documents
consisting of a set of media and a presentation schedule. Thepresentationof
the annotated documents is one of the linked documents.

• For each link, theannotation targetdescribes the specific objects that are an-
notated in the document. The(annotation) anchoris the visual representation
of the annotation in the document.
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• Theviewerplays a central role in an annotation system: it identifies the an-
notation target, presents link anchors, participates in the synchronized replay,
and participates in capturing the transient presentation schedule.

• The transient presentation scheduleis part of the annotation and defines the
synchronisation relation between annotation and document. It is created by
the user’s interaction with the document presentation (play, pause, scroll, etc.)
and is captured and replayed by the AORR subsystem.

• During recording and subsequent replay of an annotation, three media sche-
dules are relevant: the document schedule determines how to present the an-
notated document, the annotation schedule determines how to present the me-
dia of the annotation, and thetransient presentation scheduledetermines how
the user interactively controlled the presentation of the document (play, pause,
scroll, etc.).
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Chapter 6

Reference Architecture of a
CoMPAs System

This chapter describes a reference architecture for CoMPAs systems. The reference
architecture can be used to structure and implement the complete range of systems
described by the taxonomy in Section4.2. It specifically addresses the integration
of legacy applications and legacy document formats into the CoMPAs architecture.
The results presented below are based on the experience gained during the design
and implementation of the DIANE multimedia annotation system (see Section3.1)
and other projects that the author initiated or participated in. Earlier versions and
specific aspects of the architecture have been published in [Benz and Lijding, 1998;
Benz et al., 1998, 1997a].

From the design implications for a generic CoMPAs system a set of architectural
requirements can be identified: the system should be open, flexible, easily and dyna-
mically extensible, secure, and scalable for larger working groups of a few thousand
users.1

The proposed architecture fulfils these requirements primarily by using an open an-
notation application interface (ANNAPI), a versatile and extensible AORR subsys-
tem, and by a consequently component-based architecture.

The architecture is strongly based on the construction paradigmsdesign patterns
[seeGamma et al., 1995; Buschmann et al., 1996; Coplien and Schmidt, 1996] and
software components[JavaSoft, 1997a; Orfali et al., 1996]. Both are widely consi-
dered to be the next step in designing and implementing software. They extend the
object oriented paradigm because they both counter weaknesses discovered with
pure object oriented approaches.

1 The challenge to be scalable to all WWW users is out of the scope of this thesis.
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application-output recording by the universal AORR component.

The first part of this chapter presents theservice architectureof a generic CoMPAs
system, which describes how thefunctionalityidentified in the requirement analysis
can be realized in a system. It determines the abstract structure of a CoMPAs sys-
tem and describes its main components. The service architecture is not concerned
with the type and degree of the systems distribution, or the fine-grained design of
individual objects.

The basic service architecture of a CoMPAs system is divided into eight primary
components (Figure6.1), which are first introduced shortly below and discussed in
more detail in the following subsections.

Outside the system are the different types of external applications (light boxes).
Some applications use the annotation application interface ANNAPI to directly sup-
port annotations. This interface consists of a broadband media part and a narrow-
band control connection. Other applications without this support are annotated in-
directly by the universal AORR component in the AORR subsystem (dashed line).
Section6.6 gives details about this interface to different types of external applica-
tions.

The components ofannotation management and navigationmake annotations avai-
lable to the users and other applications (see next subsection). They coordinate the
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creation, discovery, and presentation of annotations, provide the basic user inter-
face and application controls (e.g. session management), and implement most of
the ANNAPI. These components keep track of the documents that the user works
with, find annotation links associated to them, and present the link anchors. Furt-
hermore, the management components provide the functionality for information
retrieval, annotation agents, and user collaboration.

The components ofmultimedia recording and presentationprovide the viewers, re-
corders, and synchronization mechanisms required for multimedia data streams and
static object data (see Section6.2). Different to common synchronization require-
ments, these components also have to provide synchronization between a running
multimedia presentation and a concurrent multimedia recording. The components
are used by components fromannotation management and navigationto realize the
multimedia user interface.

The components ofapplication-output recording and replayprovide the functiona-
lity to record the output from applications when an annotation is created and replay
the output when the annotation is presented (see Chapter7). They form an inde-
pendent subsystem that is integrated intomultimedia recording and presentation.
AORR components for different types of applications and recording qualities can
be selected from a repository. Some components communicate directly with ap-
plications using the ANNAPI, while universal AORR components are capable of
recording and replaying any application and do not need this interface.

The components ofcommunication, access and transport securityprovide a secure
communication and data transport infrastructure. Necessary are both narrow-band
message transport, e.g. remote method invocation (RMI) and broadband stream
transport with quality of service control for multimedia data. The broadband con-
nection needs to besymmetricalbecause during the recording of an annotation
multimedia data is produced and consumed simultaneously. To provide adequate
security, both transport service modes support different methods and protocols for
authorization, authentication, and encryption.

The annotation metadata databasemaintains annotation links and all additional
organisational structures on links and annotations (e.g. directories, author, creation
date; see Section6.3). Management components frequently check the database for
links relevant in the current context to allow the user to discover the associated
annotations. The database can be both distributed and replicated to support privacy
(e.g. by having a personal local DB) and (widely) distributed users.

Theannotation media databasemaintains the raw multimedia-data objects that the
annotations consist of (see Section6.4). The database can be heterogeneous to sup-
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Figure 6.2: Annotation Management and Navigation. Boxes represent components; arrows
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port, for example, different dedicated multimedia storage devices and the WWW.
Furthermore, it can be both distributed and replicated to support (widely) distributed
and mobile users.

Finally, thecomponent and object code serverprovides dynamically loadable code
(components, simple objects, or others) to the annotation service as a whole (see
Section6.5). This component—though optional to the annotation service itself—
strongly supports the application’s flexibility.

6.1 Annotation Management and Navigation

Figure6.2gives a more detailed overview of the components providing annotation
management and navigation. Thegraphical user interfaceallows users to interact
directly with the CoMPAs system and the ANNAPI provides this control to external
applications. Themultimedia componentsinterface provides access to the compo-
nents ofmultimedia recording and presentation.Finally, theannotation metadata
DB provides access to the equally named database.
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The central component is the session controller (centre), which coordinates the
whole annotation system. The primary annotation functions—discovery, query, pre-
sentation, and recording—are each managed by individual components (top row).
In addition, the supportive functions—agents and collaboration—are managed by
individual components (centre right). This set of primary components is supported
by the (secondary) infrastructure components: component factory, command pro-
cessor, database access proxy, security controller, and transport controller.

A session controller componentmanages the interactive session of a single user.
It exists for each active user and after successful login is responsible for setting
up and initializing the CoMPAs system. It controls the interface (e.g. main window)
into which the other components integrate their functionality. The session controller
also provides for the organizational functions, e.g. manipulation of directories or
renaming of annotations.

The annotation discovery componentallows users to discover annotations. The
component continuously monitors the data presented and offers all available anno-
tations to the user. Any annotation a user discovers using the discovery component
can be selected for presentation.

The annotation discovery component communicates with all applications registe-
red with the annotation system via the ANNAPI. It receives information about the
data currently presented and provides graphical or textual representations of anno-
tation link anchors available for this data. Annotations to data presented by closed
legacy applications can only be discovered when the user explicitly (interactively)
identifies which data is presented, because by definition they do not facilitate the
ANNAPI.

Theannotation query componentprovides information retrieval methods allowing
a user to search for specific annotations. Any annotation a user finds using the query
component can be selected for presentation. The annotation query component offers
its services to other applications via the ANNAPI providing both abstract search
results for further computations and user interface components (e.g. search result
windows) for immediate presentation.

The annotation presentation componentcontrols the replay of annotations. The
component creates and sets up the user interface, creates the necessary multime-
dia viewers, and provides interactive replay control to the user. The component
is also responsible for handling potential resource allocation problems (memory,
bandwidth, CPU) detected by the multimedia components or the databases. Other
applications directly supporting annotations can initiate, monitor, and control the
presentation of annotations through the ANNAPI.
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Theannotation recording componentmanages the creation of annotations. It deter-
mines—automatically or interactively—which application(s) should be annotated
and which media are to be used for the annotation. It then creates and coordinates
the appropriate multimedia recorders and adapts them if the user adds or removes
media during the annotation. Finally, the annotation link and additional metadata
of the new annotation are created and stored in the annotation metadata database.
The component is also responsible for handling potential resource allocation pro-
blems (memory, bandwidth, CPU) detected by the multimedia components or the
databases.

The agent managerinitiates, facilitates, and controls the execution of annotation
agents and active documents (see Section2.3.5). Agents or documents executing
under the control of the agent manager can register for events in the CoMPAs system
and act on them.

The collaboration managercoordinates the synchronous and asynchronous colla-
boration between users of a CoMPAs system (see Section2.3.6). It monitors the
creation and modification of annotations and keeps the users informed according to
their preferences. In a more involved CSCW setting, the component sets up and con-
trols a conference-like annotation session where users can collaborate in creating or
reviewing annotations.

Thecomponent factory—as all other factories used in the CoMPAs architecture—
are abstract factories providing for late creation and dynamic loading of components
[Gamma et al., 1995; Riehle, 1996].

Thecommand processoris the central instance controlling the execution of opera-
tions available to the user. It enforces a legal sequence of command executions (e.g.
preventing commands to execute in parallel inappropriately), can keep a command
history with checkpoints for crash recovery, and provide undo and redo functiona-
lity [ Gamma et al., 1995; Coplien and Schmidt, 1995].

Thedatabase proxyrepresents the annotation metadata database for the annotation
and navigation management components. It abstracts from the location and number
of databases used by a particular CoMPAs system at a time. In case of a highly dis-
tributed CoMPAs system, this proxy should be acaching proxyto improve response
times. If a natively distributed database system is used for the metadata database,
this component will be virtually empty.

The security controllerprovides authorization, authentication, access control, and
encryption functionality to the CoMPAs system. It can make use of the security
functionality already provided by a transport subsystem (e.g. CORBA) and gene-
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rally found in databases (e.g. access control). The component may require its own
private database(s) to maintain user data, access rights (roles), passwords, and keys.

The transport controllerprovides access to the transport system(s) used by the
CoMPAs system. The component is generally unnecessary or very small if software
backplanes like CORBA, OLE/COM, or Java RMI are used.

6.2 Multimedia Recording and Presentation

Figure6.3gives a more detailed overview of the components providing multimedia
recording and presentation. Themanagement components interfaceprovides access
to the components ofannotation management and navigation.Theannotation me-
dia DBprovides access to the equally named database.

The multimedia components mainly consist of a set of viewers and recorders, each
for a specific set of media or device types (top left and right). Presentation and re-
cording are synchronized via hierarchically controlled clocks (see Section8.1.4).
Multimedia stream components transport multimedia data between the annotation
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media database and the recorders and viewers. A resource manager controls the cri-
tical resources CPU, memory, and network bandwidth. These primary components
are supported by the secondary infrastructure components: multimedia component
factory, database access proxy, security controller, and transport controller. The re-
mainder of this subsection describes the individual components in this order.

Themultimedia and AORR viewer componentspresent spatially and temporally syn-
chronized multimedia data of annotations and annotated documents. They combine
continuous media (e.g. audio, mouse movement) and discrete media (e.g. image,
string) into a homogeneous presentation. The AORR subsystem provides special
viewer components to present AORR media.

A multimedia presentation is achieved by a set of viewer components organized in
a control hierarchy under a document viewer component. Synchronized clocks ma-
nage the object presentation schedule for each viewer component (e.g. media start,
media stop, presentation scroll, etc.) and limit skew. Each viewer component is also
responsible for scheduling its prepare time (e.g. to allocate resources and pre-load
media from the database). Because the set-up of this presentation schedule depends
on the available and predicted resource situation (CPU, memory, and network), the
resource manager coordinates it. See [Wirag, 2003] for a detailed analysis of dyna-
mic presentation schedule creation for interactive multimedia document presenta-
tions.

The multimedia and AORR recorder componentscapture and store spatially and
temporally synchronized media data from various sources. They can record media
from regular input devices (e.g. keyboard, mouse, microphone, camera) or import it
from existing media files. The AORR subsystem provides special recorder compo-
nents to record the output of interactive applications.

A multimedia recording is achieved by a set of recorder components organized in
a control hierarchy under an annotation recorder component. Synchronized clocks
for each recorder allow the recorder components to capture the object presentation
schedule for each media. Some recorder components use viewer components to
present the data while it is recorded: a camera recorder might present its video
picture, or an image-from-file recorder might present the image from the selected
file.

A special recorder component captures the transient presentation schedule of a mul-
timedia presentation (see Section5.5). This component observes the viewer com-
ponent hierarchy and its clocks and captures all user interactions with them, e.g. the
time and duration the presentation is paused.
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The clocks provide the central synchronization and presentation-control mecha-
nisms for the components ofmultimedia recording and presentation,including the
AORR subsystem. Most viewers, recorders, and stream components have private
clocks to manage their temporal behaviour by firing action events at predetermi-
ned times. The individual clocks are connected in a synchronization and control
hierarchy with a master clock at the root (see Section8.1.4). The master clock is
controlled by either the document presentation component or the annotation recor-
der component. Control commands like pause, play, slow-motion, etc. sent to one
clock automatically affect all clocks lower in its hierarchy.

The multimedia stream componentstransport media data from the secondary sto-
rage of the annotation media database to multimedia viewer components for pre-
sentation, and back from recording by the multimedia recorder components to the
database. Stream components are responsible for the timely delivery of media data
(skew, jitter) and negotiate quality of service for the transport connection [JavaSoft,
1998c; Rothermel et al., 1994]. Stream components may uselocal cacheto tem-
porarily buffer data when no continuous data stream is available or its quality is
insufficient.2

Theresource managercontrols and coordinates the reservation, allocation, and use
of the computer resources relevant to the processing of multimedia data: CPU, me-
mory, and network bandwidth. It is the essential component in negotiating a realiza-
ble presentation schedule between viewer, recorder, and stream components under
a given and expected resource usage. Depending on the selected resource mana-
gement strategy, the component provides different levels of guarantees from ‘best
effort’ to ‘assured service’.

The multimedia component factoryis an abstract factory and product trader [see
Bäumer and Riehle, 1998] that creates multimedia viewers and recorders. It uses
abstract descriptions of media types taken from the raw media data or the media
metadata to determine the most appropriate component to use for presentation or
recording. If needed, locally missing components can then be dynamically down-
loaded from a distant component server. The multimedia component factory uses a
similar AORR component factory (not shown in Figure6.3) to create AORR recor-
der and viewer components.

Themultimedia database accessor/proxyandmultimedia transport controllerpro-
vide functionality analogous to the namesake components of the annotation ma-

2 Some Java Media Framework implementations download before presentation.
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nagement and navigation components. Thesecurity controlleris identical to the
security controller there.

6.3 Annotation Metadata Database

The annotation metadata database manages storage, access, and distribution of an-
notation links, annotation metadata, and annotation structuring metadata. Annota-
tion links are the primary contents of the database, which associate annotations to
annotated documents. Annotations and documents are stored as appropriate refe-
rences, e.g. with an XLink or URI. The database may also manage metadata sup-
porting collaboration, organization, and queries. Examples for metadata are author,
creation date, access rights, annotation subject, media list, and presentation cost.
The validation implementation DIANE described in Section8.1additionally stores
the multimedia document structure and presentation schedule of annotations here.

Annotation structuring metadatadescribes collections of annotations for various
purposes. The most generic are hierarchical directories. More task specific examples
for collections are newsgroup, discussion thread, or help session.

The security mechanisms provided by the database are integrated into the overall
security concept of the CoMPAs system managed by the security controller descri-
bed in Section6.1. The annotation metadata database can be distributed in itself,
adding to the overall distribution of the CoMPAs system.

6.4 Annotation Media Database

The annotation media database manages storage, access, and distribution of the
(raw) media of the annotations. The media database is conceptually separated from
the metadata because of the substantial differences in access and storage charac-
teristics. Media data for multimedia systems requires comparatively large storage
space and generally has soft realtime constraints for delivery to and from the server.
The fundamental access method is thecontinuous data stream,which moves the
data in a controlled and continuous near-realtime way rather than asingle message
containing the whole object. In addition, multimedia stream transport commonly
defines quality of service requirements uncommon or unacceptable to regular data-
base access, e.g. accepting a restricted loss of data during transport. Furthermore,
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the media for a single multimedia document frequently reside on different storage
devices like tape, DVD, or magneto-optical disk.

6.5 Component and Object Code Server

The component and object code serverprovides dynamically loadable code (e.g.
components, simple objects) to CoMPAs system. This component—though optional
to the annotation service itself—strongly supports the applications flexibility: all
software components at all sites are automatically up-to-date when loaded form this
server and the installation is only necessary at the code server(s). Each part of the
annotation system loads only the components it specifically requires.

6.6 Legacy Applications and Annotation API
ANNAPI

To provide general process-annotation functionality a CoMPAs system has to work
both with legacy applications and with new software. The integration into new soft-
ware generally poses much less problems than it does with legacy software. Three
categories of application are distinguished and require a different approach to be
available to a CoMPAs system (Figure6.4).

New applications
is the class of software that offers every possibility to integrate the annotation
service and to support the recording and replay of their output. Naturally, new
software can yield the best results with a CoMPAs system.

Open legacy applications
is the class of existing applications that can be extended using a legacy API
for scripts, plug-ins, or loadable components. The level of integration possible
for the annotation service and the quality of AORR depends completely on the
power of the extension mechanism. Examples for this type of applications are
emacs (completely programmable), Netscape Navigator (loadable plug-ins,
Java), Microsoft Word (Visual Basic), or Internet Explorer (loadable ActiveX
components, Java).

Closed legacy applications
is the class of existing applications offering no such extension mechanisms.
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ANNAPI. On the right is the ‘universal recorder/viewer’ component, which can make low-
level recording and replay ofanyapplication without using the ANNAPI.

The annotation service is only possible separately (e.g. in a separate user in-
terface), and the quality of AORR is lowest. Typically, commercial software
of an older generation falls into this class.

The interaction between the CoMPAs system on one side and both new and open
legacy applications on the other is managed by the annotation application interface
ANNAPI. It makes the annotation service available to be used directly in these ty-
pes of applications. New applications and open legacy applications use it to seam-
lessly integrate annotations into their service and allow, for example, annotations
to application-specific semantic structures or the special presentation of link an-
chors. The ANNAPI provides methods to other applications falling into the follo-
wing groups:

ANNAPI.Session Control
Registering and unregistering applications with the CoMPAs system

ANNAPI.User Commands
Execution of all user-level commands (e.g. start annotation, stop annotation,
present annotation, pause annotation presentation, delete annotation, etc.)
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ANNAPI.Interface Components
Create standard interface components to be used in the calling application
(menus, buttons, etc.) that activate user commands or present values returned
to the calling application (e.g. directory views).

ANNAPI.Command Listener
Register and unregister listener objects in the calling application that are in-
formed before and after the execution of user commands. Listener objects can
react to annotation actions of users.

ANNAPI.Annotation Linking Support
Register and unregister server objects in the calling application that provide
the CoMPAs system with application-specific services to improve the quality
of an annotation, e.g. generating high-precision application-specific ATRs,
and application-specific link anchors.

ANNAPI.AORR Data Interception and Feed
Interface between the different parts of AORR recorder and viewer compo-
nents that reside in the CoMPAs system on one side and in open legacy appli-
cations and new software on the other side (see Chapter7).

6.7 CoMPAs Document Model—Legacy
Document Formats

The CoMPAs document model is divided into two layers (Figure6.5). The upper
layer models the application domain objects as described in Chapter5: documents,
annotations, directories, annotation links, and other organizational structures. The
lower layer models the generic multimedia content of these objects—either created
from the users comments or from the recording of the annotated applications.

Themultimedia contentof documents and annotations is modelled as a hierarchical
track-based multimedia document (Figures6.5 and6.6): Multimedia content con-
sists of a set of atomic media, which are arranged in a common space–time coordi-
nate system by its presentation schedule. Media can be grouped hierarchically into
composites, which have local presentation schedules relative to their origins. Com-
posites are scheduled identical to atomic media and can contain other composites.

A CoMPAs system manages annotatedlegacy documentsonly on the level of their
presentation. All details of the legacy document are encapsulated by dedicated vie-
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Figure 6.5: Document Model separating the user-manipulated abstractions (top) from the
generic multimedia content (bottom).

wers in the AORR subsystem, which makes their presentations available as simple,
track-based multimedia documents (depicted as the AORR media).

Consequently, a CoMPAs system is largely independent of legacy document mo-
dels. In fact, it can and should be based on one (or even several) existing multimedia
document models like, for example, XML-based SMIL [Hoschka, 1998], Multiva-
lent Documents [Phelps and Wilensky, 1998], MPEG-4 [Koenen, 1998], or MHEG
[Meyer-Boudnik and Effelsberg, 1995].

The ATR identifies the annotation target in terms of the track-based multimedia do-
cument model by referring to spatio-temporal intervals relative to whole document,
one of its constituent media, or composite media. Any additional parts in the ATR
are specific to the legacy application presenting the legacy document and are also
encapsulated in the AORR subsystem available through the ANNAPI.

This hierarchical track-based multimedia document model is both simple and suf-
ficient to model the class of multimedia documents generated by casual multime-
dia process annotations. Annotation recordings are inherently linear. Therefore, no
event based relationships (i.e. ‘during A play B’) or events (i.e. ‘when A is termi-
nated start B’) are required. On the other hand, the media comprising an annotation
are modelled explicitly (i.e. tracks) to satisfy the requirement to selectively hide
media. Finally, hierarchical grouping of media makes it easy to support separate
manipulation of individual media of an annotation and separate control of multiple
levels of annotated documents.
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6.8 Summary

• The CoMPAs reference architecture is the blueprint to implement the com-
plete range of annotation systems described by the taxonomy. The architec-
ture isopen, flexible, easily extensible, secure,andscalable.

• The CoMPAs reference architecture combines the functional versatility of ap-
plication-specific annotation support with the wide applicability of a generic
annotation system.

• The CoMPAs reference architecture flexibly integrates both legacy applica-
tions and legacy document types.

• The ANNAPI defines a generic interface for applications to interact with a
CoMPAs annotation system and individual AORR components. External ap-
plications can use the ANNAPI to offer their users the creation, discovery,
and presentation of CoMPAs annotations. Together with a specialized AORR
component, every application can become part of the CoMPAs system.

• The components of the AORR subsystem integrate into a CoMPAs system as
regular multimedia recorders and viewers.
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Chapter 7

Application-Output Recording
and Replay

This chapter presents a reference architecture for a subsystem to record and replay
application output. The architecture generalizes and extends existing approaches
and encapsulates them in a highly versatile subsystem with a defined interface. The
systems and solutions contributing to this reference architecture range from simple
screen grabbers and cameras, device monitoring and sharing systems, automatic
testing tools, CSCW applications, to annotation systems. These systems are also
potential beneficiaries of this reference architecture.

After the definition of AORR and a discussion of the properties of AORR as mul-
timedia, the reference architecture is presented. The next chapter discusses four
types of AORR subsystems in detail, which highlight different levels of complexity
and usability potential. An earlier version of the AORR subsystem is published in
[Benz et al., 1997e,d, 1998; Schließer, 1999].

7.1 Overview

The proposed reference architecture is based on the central assumption that AORR
is a relevant and widely used task. This assumption is supported by the use of AORR
in the CoMPAs architecture and the list of existing systems (see Section3.1).

The second central assumption is that the aggregation of the perceived functionality
into a single subsystem with a standardized interface yields sufficient benefits to
justify the effort. This assumption is supported by research in software engineering
in general, and the observation of considerable functional overlap in the evaluated
systems (see Section4.1).
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Finally, the approach assumes that all modelled variations of AORR create and con-
sume ‘regular’ multimedia objects, which are similar to the well-known audio, vi-
deo, or image, and allow the use of well-know multimedia algorithms. This assump-
tion is also supported by the reviewed systems (see Section3.1).

7.1.1 Definition

The aim of Application-Output Recording and Replay (AORR) is to
record, store, and replay the output of a given application in such a
way, that the reproduction is sufficiently similar to the original output.

Each AORR system records one or more output media of an application
(e.g. windows, audio, printed output). Several AORR systems can be
aggregated to record several or all output media of an application.

This definition covers the wide range of application areas identified as using a form
of AORR. The definition is entirely user oriented and focuses on factors a user will
immediately be concerned with. It perceives technical and implementational aspects
as dependent on these factors. Consequently, the presented definition is intentionally
vague on technical aspects. This definition reflects the formal definition presented
earlier (p.73) as well as the AORR classification system (Section4.1).

7.1.2 AORR as a Regular Media

In general, the AORR media is a structured continuous multimedia object compo-
sed from traditional media like audio and video, and new media types like a vir-
tual device script or a GUI state script. Therefore, the AORR media fits seamlessly
into existing multimedia models and systems. Multimedia characteristics like jitter,
skew, bandwidth, etc. are naturally applicable to the AORR media.

Consequently, the AORR media can be transparently used in regular multimedia
presentation environments. Applications and virtual devices are modelled as produ-
cers and consumers of AORR media data [Minneman et al., 1995]. This perspective
integrates scenarios like ‘application demo’, ‘session recording’, and ‘annotation on
application’ into the world of well-known multimedia systems.
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7.1.3 Scenarios

This subsection describes three AORR scenarios, which represent typical levels of
usability and complexity. The complete output recording of an application, though,
can facilitate multiple AORR modules of different complexity. The examples map
the range of systems described by the classification presented in Chapter4 and will
be referred to in this and the following chapter:

• physical-media AORR,

• abstract script AORR, and

• application re-execution AORR.

Physical-media AORRrecords and replays the simple, low structured physical-
media streams that an application produces. Generally, only video (or still ima-
ges) and audio are used. These data stream can be obtained externally from a ca-
mera/microphone or directly from the display/speaker device in the computer. Stan-
dard multimedia viewers (e.g. video recorder, MPEG, AVI) can replay the media
stream. Other media channels will eventually be added when they become more
common. Tactile feedback, for example, is already on the verge of entering the
mass market (i.e. tactile mouse).

The primary advantage of physical-media AORR is the relative simplicity of data
recording, storing, and replay. It is also easy to combine and synchronously replay
with other media, because the simple and common media types allow usage in al-
most any multimedia document model/presentation system. The disadvantages are
the huge amount of data produced and the loss of semantic structure (e.g. text and
image are hard to distinguish in simple pixmaps).

Abstract-script AORRuses some form of abstract data directly or indirectly created
or used by an application. For example, it is possible to record the communication
between an application and a virtual screen device driver. For replay, the message
stream is analyzed and appropriately fed to the virtual screen driver again. Alterna-
tively, the intercepted data can be ‘interpreted’ and converted into a simple multi-
media format (e.g. MPEG).

The primary advantage of this approach is the relatively small amount of data pro-
duced and the partial preservation of structure (e.g. text, images, buttons, etc. are
identifiable as such). A viewer for this type of data is quite similar to a slide-show
viewer, which plays out abstract script elements according to their time stamps.
The main disadvantage is the increased complexity of the system and the need for
dedicated recorders/players for each type of abstract script.
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Application re-execution AORRrecords data suitable for a complete re-execution
of a recorded application at a later time. For example, one possibility is to record
all relevant input that an application receives (i.e. user interaction, file input, etc.).
Another possibility is to have an application record its internal abstract state and
state changes directly.

The primary advantage is the complete preservation of the logical structure of appli-
cation-level objects allowing the viewer to use them optimally. The main disadvan-
tages are the severely restricted set of recordable applications, the missing intero-
perability (the original application is required for replay), and that some operations
performed by applications are not idempotent. Additionally, the synchronized re-
play in a multimedia document poses special difficulties: the presentation speed of
a re-executing application depends on the load of the processor, which will in gene-
ral be different from the load during recording [seeManohar and Prakash, 1995a,
for details].

7.2 Reference Architecture

This section presents the AORR reference architecture. It can be used to structure
and implement the complete range of systems described by the taxonomy presented
in Section4.1. Figure7.1 gives a general overview of the components involved in
an AORR system.

During recording, the AORR component monitors the target application, intercepts
relevant data, and stores it in a database. The method of data interception and its type
depend on the application, the runtime context, and the user’s selection. All recorded
media streams contain timing information to allow synchronized replay (explicit
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time stamps, fixed frame rate). The AORR component provides the required time-
related services. Multiple data types can be recorded simultaneously.

For replay, the AORR component reads the data from the database and sends it via
multimedia streams to the replay engines/viewers of the appropriate data type. The
timing information contained in the media streams allows the timely delivery of the
data and its synchronized replay. In the special case of application re-execution, the
replay engine does not present the data itself, but feeds the recorded data back to
the original application.

The process of editing a recording is not discussed in this thesis.

7.2.1 Interfacing with Recorded Applications

Similar to the earlier discussion of annotation systems, three classes of applications
can be distinguished for AORR: closed legacy software, open legacy software, and
new software (Figure7.2). The fourth option of an independent replay engine exists
for replay only. The three variants are outlined below and additional details and
example implementations follow in Section8.3.

Closed legacy softwareis the class of applications that offer no reasonable interface
for recording or replay and does not allow adding this interface. Typically, this is
commercial software of an older generation. The potential functionality of AORR
on this class of software is severely restricted. To record such an application, an
external recordermust be created to intercept the relevant data and theindependent
replay engineis used for replay. For closed legacy software, it can be very diffi-
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cult or even impossible to obtain the data for a sufficiently faithful recording, but a
number of alternative data-interception points will be discussed below.

In contrast,open legacy softwareprovides either a sufficient API or sufficient sup-
port to add it (e.g. scripting, plug-ins, loadable components). Examples of this class
of applications are emacs (programmable), Netscape Navigator (plug-in, JavaS-
cript), or Internet Explorer (ActiveX, JavaScript). The application of AORR to this
class of software requires adapter software, which is likely to be specific for each
version of each target application.

Finally, new softwareoffers every possibility to support AORR from the start. For
this case, a framework or class library is necessary to help the application program-
mer. It must provide the fundamental functionality, which is then extended and spe-
cialized for each application. Clearly, new software can yield the best results for
AORR.

7.2.2 Data Interception and Data Feed

To record the output of an application it is necessary to intercept and record part of
its interaction with the environment or its internal state. During replay, this process
is reversed. The usage scenario determines where the data is recorded, its type,
and how it is used during replay. Because the choice made for data interception
implicitly determines the data feed this subsection focuses on data interception.
The next chapter describes further technical details of both data interception and
data feed.

An application produces its output via one or moreoutput chains.An output chain
consists of the application, zero or more virtual devices, and a terminating physical
device (Figure7.3). An output chain can serve one or more types of output media.
For example, a typical X-Windows server just provides for visual output, while
special extended X-Servers also feature audio.

Independent of the usage scenario, the output of an application can be intercepted
at any (or all) of the six points, which are located eitherat a componentor between
components(Figure7.3).

Interception at a componentrequires the component to have an appropriate API, or
means to extend it with such an API. It is, therefore, only possible with open legacy
components and new components.

Interception between componentsrequires the insertion of a ‘tap’ element that is
transparent to the adjacent components. On a Unix system, for example, it is pos-
sible to rename\dev \audio and replace it with such a ‘tap’ component. Another
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existing example frequently used by application-sharing tools under X Windows is
to insert a virtual X-Server to tap the event stream. At the end of the output chain,
the application output may be recorded from its physical presentation, e.g. by tap-
ping the video cable to the screen or the audio cable to the speaker.

The choice for a data-interception point is primarily determined by the user requi-
rements regarding capabilities of the recording (e.g. access image or text objects
during replay) and the complexity of using a specific point. Data available at or
near the application can be very application specific and well structured, while data
intercepted near the physical device tends to be less structured and generic.

The data-interception points at the end of the output chain are generally easily avai-
lable. Their primary drawback is the low semantic structure of the data. In a screen
buffer, for example, only pixel values can be obtained. The information of the ap-
plication and the semantic structure (e.g. a button) that a pixel belongs to is lost.
Consequently, at this level no single application window can be recorded.

In a virtual device driver, the association of a pixel to an application and basic se-
mantic structures is generally possible. An X-Server, for example, has all necessary
information about the parent application and the widget structure. Nevertheless, the
application-specific semantics is still not available: the text entry fields for a price
and a temperature might not easily be distinguished at this level.

7.2.3 AORR Component

The AORR component primarily consists of a recorder and a viewer part plus cen-
tral Control andClock components (Figure7.4). Both parts contain a component
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interfacing to a data-interception/feed point in an application-output chain. These
interface components conceptually contain all elements necessary to actually ac-
cess the interception/feeding point. When intercepting/feedingat a componentof
an application-output chain this refers to the components accessing or implemen-
ting the API to the legacy component (Figure7.2, orange/dark parts in the upper
row). When intercepting/feedingbetween componentsof an output chain this refers
to the ‘tap’ virtual device introduced in the chain as described before.

In addition, thedata-interceptioncomponent is responsible to filter the data accor-
ding to the selected source (see Section4.1.2, technical variableselection of source).
Filtering is required when a data-interception point provides more data than neces-
sary for the recording, for example when the intercepted data describesall windows,
but onlyoneis selected for recording.

A media-encodingcomponent converts the intercepted and filtered raw data into
the media format produced by the AORR component. Especially the interception
points high in the application-output chain (near the application) require a complex
conversion to produce standard multimedia-data types like MPEG.

A post-processingcomponent subsumes optional additional operations performed
on the data and the control of the data storage via theDatabaseAPI. Additional
operations can be, for example, further compression and media type conversion
(e.g. available in hardware), encryption, or local caching for delayed storage.

During replay of AORR media thepre-processingcomponent provides the counter-
part functionality of post-processing, namely controlling the database interface and
optional decryption and data conversion.
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The runtime-adaptationcomponent maps the recorded AORR media data to the
current presentation environment. Again, especially the media data for data-feed
points high in the application-output chain, which use abstract scripts, require the
mapping of colour indices, window handles, object references and the like. The
component is the counterpart to media encoding.

Thedata-deliverycomponent is also responsible for the synchronized replay of the
media data. To deliver the data to the data-feed point in time, it monitors the realtime
performance of the application-output chain below the feed point. The component
may even have to set up and control an appropriate application-output chain below
the feed point.

The AORR component provides interfaces for recording and replay (recording con-
trol, play control) as well as clock control and synchronization. These interfaces
allow an AORR component to be used in a multimedia recording and presentation
environment along with conventional recorder and viewer components as descri-
bed earlier (Section6.2). Additionally, they allow simple AORR components for
one or few media and access/feed points to be combined to create multimedia and
multi-access/feed AORR components.

7.2.4 AORR Component Aggregation

A simple AORR component generally is specialized for one ‘type’ of application
output with a specific ‘quality’. Furthermore, it is specialized to use a specific data-
interception/data-feed point on a single application-output chain. A general com-
ponent, for example, can provide recording of a rectangular area of the screen and
produce an MPEG video without dealing with audio or allowing the recording of a
specific application withall its windows. A special component may provide recor-
ding of the GUI objects in an application itself, but only works with Java applica-
tions providing a specific interface.

To record several application-output chains simultaneously, or give the user a choice
of the recording quality, AORR components can beaggregatedto form complex
AORR components (Figure7.5). The simple screen grabbing component, for exam-
ple, can be assembled from two components, where one grabs the screen contents
and the other the audio, and combine both outputs to produce an MPEG movie with
sound.

Aggregated AORR components additionally open the possibility to increase pro-
cessing efficiency by sharing global resources, most prominently access to data-
interception and data-feed points and post-processing components.
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Figure 7.5: Complex AORR component.

7.3 Summary

• An AORR subsystem records and replays the output of an application.

• AORR is handled as a regular media (stream) in a multimedia recording or
presentation, i.e. with temporal and spatial synchronization.

• AORR can use one or moredata-interception pointsbetween the application
and the physical world to record the output of an application. It can use the
same points asdata-feeding pointsduring replay.

• From the availability of interception/feed points, three types of applications
are distinguished: closed legacy applications, open legacy applications, and
new applications.

• AORR components can process intercepted data to change the media format,
compress it, or encrypt it for storage. Similar processing can be performed
during replay. AORR components can be aggregated hierarchically.
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Chapter 8

Reference Implementations

This chapter presents the validation implementations DIANE, DIANE–ODIN, and
NarkoComment for the CoMPAs reference architecture. Then, four concrete archi-
tectures and two implementations validate the AORR subsystem reference archi-
tecture. All AORR system use different data interception/feed points and are re-
presentatives of important AORR complexity classes. Detailed documentation of
DIANE is published in the project deliverables (available from the EU) that are
represented here by the final report [Bessler, 1999]. DIANE–ODIN is published
in [Benz and Lijding, 1998]. AORR implementations are published in the DIANE
deliverables and [Schließer, 1999; Benz et al., 1997d,e].

8.1 DIANE

The validation system DIANE implements a CoMPAs system with aclient–server
architecture separating recording, navigation, and presentation in the clients, and
media storage and access in the server. The system has been designed for a local
area high-speed network (e.g. ATM) with a single centralized server.

The architecture of DIANE can roughly be divided into four different quadrants
(indicated by dashed lines in Figure8.1): the vertical separation follows the classi-
cal client–server paradigm, whereas the horizontal separation distinguishes between
narrow-band object transport (service access channel) and broadband media stream
transport (multimedia access channel). This distinction also reflects the document
model with its separation between abstract DIANE document objects and multime-
dia data objects.

This architecture follows the primary divisions introduced in the service architec-
ture. The upper left part contains the components forannotation management and
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navigation,the lower left side theannotation metadata database.The upper right
side provides the components formultimedia recording and presentationincluding
the AORR subsystem, the lower right part theannotation media database.

Several components from the service architecture have representatives on both the
client and the server: session controller, security manager, resource manager, clocks,
and stream components. DIANE does not implement the agent manager and the
collaboration manager.

DIANE is almost completely implemented in Java (∼115 000 lines of code); parts
of the AORR components and the audio recorder are implemented separately for
SUN and Windows using C (∼9 000 lines of code).

8.1.1 Narrow-Band Service Access Channel

The narrow-band service access channel connects the annotation service-control
components that deal mainly with the creation and retrieval of annotation metadata.

On the client side, the DIANE shell is the user’s central access point to the system.
It provides discovery, navigation, query, presentation, and recording for annotations
and different types of directories provided by the DIANE system (Figure8.2).

The instance manager in DIANE provides the service-architecture componentda-
tabase proxy,acts as proxy for the server session manager, and is responsible for
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dynamically loading recorder and viewer classes not available locally. Transport
communication is realized using remote method invocation (RMI), which automa-
tically serializes transferred objects [JavaSoft, 1997c, 2000c]. To increase perfor-
mance, the instance manager incorporates caching strategies becoming a caching
proxy for the annotation metadata database.

Transport security is implemented by routing all RMI-related communication via
sockets provided by a secure socket layer (SSL; [Freier et al., 1996]). Authorization,
authentication, and access control is realized with proprietary software.

On the server side, the session controller is the central access point for all DIANE
clients. It manages and ensures authorization and authentication of clients with the
help of the security controller. The server side of the system is entirely written
in Java and is accessed by clients through the session controller using RMI. The
annotation & directory server provides access to the DIANE objects (document,
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annotation, etc.) and organizational data, which is stored in a standard relational
database management system via the JDBC interface [JavaSoft, 2000a].

DIANE objects are serialized and stored as binary large objects (BLOBs) with their
unique object identifier as a primary key. The incidence structure of the graph mo-
delling the annotation relation is mapped to tables in the database. Access control
lists (ACL) are handled by the ACL manager and stored in the database, too.

8.1.2 Broadband Multimedia Access Channel

The components of the broadband multimedia access channel closely follow the
service architecture. It is the most time-critical part in DIANE and implements the
service-architecture componentsmultimedia recording and presentationandmulti-
media storage(Figure8.3).
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The stream handling (e.g. intra-stream synchronization, flow control) is entirely
accomplished by objects from the Java Media Framework, JMF [JavaSoft, 1997b].
In DIANE, the JMF has a fast ATM or Ethernet transport system underneath. On
the server side, the media server provides access to the media storage and manages
the references to the media files in the file system.

The rich set of media formats provided by JMF was extended to support DIANE
annotation mediamouse movement, digital ink,andslide show(used by AORR).

DIANE realizes basic resource management on the client and the server providing
the viewer components with estimates about media pre-load times (to create the pre-
sentation schedule) and restricting the number of concurrently active stream com-
ponents. Both control functions use a simple heuristic based on known transport
requirements of each component. Current network load is modelled as a coefficient
modified with congestion events produced by the stream components. Communi-
cation between the client and server parts of the resource managers, the stream
components, and clocks all use RMI.

8.1.3 DIANE Document Model

The DIANE document model follows the general document architecture presen-
ted in Section6.7. DIANE documents are saved using a proprietary data structure
with the multimedia content similar to the document model presented for MHEG
[Meyer-Boudnik and Effelsberg, 1995]. They are hierarchically grouped and syn-
chronized media objects, which may either contain small quantities of raw media
data directly or refer to external storage space for large quantities.

The DIANE document is the basic abstraction a user works with. It aggregates seve-
ral organizational metadata attributes (creator, creation date, access rights, etc.) and
multimedia content. Similar to a file system, documents can be arbitrarily grouped
by the user to form DIANE directories. A DIANE annotation is just an ordinary
document with a link to some other document it annotates.

Figure 8.4 shows a directory on the left (Dir). It contains one document (Doc1)
which is represented by the connecting edge (Ref). Document Doc1 contains two
bitmaps and an audio media, which are grouped by a composite (defining the pre-
sentation schedule). The second document (Doc2) is an annotation to the first, which
is connected by the connecting annotation link (Link). The annotation Doc2 consists
of a pointer media (e.g. recorded mouse movements) and some audio comments that
the user made as annotations during the presentation of Doc1. The VCR media of
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Figure 8.4: DIANE Document Model.

the Link describes thetransient presentation schedule,e.g. how Doc1 has been pre-
sented during that annotation (e.g. user may have paused the presentation several
times while continuing to speak and point). To present the annotation, the multi-
media information of Doc2, Link, and Doc1 are combined and presented simulta-
neously. In this example, both annotation and annotated document are composed
from simple multimedia objects.

8.1.4 Synchronized Multimedia Presentation & Recording

This section describes a hierarchical viewer and recorder model for the synchroni-
zed presentation and recording of atomic media, composite media, presentations,
and documents in DIANE.

DIANE constructs a hierarchy of viewers that matches the containment hierarchy
implied by the objects to present. This approach closely follows the model-view-
control design pattern [Krasner and Pope, 1988; Gamma et al., 1995]. Each viewer
constructs the presentation of its target by assembling it from the presentations of
sub-viewers appropriate to the parts of the target. Thus, the viewer hierarchy un-
folds implicitly along the target containment hierarchy. Hierarchical recorders are
constructed accordingly (see below).

Each viewer has a logical clock assigned to it to control and synchronize the vie-
wer’s individual operation (i.e. object synchronization and jitter), and with respect
to other viewers in the hierarchy (object synchronization, skew). Clocks send ap-
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Figure 8.5: Synchronized presentation using hierarchical viewers. The ‘empty’ clock and
the associated viewer are paused; the others are running.

propriate messages to the viewers allowing them to prepare, start, and stop at the
correct times and (re)synchronize the presentation with the logical time if necessary.

The clocks follow the viewers in forming a synchronization and control hierar-
chy. The clock of each viewer synchronizes its logical time with the clocks of its
sub-viewers. Additionally, the clock control hierarchy propagates clock commands
(start, stop, set speed, etc.) down the hierarchy. This use of clocks is described ex-
tensively in [Rothermel and Helbig, 1996].

This clock hierarchy allows the precise control of different parts of a presentation
and a simple way to realize a TPS (Figure8.5). The example shows a strongly
simplified multimedia document with the media of the annotation and the annotated
document appearing in different branches of the tree: the presentation of the annota-
ted document pauses as was recorded when the annotation was created (left branch,
white clock), while the audio comment and the ink of the annotation play on (right
branch, dark clocks). When the pause-time that is recorded in the TPS ends, the
paused clock receives aresumemessage and the presentation of the video resumes.

The viewer hierarchy also allows to record the TPS by having the AORR-recorder
monitor the activity of a viewer hierarchy responding to user interaction (see Sec-
tion 8.1.5).
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Recorders are modelled and set up in a similar fashion. Experience with the DIANE
implementation showed that recorder hierarchies require only two layers (master
recorder and individual media recorders) and one global clock owned by the top-
level recorder.

8.1.5 Recording a Transient Presentation Schedule

DIANE records the TPS of a multimedia presentation of its own hierarchical viewer
by capturing the presentation control events generated by the user (e.g. pause, play,
scroll sub-window). The control events are time-stamped by a clock that is started
with the presentation, but running independently of it, i.e. this clock ticks even when
the presentation is paused.

During replay, the recorded control events are fed back to the original viewers. But
this time, the clocks of the original presentation do not run independently, but are
under the control of the central presentation clock.

Figure8.6illustrates the containment and control relations of viewers and recorders
during recording and presentation of the TPS.

This method of recording the TPS forms a part of one method to implement AORR.
It only needs to ‘record’, which original document is presented (e.g. a URL or file
name) and which viewer is being used (e.g. a class name).
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ATR computeATR( documentViewer, annotation, documents,
initialPositions, finalPositions ) {

atr = new ATR( documentViewer.getDocument() );
atr.add( initialPosition, weights[Begin] );
atr.add( finalPosition, weights[End] );

foreach playSpeed in {Play, Pause, Reverse, FastFwd ...}
foreach interval in getSpeedIntervals(playSpeed, annotation.annot) {

docInterval = documentViewer.map( interval );
atr.add( docInterval, weights[playSpeed] );

}

foreach gesture in getMousePointingGestures(annotation.annot) {
docInterval = documentViewer.map( gesture );
atr.add( gesture.pos, weights[Pointing], documentViewer );

}

foreach inkObject in getDigitalInk(annotation.annot) {
docInterval = documentViewer.map( inkObject );
atr.add( docInterval, weights[Ink], documentViewer );

}

return( atr );
}

Listing 8.1: Computing the ATR in a CoMPAs system. The overall extension (range) of
the ATR is updated with each call to itsaddmethod.

8.1.6 Computation of Annotation-Target Reference

The relative importance of a specific part in an annotation to the annotated docu-
ment is subjective and, therefore, this section presents only a simple heuristic as an
example (Listing8.1). Beyond this the description, the analysis and evaluation of
heuristics to discover important or unimportant intervals in an annotation are out of
the scope of this thesis.

The methodcomputeATR()is used during the creation of an annotation. After the
new ATR referring to the annotated document is created, weighted ATR parts are
added to it. It starts with the beginning and end of the annotation. Next, the intervals
of continuous replay at various speeds are added with their respective weight values.
This allows, for example, to assign high weights to ‘slow-motion’ and ‘paused’
presentation intervals (on the assumption that they are important), and low weight
to ‘fast-forward’ presentations (on the assumption that the user skipped less relevant
parts of the document).

8.1.7 XLinks and XPointer: Annotation Links with XML

CoMPAs annotation links find an almost ‘natural’ syntactic representation based on
the combination of four XML related languages [Bray et al., 1998; Cover, 1999]:
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XLinks [DeRose et al., 2000], XPointers [Daniel Jr. et al., 2000], and selected parts
of SMIL [Hoschka, 1998] and CSS2 [Bos et al., 1998]. All are widely recogni-
zed W3C recommendations with a tremendously fast growing usage basis. All lan-
guages are human-readable and can be easily used over the Internet, most notably
HTTP.

XLinks provide the syntactic means to describe multi-targeted, attributed, and typed
hyperlinks between documents and can be stored independently form the documents
they link.

XPointers provide the syntactic means to address specific elements and element
ranges within the documents linked via XLink. Elements can be addressed with
XPointers based on structural and semantic features, e.g. allsectionnodes that con-
tainZ-specificationnodes, or all nodes that have the string ‘Formal Definition’ in
their title attribute.

SMIL and CSS2 are XML-based languages to describe multimedia content and pre-
sentation layout properties, provide the means to address specific areas and ranges
within media files that are not based on XML (e.g. an MPEG file) and which are
based on spatial and temporal features.

Figure8.2 presents the link of the example annotation introduced in Section5.6.
AppendixB presents the document type definition (DTD) for these links.

8.1.8 DIANE–ODIN

The DIANE system described before requires a high-performance network (e.g.
ATM or fast, dedicated Ethernet) between the DIANE server and its clients because
it deals with large multimedia objects. When only slow or unreliable connections are
available between a DIANE terminal and server, useful work becomes impossible.
Accessing a DIANE server via Internet on the other side of the globe is possible,
but it results in poor performance and low quality multimedia presentations.

This restriction can be overcome by distributing both the annotation metadata data-
base and the annotation media database. One approach to this is to use off-the-shelf
distributed databases, which transparently replicate the complete annotation reposi-
tory to all connected sites.

Another alternative presented here is to introduceasynchronously replicated shared
workspaces (ARSW)into DIANE using the distributed replication service ODIN
over the Internet [Lijding et al., 1997]. An ARSW can be seen as a special type
of directory very similar to a newsgroup. It enables users worldwide to see each
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<compas:AnnotationLink xlink:title="Comments on Phantom Menace Trailer">

<compas:Source xlink:href="file://C|/Annotations/008083689127.smil"/>

<compas:Target
xlink:href="file://C|/Trailer/Star Wars-The Phantom Menace.mpg">

<compas:Anchor begin="npt=66s" end="npt=68.833s" coords="0,0,640,288">
<!--Start and End of the annotation-->

<compas:anchor weight="1.0" begin="npt=66s"/>
<compas:anchor weight="1.0" begin="npt=68.833s"/>

<!-- periods of slow motion, pause, and fast backward-->
<compas:anchor weight="0.5" begin="npt=66s" end="npt=67.41s"/>
<compas:anchor weight="0.8" begin="npt=67.41s"/>
<compas:anchor weight="0.2" begin="npt=67.41s" end="npt=68.833s"/>

<!--Arrow to the front-->
<compas:anchor weight="0.9" begin="npt=66s" end="npt=67.411s"

coords="336,147,412,275"/>

<!--Circle on droid-->
<compas:anchor weight="0.9" begin="npt=67s" end="npt=67.411s"

coords="499,52,586,149"/>
<!--Arrow left-->

<compas:anchor weight="0.9" begin="npt=67.83s" end="npt=68.833s"
coords="112,48,237,98"/>

<!--Questionmark-->
<compas:anchor weight="0.9" begin="npt=67.83s" end="npt=68.833s"

coords="61,98,157,193"/>
</compas:Anchor>

</compas:Target>

<!--Navigation rules-->
<gotoAnnotation/>
<gotoDocuments/>

</compas:AnnotationLink>

Listing 8.2: Example of XML encoding a CoMPAs annotation link.

other’s documents and create annotations to them. Below, the termshared works-
paceis used as a synonym for the ARSW. The DIANE–ODIN architecture has been
published in [Benz and Lijding, 1998].

Asynchronously Replicated Shared Workspaces

A shared workspaceis a set of documents and directories, which are known to and
accessible by more than one person. Each shared workspace has a base directory,
which is a regular DIANE directory to which documents, annotations, and subdi-
rectories are added explicitly by the users. All objects in the base directory and its
subdirectories belong to the shared workspace (transitive closure of thepart of re-
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private. Thick arrows represent theannotatesrelation, thin arrows thepart of relation. Left
and right side may both be on a single DIANE server or replicated on several DIANE–ODIN
connected sites.

lation). Additionally, all documents annotated by objects of the shared workspace
also belong to it (transitive closure over theannotatesrelation).

Compared to existing CSCW systems like for example [Gisberg and Ahuja, 1995;
Minneman et al., 1995; Fuchs et al., 1995] a very simple model for shared works-
paces is proposed, that does not realize any of the advanced features like event
recording and notification services.

A directory becomes a shared workspace by giving the future participants read ac-
cess to the directory and distributing a reference to it (e.g. by mailing a reference or
publishing it in an agreed-on public directory).

Figure8.7 shows an example of a shared workspace with its base directory (WS-
Base) and some documents (D1, D2, D3) shared by two users A and B. Objects
accessible by both users are shaded. The left side shows the integration of the
workspace in user A’s private directory structure. The right side shows this view
for user B. Note that documentD2 is not a member of the base directory but is part
of the shared workspace since it is annotated byD3 and, therefore, is necessary for
D3. DocumentsD4, D5,andD6 are private to the users A and B respectively, since
they are not part of (the presentation of) any shared document.

Participation in a shared workspace as described so far is restricted to the DIANE
server where the workspace has been created on. To access it, a user has to connect
to the correct server.
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To overcome this restrictionasynchronously replicated shared workspaces (ARSW)
are introduced, which allow the objects of a shared workspace created on one server
to be accessible on other servers. A user may now use or install a DIANE server in a
local, sufficiently fast environment. Since the replicated documents are available lo-
cally, the access quality a user experiences is now the same as using a non-replicated
DIANE service over a high bandwidth connection.

Asynchronous replication between sites is transparent to the user except for the re-
plication delay. This is similar to the semantics used in USENET where each user
just sees the documents at the local site. Therefore, the two user directories shown
in Figure8.7 can as well be on different DIANE sites. In contrast to USENET, a
DIANE user will never encounter a temporal inconsistency in the available docu-
ments, as regularly happens in USENET when a reply becomes available at a site
prior to its base statement. The replication service ensures that an annotation only
becomes available simultaneously to or after the annotated document is available.

The users’ ability to remove objects from a shared workspace or later restrict its
access rights follows the newspaper paradigm: once you have shared an object and
someone actually is interested in it (e.g. annotates it, links it to a private directory),
you cannot delete it any more. A user can attempt to remove an object from a shared
workspace at any time but this will fail as long as other people still reference it.
Only if no more references exist the object is actually removed from the shared
workspace. Restricting the access rights of a shared object is not allowed at all.

8.2 NarkoComment

The validation system NarkoComment implements a CoMPAs system as a local ap-
plication without networking. NarkoComment was implemented by the author and
two colleagues1 as the initial product of a start-up company. NarkoComment is a
new implementation, rather than a modified DIANE, because it addresses a much
simpler use case (see Section1.1) and allowed us to eliminate many problems en-
countered in DIANE (cf. evaluation and user feedback in Chapter9). NarkoCom-
ment is primarily implemented in Java (∼8000 lines of code); parts of the AORR
components and a special compressing audio recorder/player are implemented in C
(∼3000 lines of code).

1 Rolf Mecklenburg and Steffen Fischer, at that time both University of Stuttgart, IPVR.
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Figure 8.8: NarkoComment Architecture.

Compared to DIANE, a NarkoComment document is a short-lived entity that exists
only from its creation during the anaesthesia until the doctor finishes the official
anaesthesia report and has copied all relevant data to this report.

The annotated documentis always the real-time process of the anaesthesia on a
patient. The media in this document are the administrative patient data, the real-time
clock, and the data streams from the patient monitors that monitor the patient’s vital
functions. The primaryannotationsare the anaesthetist’s verbal comments during
the intervals (s)he marks as important (foot-switch to start/stop an annotation). A
special feature of the annotations is that they automatically include the30 seconds
audio before the doctor presses the start button. This feature greatly simplifies the
doctor’s work because starting the annotation is not time-sensitive and it can even
be started as an afterthought.

After the anaesthesia, the doctors cannot modify the document, except for the digital
ink (secondary annotations) to support the creation of the official report. Therefore,
annotations to annotations are not possible in NarkoComment.

The media for the document are captured with two AORR components (Figure8.8).
The first ASRR (application-state recording and replay; see Section8.3.4) compo-
nent retrieves the basic patient data from the hospital management system through a
proprietary API. The second ASRR component captures the real-time data streams
of all patient monitors in the operating theatre. The data streams are easily available
in the hospitals intranet through an API. Because of the huge amount of data that is
generated by the various patient monitors, this data is only captured and stored du-
ring an actual annotation by the doctor. The recording of a 30 seconds context prior
to the start of an annotation was planned. In the prototype, the second component is
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tentatively replaced by a LORR component, which captures the screen output of a
Hewlett-Packard patient-monitoring application.

The graphical user interface of NarkoComment has different modes for the docu-
ment creation during anaesthesia, and for post-processing by the doctor to create
the final report. To keep the screen free for the medical applications, NarkoCom-
ment’s footprint is small during the anaesthesia: a one button-indicator to start/stop
an annotation and give feedback when recording is active, and one button to finish
document recording at the end of the anaesthesia. During post-processing, a more
elaborate interface provides access to all annotations and allows digital-ink anno-
tations (see Figure1.2 on page4). The real-time clock in the annotated document
allows a special annotation browser that presents the time of the complete anaest-
hesia as a bar where each annotation is marked at its relative time and length.

NarkoComment stores both annotation metadata and annotation media directly on
the Windows/Unix file system. All data belonging to a document (administrative
metadata, media data from AORR components, audio comment, and digital ink) are
stored together as a logical document in a single subdirectory. Java objects are se-
rialized into files, and each media stream is stored as raw data in a separate file. The
user also uses the Windows/Unix file system to open NarkoComment documents
for post-processing.

NarkoComment implements most major elements of the service architecture, except
the agent and collaboration managers (see Figures6.2 and6.3 on pp.98 and101).
The componentannotation queryis not necessary because of the restricted docu-
ment model. The security controllers implement only a simple password protection.
Thedatabase-accessor’sinterface to the file system as described above.

8.3 Application-Output Recording and Replay
Subsystems

The annotation of multimedia processes (e.g. interactive applications) is realized
with a generic subsystem for application-output recording and replay (AORR). The
subsystem provides a variety of recorder and viewer components for closed and
open legacy applications and new applications.

The AORR subsystem bundles the complete functionality required to process mul-
timedia process data from interactive applications and integrates it into the anno-
tation system as ‘just another type of multimedia data’. In addition, the subsystem
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also helps to improve the structuring and flexibility in other application areas its ge-
neral functionality originated from, e.g. screen cameras, collaborative applications,
or sharing systems.

AORR components become an integral part of an annotation system as part of the
multimedia presentation and recording components. They produce and consume
AORR media similar to the components recording and replaying annotation media
like mouse pointer or audio.

The most generic class of AORR recorder/viewer components is capable of recor-
ding and replaying output from closed legacy applications (in fact: any application).
Roughly speaking, this type knows and assumes nothing about the applications and
simple ‘points a virtual video camera at the computer’ by recording screen contents
and audio output. Recorder/viewer components for open legacy and new applica-
tions are application specific, yield more semantic information, and produce datat
that is more compact. In combination with a component code server AORR compo-
nents are accessed (loaded) dynamically only for the specific application that a user
intends to annotate.

8.3.1 Low-Level Virtual Device AORR

Low-level virtual device AORR (LORR) accesses application output near the phy-
sical devices combining the advantages of real physical media recording (camera,
microphone) with a pure software approach. Media data is intercepted at the last
virtual device (e.g. from an X Windows server), directly from the physical device
(e.g. from the screen buffer), or by intercepting the communication between virtual
and physical device (e.g. using an inserted ‘tap virtual device’).

The media data produced by LORR are conventional multimedia objects (e.g. JPEG,
MPEG, AVI, etc. or proprietary data formats with similar properties). Due to the
simple structure of the data, the recording provides only fewprocessing capabi-
lities (see Section4.1.1): text, graphics, and other GUI elements are reduced to
pixels; beeps, music, and speech are reduced to audio pulses. On the other hand, the
simple structure is well suited for richreplay controllabilityincluding forward and
backward play at variable speeds, or fast random access (skip).

Recording the mouse pointer generally requires an additional, aggregated recorder
that monitorsmouse-movement inputandmouse-shape–setting output.This is ne-
cessary because the mouse cursor is very rarely part of the display frame buffer, but
managed by the display hardware independently. Intercepting the mouse-movement
events is preferred to polling the mouse position from a device to minimize the load
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introduced by the recording. The interception of the commands setting the mouse
shape limits the recording overhead and provides much higher temporal resolution
and accuracy. Special attention is required to represent one display system’sdefault
mouse shapesadequately when replaying on another display system.

The recorded mouse pointer can either be projected into the recorded screen images
(increasing the complexity of post-processing) or kept as an independent media
(increasing replay complexity by an additional viewer and synchronization).

With an LORR system, it is generally very difficult to effectively restrict the recor-
ding to a specific application or part of an application. That is a result of intercep-
ting data at a point that is low in the application-output chain, where the output of
different applications may no longer be differentiated easily. In the audio stream
intercepted before the device driver, but after the audio-mixer integrating various
audio sources in the system (e.g. at UNIX\dev \audio ), individual audio samples
can rarely be associated to the originating application. For display LORR the most
viable solution is to allow the user to select specific parts of the screen for recording.

LORR components earn the nameuniversal AORR componentsbecause they can
record every application, any number of applications, and at any moment during the
use of applications.

Screen LORR With X Windows

The remainder of this subsection sketches the design of an LORR-Component for
screen and mouse, which DIANE implemented [Benz et al., 1997e,d]. Cursory fa-
miliarity with the X protocol, architecture, and XLib are assumed [for more infor-
mation seeNye, 1995, 1993, 1989].

The LORR-Component intercepts data for both mediaat the virtual device X-Server
(Figure8.9). The primary design goals of the component had been not to use X-
Server extensions and allow replay on non–X-Terminals. As a result, both image
and mouse pointer data are polled from the X-Server and converted to MJPEG and a
proprietary mouse-media data format, respectively. The polling overhead for mouse
pointer data was considered too small compared to the image polling to justify a
transparent ‘tap’ X-Server.

The image data from a standard X-Server is basically easy to access (XLib: XGet-
Image), but due to the structure of the X frame buffer it does not lend itself to
immediate post-processing: XGetImage returns only a pixel matrix with indices into
colour tables, and for each call it does so only for a specific colour table depth. The
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Figure 8.9: X-LORR.

topmost window presenting itself over a pixel determines its colour table. Therefore,
the data-interception component determines, retrieves, and traverses the window
hierarchy to collect the relevant data. The XGetImage call has to be repeated for
each colour depth used in the grabbed area to obtain the respective colour-table
indices. Finally, the complete 24 bit RGB pixmap can be produced by merging the
results of these operations (Listing8.3). The post-processing consists of MJPEG
compression of the pixmaps.

The frequency of the image grabs is controlled by the controller component, which
also provides a user interface to select a grabbing region. It is scheduled by the
clock, which also provides time-stamps and is in control and synchronization re-
lation to the central master clock. This flexible scheduling allows the component
to produce any media rate from still image through variable speed slide-shows to
videos, limited only by the processing capability of the X-Server and the network.

The still images and video produced by this LORR system can be easily presented
on a wide range of platforms because they do not require an X-Server as a viewer.
The primary drawback of this approach is the severe load it puts on the X-Server
and the network. Consequently, the frame-grabbing rate is quite restricted and tends
to have a high jitter rate.

The interception component of the mouse-pointer LORR polls the mouse position
and shape from the X-Server at fixed intervals. Due to a much higher sampling
rate, the mouse movement is stored independently from the recorded images. The
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InterceptXImage(Rectangle grabArea) : RGB24Bit
new resultImage = (24Bit-RGB, sizeof(grabArea)
retrieve window hierarchy from XServer
traverse each window in windowHiearchy:

if(currentWindow intersects grabArea)
for each pixel in intersection:

pixel.colourTable = currentWindow.colourTable
pixel.colourDepth = currentWindow.colourDepth;

mark currentWindow.colourDepth as used;
for each colourDepth marked as used:

indexMatrix = XServer.XGetImage( colour depth, grabArea );
for each pixel with colourDepth:

resultImage.pixel = pixel.colourTable[ indexMatrix.pixel ]
return( resultImage );

Listing 8.3: Data Interception Component for image in LORR for X-Server.

load that polling introduces in the X-Server and network is low compared to image
grabbing and, therefore, did not justify the implementation of a much more complex
virtual ‘tap’ X-Server.

The media encoder transforms the data stream into a moderately compressed pro-
prietary data format: absolute coordinates are converted to relative coordinate chan-
ges, each period with movement below a threshold of a few pixels is represented
by a single media frame, and the mouse shape is only stored when it changes. Post-
and pre-processing apply a simple, generic, and fast compression algorithm to the
data stream. During replay, the mouse pointer image is presented in a transparent
window and moved across the presentation area. One or two mouse positions are li-
nearly interpolated between consecutive samples to improve the smoothness of the
presentation.

The clock component is in a control and synchronization relation with the master
clock. The control component allows the definition of independent recording and
replay areas and pointer coordinates are adjusted relative to this area and constrained
inside it.

The LORR-Component implemented in the DIANE project also features an audio
recording component following a similar design, and therefore not described here
in detail. Audio is intercepted with a ‘tap’ device in front of the audio device driver.

8.3.2 Script AORR

Script application-output recording and replay (SORR) accesses application out-
put by recording the communication script that is usedbetweenelements of the
application-output chain, e.g. between application and virtual device. Script recor-
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ding benefits from a more concise data format (i.e. few redundancies), event-driven
recording (i.e. no need to detect and remove intervals without any changes), and
more accurate selectivity of the annotation target (i.e. clearly identifiable applica-
tions, windows, text fields etc). It suffers from increased difficulties in synchroniza-
tion and a higher general complexity of the algorithms. Synchronization problems
mainly result from the distance between the interception point and the point of pre-
sentation, which can introduce unknown and varying delays.

The media data intercepted by SORR is the synchronizedinterface languagebet-
ween the virtual devices in the application-output chain. The media data consists of
the time-stamped, parameterized events (i.e. method/procedure calls) down and up
the application-output chain.Downstream eventscreate and control the application
output.Upstream eventsare consequences of downstream events (i.e.consequence
events), or originate form the user. Both downstream and upstream events have to be
intercepted and at least partially recorded because of this relationship. The SORR
media can be used both to replay just the application output and to re-execute the
application.

For replay of the application output,the recorded downstream events are fed back
to the virtual device. The recorded upstream consequence events are used as synch-
ronization control points against the events generated during replay. Thus, a downs-
tream event is only replayed when all preceding upstream events have been recei-
ved. Furthermore, the processing of events is necessary to build resource translation
tables, e.g. to translate resource handles which are different at recording and replay
time.

For there-execution of an application,the upstream events of the SORR recording
are used and fed to the application. Again, events in the recorded counter-stream
are used for synchronization and events are processed to build resource translation
tables.

SORR Components have not been implemented or used in the scope of this thesis.
See [Zimet, 1994a] for a basis of recording and replaying the X protocol stream to-
ward an extended X-Server, and [Manohar and Prakash, 1994] for the use of SORR
to re-execute applications.

8.3.3 GUI Structure & State AORR

Graphical user interface recording and replay (GUIRR) directly uses the objects of
the graphical user interface (GUI) of an application for recording and replay. It ac-
cesses and stores the initial structure and state of the GUI objects. State changes
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introduced by the user’s interaction or the program logic are automatically monito-
red and saved as a time-stamped event stream.

The user interface and user interaction control in modern application is logically
separated from the primary application logic [Thimbleby, 1990; Barfield, 1993;
Shneiderman, 1992]. A typical user interface primarily consists of components
readily available in standard libraries of the development environment (e.g. Java
Foundation Classes, OLE, XLib, NextStep) or bought as components from other
vendors (Figure8.10). Only for very application-specific GUI elements, applica-
tions are directly ‘drawing on the screen’. With the spreading use of the component
technology, even these dedicated GUI elements are out-factored into components
becoming equivalent to the standardized components.

The logical and structural separation of the UI components makes them an ideal tar-
get for AORR. They contain the complete graphical presentation of the application,
yet, they are largely application independent and provide well-defined interfaces.
State and structure of the components can be stored very efficiently due to the se-
mantic abstraction level of the data. For the same reason, the replay gains substantial
processing capabilities increasing the potential usefulness for the user.

Extending the standard components of a GUI library already renders most parts
of most applications recordable (Figure8.11 left). First, it is necessary to make
the internal state of the GUI components accessible (e.g. position, colour). Most
modern GUI libraries implement this already as their normal mode of operation.
Second, the GUIRR data interception component needs to be allowed to subscribe
to ‘create GUI component’ events and, preferably, important state change events.
In normal operation, the extension must be transparent to the application layer, but
should allow the application to take supportive control in the recording process to
provide improved recording and replay quality.
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Figure 8.11: Examples for standard GUI components (left) and a complex component
(Microsoft Calendar Control, right).

Recording and replay of nonstandard components is achieved similar to the approa-
ches described earlier for the cases of new, closed, and open legacy applications
(Figure8.11 right). A new componentimplements the extension interface as des-
cribed above. Bothopen and closed third party legacy componentscan be extended
using the decorator pattern [Gamma et al., 1995] to augment the interface, and by
‘falling back’ to LORR for those closed components too complex to be effectively
decorated.

GUIRR for Java User Interfaces

The rest of this section describes the test implementation J-GUIRR, which records
user interfaces implemented with Java Foundation Classes JFC or Java Advanced
Windowing System AWT [JavaSoft, 1998b,a]. J-GUIRR has been extended and im-
plemented as part of the diploma thesis [Schließer, 1999, where J-GUIRR is called
JRV].

J-GUIRR is designed to become part of the recorded application. It observes the
state and activities of the GUI-objects with minimal obstruction to the application
itself. Replay can be performed both by the original application and by an indepen-
dent J-GUIRR Runtime Player. In both cases, only the visual output is recreated.
Only a specifically adapted application can re-execute a recording.

A sketch of an application during recording is shown in Figure8.12. The application
has created and initialized its GUI (window hierarchy on the left). It registers all top-
level GUI objects (windows, dialogue boxes, etc.) with the record controller. The
registration is necessary because the creation of these objects cannot be detected
automatically. For each GUI class, the record controller creates an associated record
manager, which is responsible for recording the objects of this specific GUI class
and combines data interception and initial media encoding. The resulting record-
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manager hierarchy resembles the JFC and AWT class trees. Final media encoding
gathers the preprocessed media data from all record managers and converts them to
the final media stream.

At registration time, the complete state of the GUI element is serialized (i.e. inter-
face to GUI object state) and passed to the data manger for storage. After regis-
tration, only state changes triggered by the interacting user or the application are
passed as time-stamped events to the data manager. The record manager detects
state changes in recorded objects by registering itself as listener for the appropriate
events provided by JFC/AWT (i.e. interface to evented GUI state changes).

As an add-on to plain GUIRR, the application may obtain intimate control of the
recording process. By creating record observers the application becomes part of the
media encoder and can monitor, filter, or modify all or any subset of the event stream
before they are saved. An application can use this technique to support recording as
a regular application operation. It can also prevent certain windows or specific sen-
sitive information like the keystrokes of a password from being recorded, produce a
statistical analysis of an applications usage for a usability test, or use it as a macro
recorder.

The situation during replay is almost the mirror image of recording, except that
presentation can be done by the original application or the J-GUIRR Runtime Player
(Figure8.13). The play controller accesses the recorded data via the data manager,
initializes a hierarchy of play managers, and finally initiates the replay of the events
to the play managers according to their schedule. The initial runtime adaptation and
the final runtime adaptation in the play managers interpret the event stream with
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respect to the current GUI component hierarchy. Finally, the data delivery part of
the play managers delivers the scheduled events to their respective GUI component.

Similar to the recording case, the application may obtain intimate control over the
replay process. By creating play observers the application becomes part of the me-
dia encoder and can monitor, filter, or modify all or any subset of the event stream
before they are delivered to their GUI component. An application can use this tech-
nique to support replay as a regular application operation, or automatically ‘type’
the user’s password in places it has been eliminated from the recording for security
reasons.

8.3.4 Application-State Recording and Replay

Application-state recording and replay (ASRR) directly uses the internal state of
the recorded application for recording and replay. It accesses and stores the initial
state of the application. State changes introduced by the user’s interaction or other
events are monitored and saved as a time-stamped event stream. The goal is to
use the increased available semantic structure to provide the user with improved
‘processing capabilities’ and reduce the volume of data produced by the recording.

The state of an application is understood to be the set of non-transient variables
and all the data accessed from the environment (e.g. read from a file or another
application). It does not, though, contain the data that could have been accessed
or will be accessed after the recording stops. Nevertheless, the exact extent of an
application’s state is application specific and must be defined by the application
programmer.
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Theoretically, ASRR is a superset of GUIRR because the state of the graphical user
interface is part of the state of the application. The focus of ASRR, though, is rather
on the primary application-level objects and operations and not on a faithfully replay
of a user’s mouse movement during a lengthy search through a menu hierarchy.
ASRR is concerned just with the operation finally selected by the user.

Replay of the ASRR is most generally used to re-execute the application. In contrast
to re-execution by replaying the input event stream, ASRR can directly perform the
correct sequence of application operations, independent of the user interface layout.
With ASRR, the paradigm shifts to modelling an application to be the producer and
consumer of its specific (interaction) media stream.

In an annotation system, ASRR provides direct references to application-level ob-
jects allowing annotations to be attached directly to the application level object, e.g.
an area of an image in the database entry of a product description.

AORR Recording Presentation-Schedule Modifications

An implemented version of ASRR has already been described in Section8.1.5as
the method used to record the transient presentation schedule of the presentation
of an annotation. The basic architecture is very similar to the one presented in the
previous subsection.

In DIANE, the viewer hierarchy is observed by a single data interception compo-
nent, instead of mirroring the GUI component hierarchy. The second difference is
the set of events being monitored and recorded/replayed: they are application-level
events likeplay(Document), sikp(presentationTime),andselect(media).

8.4 Summary

• The systems DIANE and NarkoComment validate the CoMPAs architecture.

• The implementations of LORR (in DIANE and NarkoComment), ASRR (in
DIANE), and GUIRR (in J-GUIRR) validate the AORR architecture.

• DIANE–ODIN demonstrates one aspect of the architecture’s flexibility by
integrating a wide-area document distribution system.

• NarkoComment demonstrates another aspect of flexibility by adapting (sim-
plifying) it to annotate real-time events during an anaesthesia. NarkoCom-
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ment uses an AORR component to capture physiological data of the patient
from the available patient monitors.

• DIANE uses LORR to capture/replay output from legacy applications, and
ASRR to capture a user’s interaction with DIANE-documents.

• A separate test implementation validates GUIRR.
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Chapter 9

User Evaluation of Reference
Implementation

This chapter presents the user feedback collected during the DIANE project and
the creation of the NarkoComment prototype from a number of test users. The data
about DIANE has been published in [Winfield et al., 1999a,b; Bessler, 1999].

9.1 Evaluation of DIANE

The DIANE system has been evaluated twice. The first evaluation took place after
roughly half of the project with the first prototype. Its results guided further deve-
lopment and led to a re-design of the user interface [Winfield et al., 1999b]. The
field-trial partners in the project were responsible for both evaluations: theHospital
General de Manresa, (HGM),in Spain and theEuropean Centre for Parallel Com-
puting at Vienna, (VCPC)in Austria. Additional feedback and suggestions came
from Pioneer France Maisin Toulouse, France.

DIANE was evaluated as a collaboration tool to discuss scientific imagery (pictures,
video), and as a simple authoring tool for educational material. This resulted in four
test scenarios, which are outlined in the paragraphs below.

For both field-trial partners HGM and VCPC, the next two subsections summarize
their respective test result and evaluate it with regard to CoMPAs annotations.

Scenario 1: Second Opinion on Pathological Imagery

Samples of human tissue are sent to pathology from various services in the hospital
for analysis. In the test, only samples prepared for microscopic examination are
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used. The microscope allows inspection both through its binoculars and via a CCD
camera on a monitor.

In a conventional setting, i.e. without DIANE, these images could be discussed
locally, but in general not with the requesting physician. Furthermore, difficult cases
that required a second opinion from a specialist in a distant hospital required the
sample to be physically moved back and forth. Remote diagnosis by email and
attached JPEG-images is a reality now: the Armed Forces Institute of Pathology
(www.afip.org), for example, provided in 1997 over 60000 consultations over the
Internet in this way.

With DIANE, a pathologist captures images and short videos from several interes-
ting areas with different magnifications with the CCD camera. Sometimes, he also
applies different image filters. Then, he annotates the images/videos with either
the diagnosis or a preliminary evaluation. The doctor notifies the off-site specia-
list for a second opinion. She reviews the document (images and initial diagnosis)
and annotates it with her diagnosis (second opinion). The collaboration between the
pathologist and the expert may continue for several more exchanges. In the end, the
requesting physician receives the final diagnosis and may request additional clarifi-
cation via annotations.

Scenario 2: Preparation of Teaching Material

Imagery obtained from the previous scenario is selected as teaching material for
students. The images and video segments are assembled and collected in one or
more DIANE documents. The documents are used both for group presentations
with a beamer and as off-line study material distributed to the students. The students
review the material in their own time and can add annotations. Public annotations
are used between the students to discuss the material.

Scenario 3: Science Collaboration

Pioneer France Mais is a multinational company with research activity distributed
all over the world. Scientists discuss pictures of seeds, plants, or microscopic ima-
ges of plants. These discussions work primarily by exchanging JPEG images and
various office documents (word, spreadsheets, etc.), either via email or shared file
servers.

Pioneer France Mais used DIANE locally to test discussions about images using an-
notations. This usage scenario is very similar to scenario 1. Additionally, they tested
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the use of the annotation relation to ‘zoom in’ on specific image details (image of
plant down to image of individual plant organ and microscopic views). PFM did not
perform or report an explicit usability report.

Scenario 4: Create Program Tutorial

VCPC evaluated DIANE with the creation of a tutorial about the GUI of one of
their programs. For the tutorial, an author collects Web pages and recordings of
illustrative interactions with the program into one or more DIANE documents. The
author adds explanation in the form of annotations using audio, text, digital ink, and
the mouse pointer.

Students review the material in their own time and can add annotations. Public an-
notations are used between the students to discuss the tutorial and to give feedback
to the author.

9.1.1 Evaluation by HGM

HGM evaluated DIANE for scenarios 1 and 2. They performed two regular evalua-
tions within the site of the hospital [Winfield et al., 1999a; Bessler, 1999] and a third
additional evaluation with a specialist located in Barcelona (Departments of Anato-
mic Pathology of the Hospitals Universitaris Vall d’Hebron (VH)) [Winfield et al.,
1999b].

First Evaluation

The first evaluation halfway through the project focused on the primary functiona-
lity and user interface of the first prototype. Its primary goal was to provide early
feedback to the developers.

The doctors at HGM were positive about the basic multimedia-annotation capabili-
ties, but quite critical about the overall usability. The interface was not responsive
enough and users were frequently left wondering if the last command just took very
long to execute, was ignored by the system, or terminated mid-way without feed-
back. The control of the application was far too difficult to use and had too many
functions and features.

Because of the early evaluation, the project outsourced the GUI to a specialized ins-
titute to implement their recommendations. Within the framework of this contract,
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the institute specified the newCUREGUI [Traxler, 1999] and presented a demons-
tration prototype implemented in Visual Basic. But due to resource limitation in the
project, the designers could implement only a part of the recommendations.

Second Evaluation

HGM performed the second evaluation with the final DIANE prototype regarding
functionality, but still with the old user interface. The CURE GUI—which HGM
describe as a first class user interface that would have eliminated most of their issues
in this area—was not yet available.

The pathologists and students liked the possibilities of multimedia annotations as a
collaboration tool. They reported that with digital ink, mouse, and audio they had
the same media available as in a face-to-face discussion or presentation. They also
found it important that they could easily hide the digital ink of an annotation in
order to see the unobscured original image.

Organization, navigation, and browsing facilities of DIANE were evaluated as the
necessary minimum for reasonable work. Directories allow the user-specific orga-
nization of documents, and the theme/thread viewer provides an automatic organi-
zation based on the annotation relation. Additionally, the users would have liked
to have ahistory browserwith the list of recently presented documents, andbook-
marksstructure. The testers especially valued that DIANE presents the annotation
links of the current document both within its presentation and as an overview in a
separate viewer. Within the presentation, links are only visible during the time of
their annotation, while in the overviewall links are visible simultaneously. In all
mentioned structures, the few filters and sorting mechanisms provided by DIANE
were valued very much, and more of both were requested.

HGM raises many points of criticism about DIANE. Most refer to unresolvedknown
bugsand features that areintentionally not implementedbecause of limited resour-
ces in the project. DIANE sporadically lost synchronization between media during
replay, placed digital ink behind a picture, or failed to present individual media alto-
gether. The digital ink and mouse movement were judged not to be smooth enough
(sensitivity, jitter). In addition, system installation and management were far below
the quality required for a commercial product.

The most prominent of the intentionally missing features is the incomplete imple-
mentation of the CURE GUI, which DIANE could adopt only to about 60%, its
insufficient responsiveness, and the missing (online) help. An important problem
in the pre-CURE GUIs is the significant waste of screen space for status lines and
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(a) DIANE wastes screen space for status bars
and scroll bars: only the white areas are pre-
senting actual document content.

(b) When scrolling the upper image, a part
of the right marking should be scrolled and
clipped along, but the left arrow should not.

Figure 9.1: DIANE User Interface Problems.

scroll bars: each annotated document presents a large status bar and scroll bars
(Figure9.1(a)). Other missing features are a multitude of settings (e.g. digital-ink
colour, width, shape, transparency, etc.; font family, weight, size), common editing
functionality (copy, paste), undo for all user commands, and simple direct place-
ment of text annotations.

The most significant missing feature that HGM pointed out is thestatic annota-
tion. DIANE supports annotations onlywith a temporal extension. If, for example,
an annotation contains just a string, the author must ‘record’ this string for some
20 seconds or it cannot easily be presented again.

Anchoring of digital ink, mouse movement,and other media frequently fails to meet
the users’ expectation when overlapping a scrollable area (image, annotated docu-
ment) (Figure9.1(b)). This is not surprising because whether to scroll such a media
with the underlying area or not is difficult to solve: it is part of the bigger problem
to determine theannotation targetof an annotation (see Section5.6). DIANE im-
plements only a simple heuristic, which connects media if the overlap is more than
80% of the upper media.

For effective collaboration with annotations, the HGM users strongly missed a mes-
saging or notification service for new annotations. Within DIANE, the HGM pat-
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hologist has no possibility to alert the VH-expert about a new request. Later, the
pathologist has to check his document manually to find out when the expert has
entered her second opinion. Notifications by email are cumbersome as well because
exportable document references (i.e. URLs) are among the features that were not
implemented.

As an authoring tool, DIANE is judged impractical, especially for larger documents.
To score in this area, DIANE required editing capabilities for documents and anno-
tations. A single, simple mistake during the creation of a document requires the
re-recording of the complete document.

Third Evaluation

A third evaluationof both scenarios was performed between pathologist in Manresa
(HGM) and Barcelona (VH). This evaluation was primarily focused on the cost-
efficiency and (dis-)advantages of the scenarios when compared to the established
working method. The pathologist used the final, re-worked user interface in the test
(DIANE 1.6), but did not re-run the previous, detailed evaluation.

Ther users evaluate DIANE as a good basis for a tool to supportboth scenarios
(telepathology and training/presentation). Nevertheless, the integration of telepat-
hology would “require substantial organizational re-engineering to make it econo-
mically and socially attractive” [Winfield et al., 1999b]. The main issues here are
legal aspects (accepting and providing diagnosis based on few still images) and
reimbursement for the experts. The training/presentation scenario would be much
easier to integrate into the current medical workflow and does not suffer from legal
issues.

The most significant criticism raised in the third evaluation is that DIANE is aclo-
sed system. The low-level AORR implemented in DIANE allows the annotation of
all legacy documents by capturing their presentation into DIANE documents (see
Section8.3.1). However, the reference to the original document is lost, and DIANE
does not provide the export of documents, annotations, individual media, or even
external references (URLs). This prevents DIANE documents to be used in any
other environment than DIANE.
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9.1.2 Evaluation by VCPC

VCPC evaluated DIANE for scenarios 2 and 4 [Winfield et al., 1999a] and came to
similar results as HGM. The basic multimedia-annotation functionality and especia-
lly AORR is valued and the possibility to use annotations also as a communication
and collaboration medium is much appreciated.

Nevertheless, a very limited day-to-day usability resulting from the number of re-
maining (un)known bugs and unimplemented features clouds the picture. Especially
for tutorials and presentations, VCPC criticised the almost complete lack of functio-
nality that is commonplace in drawing tools (colours, patterns, shapes, fonts, etc.),
resulting in documents with a “uniform, not very appealing look”. “The response
times for basic user interactions are too high, and the missing feedback by means
of status messages or progress indication leaves the user uninformed (about) what
the system is actually doing.” “The usefulness of application-output recording is
spoilt by the buggy implementation of this media type for the document replay.”
[all quotes fromWinfield et al., 1999a].

For VCPC’s rather large tutorials, the inability to edit or extend existing documents
in DIANE proved to be the biggest problem. Authors have to create the complete
document at once. Neither can it be temporally stored and completed at another
time, nor is it possible to fix mistakes.

Contrary to the doctors and students at HGM, VCPC find themouse pointer media
useless because of jitter in the recording and replay.

9.1.3 Pioneer France Mais

Scientists at PFM expressed their satisfaction with using multimedia annotations as
a collaboration tool. Specially mentioned was digital ink asmarker on top of images.
It provides a simple and direct connection between an area of the image and the (part
of the) annotation referring to it. At the same time, the receiver can easily hide the
marker to see the original, unmodified images. The latter functionality can also be
achieved with many drawing tools, but at the cost of uncommon image formats and
the total loss of the connection to the annotation.

The scientists mentioned mixed feelings about audio annotations, even though at
first they appear to be an ideal annotation media for collaboration. The information
in an audio stream is much more difficult to access than text. It is difficult to browse
and cannot be searched easily. An audio recording is difficult to edit satisfactorily.
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The scientists from PFM (and many companies DIANE was presented to) were rat-
her eloquent in asking for additional functionality to support specific needs. Exam-
ples aretyped annotationsto distinguish formally different intentions for annota-
tions, exportation of media, or integration into a Web browser.

The primary criticism from PFM matched the comments received form the other
testers: the quality and completeness of the implementation is (only) that of a re-
search prototype — even though it improved considerably with the final software
release and its reworked user interface.

9.2 Evaluation of NarkoComment

The NarkoComment application was demonstrated to and tested by doctors from
theKlinik am Eichert, Göppingen in Germany, several times during development.
From these sessions, only anecdotal comments are available.

The general feedback about NarkoComment’s functionality was very positive. Most
suggestions and criticism during the development were intended to further simplify
the interface and remove “bells and whistles”. As a result, NarkoComment offers
only a fraction of DIANE’s functionality.

Nevertheless, most doctors expressed and maintained great scepticism about the
complexity of the technology. Even though theKlinik am Eicherthas an exceptio-
nally high level and quality of well-networked IT equipment, the general fear was
that NarkoComment might be “too advanced” to be practical in everyday use.

The very few and simple interactions with the tool were much appreciated: the
automatic retrieval of patient data during start, one-button operation during surgery,
and only VCR-like commands and digital-ink drawing tool during post-processing.
User interface improvements that could not be realized during the test phase were a
foot-switch to start recording and a wireless microphone for the anaesthetist.

Prominent items from the development road-map that we developed with the doc-
tors are in the following milestones:

• Add more process-related media to the recording, e.g. dedicated AORR for
a variety of physiological sensor, or video from a portable non-networked
camera (ipse tempore annotations, annotation of processes).

• Add an off-line voice-to-text agent, which could facilitate an existing dicta-
tion system (annotation agents).
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• Search in voice annotations (after conversion to text;annotation retrieval).

At the end of the implementation phase, the head of the department offered to test
the prototype in the operating theatre during real surgery. Due to the termination of
our company, MMS&B, only installation and training-runs with one doctor could
be performed. The test under real conditions did not take place any more.

9.3 Application to CoMPAs

The evaluation of the reference implementation supports that CoMPAs annotations
are a useful and valuable tool. Multimediality for annotations is described as an
important enrichment. In addition, AORR in its variations receives positive evalua-
tions from the testers, as most of the annotated multimedia documents come from
LORR and ASRR. The annotation of processes is specifically valued by VCPC and
the doctors evaluating NarkoComment.

Relevant and important for CoMPAs annotations are the critical remarks about
DIANE’s missing editing capabilities. Here it is important to distinguish the crea-
tion of CoMPAs annotations from the authoring of multi-purpose multimedia docu-
ments. The former tend to be short and informal, the latter tend to be much larger
and formal, both in content and in layout. DIANE failed in all tests that evaluated the
authoring of larger multimedia documents because an author cannot edit (correct) a
document and has only the most simple layout features and functions available.

Editing capabilities and layout control are important for CoMPAs annotations as
well, but of less significance than for large multimedia documents because the rela-
tive costs for editing are much higher. The shorter and less formal an annotation is
the easier and faster it is to just delete and re-create it in case of mistakes. Satisfac-
tory editing of temporal and free-hand media is quite complex and time consuming
(e.g. replacing a wrong phrase in an audio stream, modifying the path the mouse
moved, re-shaping digital ink drawings).

Thus, only specific editing functions appear to be necessary for a CoMPAs system.
Simple and fast correction of ‘simple’ media like text and style features like position
and colour is mandatory. For ‘difficult’ temporal media a straightforward drop-and-
replace function or undo function should be sufficient: re-record audio completely
or since the last pause, re-draw all or the last group of markings, or re-record all
or some part of the mouse movement. No more substantial findings about editing
annotations beyond these suggestions can be derived from the user feedback and I
decided to exclude this issue from this research (seeEdit Annotationson page26).
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The type and history of critical feedback about thegraphical user interfacehigh-
light the significance of this part for a CoMPAs system and its sensitivity to the
goals of the users. DIANE went through a complete redesign of the GUI, but even
though highly appreciated, still changes and more functions were requested. The
NarkoComment application, on the other hand, received only few and minor nega-
tive comments, even though (or because?) it has only a fraction of DIANE’s fea-
tures and a comparatively tiny user interface. Finally, the evaluations clearly show
that the DIANE implementation suffers from a large number of defects. At the end
of the project, its detailed design is a good example of the pattern languageThe
Big Ball of Mud [Foote and Yoder, 1999]. Therefore, NarkoComment started as a
Reconstructionof DIANE, rather than a modification.

9.4 Summary

The evaluation of the reference implementations DIANE and NarkoComment and
their consequences for CoMPAs are summarized as follows:

• CoMPAs annotations are valuable and useful.

• AORR is a useful and necessary part of a CoMPAs annotation system.

• The quality and ease-of-use of the GUI is of predominant importance.

• CoMPAs systems must provide limited editing capabilities.

• The DIANE and NarkoComment prototypes demonstrate the CoMPAs capa-
bilities well.

• The NarkoComment prototype appears to provide a CoMPAs subset appro-
priate for its users, both in functionality and user interface.
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Chapter 10

Conclusion

This thesis presented casual multimedia process annotations, CoMPAs, as reference
for second-generation annotation systems. These annotation systems go beyond the
task of transferring pen-and-paper annotations to the computer (i.e. first generation
systems) and introduce new usage scenarios that are only possible on the compu-
ter: multimedia annotations, annotation of processes, annotations that automatically
migrate to newer versions of documents, automatic processing of annotations, and
information retrieval in annotations.

Annotation Model

CoMPAs annotations introduce the formal modelling and consequent utilization of
multimedia in annotations and annotations to multimedia documents. The formal
model is an instrument for the precise description of the structure and semantics
of annotations and the operations on them. Specifically, annotations to processes
extend the annotation metaphor to usage scenarios like computer help desks, real-
time event logging (annotations in the operating theatre), off-line collaboration, or
exercises.

These new usage scenarios are further supported by usinginformation retrievalto
find relevant annotations,post-processing agentsto allow casual multimedia anno-
tations to be converted to metadata and structured input to other applications, and
active collaboration controlto structure and enhance collaboration using annota-
tions.

A key observation is thatcomputer-based annotations need to be presented in the
exact presentation context they were recorded in, because authors of casual annota-
tions do not distinguish between comments to a document’s content and its current
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presentation, while the presentation of a computer document can vary dramatically
between different presentations.

To achieve this, the concept of thetransient presentation schedule, TPS,has been
introduced, which describes the synchronization relation between the annotation
and the annotated document. The TPS is also instrumental to determine the parts of
a document that have been annotated.

As the practical means to capture the presentation context, asubsystem to record and
replay application output, AORR,has been specified and a reference architecture has
been presented.

The thesis presented two classifications: one for AORR subsystems and one for
annotation systems. They allow the precise description and comparison of the ca-
pabilities of these systems. The annotation system taxonomy is suitable for both
first and second-generation systems. State-of-the-art annotation and AORR systems
have been classified and compared with these taxonomies.

Reference Architecture and Implementations

The thesis proposes a reference architecture for both CoMPAs systems and AORR
subsystems. The CoMPAs reference architecture allows the implementation of all
systems in the description space of the annotation system taxonomy and, therefore,
second-generation annotation systems.

These reference architectures combine the functional versatility of annotation sup-
port for specific applications with the wide applicability of a generic annotation
system. Therefore, this architecture breaks the trade-off apparent in comparable sys-
tems: that a greater functional coverage is always bought with severe restrictions in
how universally the annotation system is usable.

The architecture succeeds in this challenge by specifically integratinglegacyap-
plications, document models, and annotation systems in its design. Other systems
do not pursue this approach with the primary argument, that an annotation system
has to be completely integrated with both the document model and the document
viewer/editor. This argument is then used to justify a focus on anyonesingle appli-
cation or document model (in the hope that the chosen model proliferates), or even
to ignore legacy applications altogether.

The architecture isopenby allowing the creation, discovery, and presentation of an-
notations in the context of every application. The annotation support that is available
within an application is flexible because of the open annotation API (ANNAPI) and
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the generic AORR subsystem. Each application that uses the complete ANNAPI
and provides a dedicated AORR component can effectively become a part of the
CoMPAs architecture.

The architecture isflexibleandeasily extensiblebecause it is consequently com-
ponent-based, which allows the easy substitution or addition of individual compo-
nents. New annotation media or the support for innovative input or output devi-
ces is easily addable through appropriate components. For example, the (dynamic)
addition of an MPEG component accessing dedicated MPEG hardware encoders
immediately extends the systems media capabilities. Similarly, the AORR subsys-
tem’s spectrum of available application-output recording and replay methods can be
extended simply by (dynamically) adding new AORR components.

The architecture providesflexibly configurable securitywith component-based se-
curity and isscalableproportionally to the scalability of its components, most no-
tably the databases for annotation links and link anchors.

The reference implementations DIANE, DIANE–ODIN, and NarkoComment ve-
rify the viability of the reference architectures. DIANE demonstrates the complete
CoMPAs architecture (except the agent manager and the collaboration manager) in a
client–server system for a high-speed local-are network. DIANE–ODIN adds asyn-
chronously replicated shared workspaces that connect DIANE servers over slow and
unreliable connections. NarkoComment demonstrates the annotation of a real-time
process giving doctors a tool to annotate important events during an anaesthesia.
NarkoComment uses an AORR component to capture physiological data of the pa-
tient from the available patient monitors.

The user evaluations of DIANE and NarkoComment clearly show that CoMPAs
annotations are very interesting and useful for users. Despite technical shortcoming
of the DIANE system and the prototypical state of NarkoComment, both systems
received very positive feedback from many test users.

10.1 Future Research

The subject of computer-based casual annotation systems still offers challenging
research topics.

First to mention is thecomputation of the annotation target, for which only a sim-
ple heuristic has been presented in this thesis (see Section8.1.6). The more precise
the annotation target matches the user’s intention, the more effectively can other
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algorithms work on annotations (i.e. information retrieval, post-processing agents,
collaboration controller). But, as argued before, the user must not be burdened with
the precise specification of the annotation target and, therefore, more effective heu-
ristics based on empirical research would be highly beneficial.

Associated to this are improvedrobust annotation-target references, ATR.The most
interesting and general approach appears to be the combination ofopen active ro-
bustnesswith passively robust ATRs(see Section5.6.3). A balance must be achie-
ved between the size of the ATR, the complexity of its generation, and the comple-
xity of its usage.

Another matter is tomodel the specific semantic value formallyof annotations and
their change by operations on them (see Section2.3.3). This would allow a more
thorough modelling and analysis of annotation systems. For example, during the re-
visioning of a document the semantics of an annotation may change fromsuggested
change ‘warm link’to incorporated changeor rejected change(the change from
relationa1 to a2 or a4 in Figure5.10on page93).

Information retrieval methods specialized for annotationsalso offer great usability
improvements for annotation systems. A detailed study is required to determine
which features of an annotation a user remembers and are best suited to search for,
for instance its spatial position or graphical features of the annotation or document.

Exciting possibilities can be found in the area ofspecial hardware for annotations
(see Section3.4). The overall user interface currently provided by computers is still
inferior to a book and a pen, for example. Here are only a few examples of very in-
teresting technologies:Displays based on LEP(light emitting polymers) are much
more versatile than current LCD screens: light, thin, flexible, full-coloured, fine-
grained, and with very low power consumption, they offer the potential of much
more easy-to-use devices than current laptops. LEP displays currently reach the
mass market in mobile phones.Digital paperapproximates printed paper even clo-
ser: it is literally paper-thin, flexible, monochrome, and offers resolution compara-
ble to a printed book. This technology, though, will need some more time in the
research labs before reaching the market.

Various types ofdigital pensare already available on the market or are under de-
velopment and open new possibilities. Optical and motion sensors allow these new
digital pens to recognize and store the user’s handwriting anywhere without the
need of a ‘digitizing board’. Later, the text is wirelessly transmitted to a computer
for further use. Further research is needed to solve the problem ofidentifying the an-
notation target, i.e. where a text has been written, andrecording non-text markings
and drawings. Recently, a company introduced a partial solution to those problems
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that requires a special dot pattern to be printed on annotatable pages [Anoto Inc,
2001].

Another important matter for annotations on the WWW is thescalabilityto signifi-
cant numbers of users, annotations, and annotated documents.

Finally,product-quality validation systemwith all features of the CoMPAs reference
architecture should be implemented.
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Appendix A

Formal Model of Annotations

This appendix presents a compact overview of the formal CoMPAs developed in
Chapter5. The specifications in this thesis take certain liberties from the strictZ

syntax to improve readability: types may be used before they are defined and can be
extended or refined after their initial definition.

Formal Specification: Basics

The formal definitions are based on a set of given basic types for time (Time),
attribute–value pairs (AttributeValue), spatio-temporal vectors (SpaceTimeVector),
and atomic media data (AtomicMedia) like audio or image. These basic types are
no further refined in any way, e.g. the model is not concerned with discrete vs.
continuous time or the number of spatial dimensions. The document (Document) is
considered to be a basic type until further refined later in the annotation model.

[Time,AttributeValue,SpaceTimeVector,AtomicMedia,Document]

Simple types represent spatio-temporal intervals (SpaceTimeRange) with origin and
size, a general media type (Media) representing an atomic media or a composite
media, and a schedule (Schedule) relating a media to its presentation interval.

Media ::= atomic〈〈AtomicMedia〉〉
| composite〈〈CompositeMedia1〉〉

SpaceTimeRange== SpaceTimeVector× SpaceTimeVector

Schedule== Media 7→ SpaceTimeRange

1 To improve the readability of this free type,CompositeMediais used instead of duplicating its
schema definition into this free type. See also [Spivey, 1992, pp. 83-85].
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A multimedia document (MultimediaDocument) is defined to be just a composite
media (additional administrative data is omitted). A presentation (Presentation) is
defined as a multimedia document. Viewer attributes (ViewerAttributes) are sets of
attribute–value pairs changing over time. They contain the presented document(s).
A viewer (Viewer) is a function returning a presentation for a given set of viewer at-
tributes. The function is injective because viewers are assumed to work determinis-
tically, and partial because most viewers work only for certain kinds of documents
and require a specific set of viewer attributes. A recorder (Recorder) records data
from a source and creates a media or a complete document from it. The slightly in-
complete formal definition is sufficient within the model. Furthermore, some simple
functions, which are deemed to be described sufficiently by their name, are omitted
altogether.

MultimediaDocument== CompositeMedia

Presentation== MultimediaDocument

ViewerAttributes== Time 7→ P AttributeValue

Viewer== ViewerAttributes 7� Presentation

Recorder== Source× Time 7→ MediaOrDocument

A composite media (CompositeMedia) consists of a finite set of media (media) with
a schedule (schedule) for these media. The spatio-temporal extension (extension) of
a composite media is its convex hull (convexHull; function not specified).

CompositeMedia
media: F Media
schedule: Schedule
extension: SpaceTimeRange

media= domschedule
extension= convexHull(ranschedule)

Each hierarchical composite media has a non-hierarchical or flat counterpart that
describes the same presentation (flatComposite). The flat schedule is constructed
by consecutively merging all second-layer composites into the top-layer schedule
(closure overmergeImmediateComposites). The merged schedule consists of the
original schedule for all atomic media (first predicate), and the schedule from each
composite media adjusted by the origin of the composite (second predicate). The
offset adjustment (translateSchedule) simply adds a spatio-temporal vector to the
origin of each element in the schedule. A suitable function to add spatio-temporal
vectors is assumed.
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flatComposite: CompositeMedia→ CompositeMedia
mergeImmediateComposites: Schedule→ Schedule
translateSchedule: Schedule× SpaceTimeVector→ Schedule
addSTV: SpaceTimeVector× SpaceTimeVector→ SpaceTimeVector

flatComposite= (λ comp: CompositeMedia•
(µ x : CompositeMedia| x.schedule=

mergeImmediateComposites∗(comp.schedule)))

mergeImmediateComposites= (λ s : Schedule•
(µ s′ : Schedule|
s′ = ((ranatomic) C s) ∪⋃

{ cm : CompositeMedia; offset: SpaceTimeRange|
s(composite(cm)) = offset•
translateSchedule(cm.schedule, first offset)}))

translateSchedule= (λ s : Schedule; offset: SpaceTimeVector•
{ m : Media; origin, size: SpaceTimeVector| m ∈ doms •

(m, (addSTV(origin,offset), size)) })

Formal Specification: Annotation Model

A document is the basic abstraction of the annotation model (Document). It is mo-
delled as a simple array of binary data (binContent) and some superficial metadata
describing author, creation date, access restrictions, etc. (DocumentDescription;
not specified further). A legacy document (LegacyDocument) inherits from do-
cument and is defined to mark documents of legacy applications. An annotation
(Annotation) inherits from document and contains a multimedia document.

[BinaryData]

Document
DocumentDescription

binContent: seqBinaryData

Annotation
Document
mmContent: MultimediaDocument

LegacyDocument== Document

An annotated presentation (AnnotatedPresentation) is a document that is equiva-
lent to the presentation of the annotated viewer (v(va), the presented document(s)
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are viewer attributes) in the spatio-temporal interval of the annotation (ran). Two
presentations are equivalent if and only they can be presented such that they are
sufficiently similar (equivalentInRange; not specified; see also Chapter7). The an-
notated presentation indicates which viewer and viewer attributes are required to
produce this equivalent presentation (defaultViewer,defaultAttrs, respectively).

AnnotatedPresentation
Document
defaultViewer: Viewer
defaultAttrs: ViewerAttributes

aorr : Viewer× ViewerAttributes× SpaceTimeRange
↔ AnnotatedPresentation

equivalentInRange: Presentation× SpaceTimeRange↔ Presentation

aorr = {
v : Viewer;

va : ViewerAttributes;
ran : SpaceTimeRange;
ap : AnnotatedPresentation|

((v(va), ran),ap.defaultViewer(ap.defaultAttrs)) ∈ equivalentInRange
• ((v, va, ran),ap) }

Resource locators (ResourceLocator) can uniquely reference documents. An anno-
tation target is a part of a document (AnnotationTarget) and can be referenced by an
independent description (AnnotationTargetReference). The predicates describe, that
each reference identifies a unique object, but objects can be referred to by multiple
different references. These types and predicates are redefined and described more
precisely in Section5.6.

[ResourceLocator,AnnotationTarget,AnnotationTargetReference]

getResourceLocator: Document→ ResourceLocator
getDocument: ResourceLocator7→ Document
getATR: Document× AnnotationTarget 7→ AnnotationTargetReference
getAT: Document× AnnotationTargetReference7→ AnnotationTarget

∀doc : Document; rl : ResourceLocator;
at : AnnotationTarget; atr : AnnotationTargetReference•

getResourceLocator(doc) = rl ⇒ getDocument(rl ) = doc
∧

getATR(doc,at) = atr ⇒ getAT(doc,atr) = at
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Link anchors are defined atomic and are no further refined. The annotation relation
(annotationRelation) relates each annotation to the documents it annotates. Attri-
butes to an annotation link (annotationAttrs) specify the annotation target and link
anchor for each annotated document. An annotation link (annotationLink) repre-
sents an element of the attributed annotation relation using the resource locator and
the ATR to refer to the respective document and annotation target.

[LinkAnchor]

annotationTupel== Annotation× Document

annotationRelation== P annotationTupel

annotationAttrs== annotationTupel↔ AnnotationTarget× LinkAnchor

annotationLink== (ResourceLocator× ResourceLocator) s×
(AnnotationTargetReference× LinkAnchor)

The annotation relation (annotates) together with matching attributes (attrs; 1st
predicate) and set of annotation links (links) describes the state of an annotation
system (AnnotationSystemState). The links are identical to the attributed annotation
relation with documents and ATR replaced by their respective references (2nd pre-
dicate). In a CoMPAs system, one of the annotated documents must be its unique
annotated presentation. The relation from annotations to the set of documents it
annotates is injective (3rd predicate).

AnnotationSystemState
annotates: annotationRelation
attrs : annotationAttrs
links : P annotationLink

domattrs= annotates

links= { a : Annotation; d : Document;
target : AnnotationTarget; anchor: LinkAnchor
| attrs(a,d) = (target,anchor) •
((getResourceLocator(a),getResourceLocator(d)),
(getATR(d, target),anchor)) }

∀a : Annotation; docs: F Document| annotates(| {a} |) = docs•
#(docs∩ AnnotatedPresentation) = 1

∧

(∀a′ : Annotation•
annotates(| {a′} |) = docs⇒ a′ = a)
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Formal Specification: Viewer

Viewers supporting annotations provide a function that computes annotation-target
reference to a specified part of its presentation (computeATR). This function allows
an annotation system to link an annotation to the exact place the user circled with
digital ink.

computeATR: Viewer× ViewerAttributes× SpaceTimeRange
7→ (ResourceLocator× AnnotationTargetReference)

A viewer that is presenting a document queries the CoMPAs system for existing an-
notations (usingretrieveAnnotationLinks) and retrieves the set of annotation links,
which refer to that document (predicate). The viewer extends its viewer attributes
to indicate the existing annotations appropriately to the user, e.g. by presenting the
link anchors as semi-transparent shapes on top of their annotation targets.

AnnotationSystemState2
AnnotationSystemState
retrieveAnnotationLinks: Document→ F annotationLink

∀d : Document• retrieveAnnotationLinks(d) =
((domlinks) B {getResourceLocator(d)}) C links

Formal Specification: Annotation-Target
Reference

A simple annotation-target reference (SimpleATR) describes a single weighted ele-
ment or interval in a document (Weight,SubResourceLocator).2 Subresource loca-
tors are modelled as a nonempty set of attribute–value pairs allowing for an open,
robust, and easily extendible reference. An ATR consist of one or more simple ATRs
(AnnotationTargetReference), and can be combined with the resource locator into
one object (DocumentATR).

2 I adopted the termsresource locatorandsub-resource locatorfrom the XML specification. They
are semantically identical to their definitions in [Daniel Jr. et al., 2000].
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[Weight]

SubResourceLocator== F1 AttributeValue

SimpleATR== F1(Weight× SubResourceLocator)

AnnotationTargetReference== F1 SimpleATR

DocumentATR== ResourceLocator× F1 SimpleATR

A viewer capable of analyzing the use of annotation media (e.g. mouse) to deter-
mine and refine weighted subresources provides an extended version of the function
to compute an ATR (computeMediaWeightedATR). It takes the annotation media
and synchronization information as a parameter.

computeMediaWeightedATR: Viewer× ViewerAttributes
× AnnotatedPresentation× SpaceTimeRange

7→ (ResourceLocator× AnnotationTargetReference)

The robustness of an ATR can be measured by the number of document-changing
functions that can be applied to a document without loosing the capability to com-
pute an appropriate annotation target from the ATR (not formally specified).

Formal Specification: Versions

The introduction of document revisions is reflected in an extension of the annota-
tion system state (introduced on p.74). Two consecutively document revisions are
directly related (revisesDirectly). As shorthand for the following expressions, the re-
flexive transitive closure is also defined (revises). An otherwise not further specified
relation models additional (semantic) features of annotation relations.

An extended annotation relation (annotatesVersioned) is defined, which contains
both the original relation (a1) and the implied relations described above (a2,a3,a4).

AnnotationFeature::= DocChanged| AnnotChanged| BothChanged
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AnnotationSystemStateWithVersions
AnnotationSystemState
revisesDirectly: Document↔ Document
revises: Document↔ Document

annotatesVersioned: annotationRelation
annotFeatures: Annotation× Document→ F AnnotationFeature
deriveFeature: Annotation× Document× Document

7→ F AnnotationFeature

∀d,d′ : Document; a,a′ : Annotation| a annotatesd •
(a annotatesVersionedd)

∧

(d′ revisesd⇒ (a annotatesVersionedd′ ∧
{DocChanged}
∪ deriveFeature(a,d,d′) ⊆ annotFeatures(a,d′)))

∧

(a′ revisesa⇒ a′ annotatesVersionedd ∧
{AnnotChanged} ⊆ annotFeatures(a,d′))

∧

(d′ revisesd ∧
a′ revisesa⇒ a′ annotatesVersionedd′ ∧

{BothChanged}
∪ deriveFeature(a,d,d′) ⊆ annotFeatures(a,d′))
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Appendix B

XML Document Type Description

<!--=================== Elements ’inherited from SMIL.DTD =============-->
<!ENTITY % attrs-inherited-from-SMIL "

clip-begin CDATA #IMPLIED
clip-end CDATA #IMPLIED
href CDATA #REQUIRED
show (replace|new|pause) ’replace’
id ID #IMPLIED
title CDATA #IMPLIED
show (replace|new|pause) ’replace’ ">

<!--=================== COMPAS definitions ============================-->
<!ELEMENT Anchor EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST Anchor

%attrs-inherited-from-SMIL;
href CDATA #IMPLIED
weight CDATA "1"
show (replace|new|pause) ’pause’
coords CDATA #IMPLIED>

<!ELEMENT AnnotationLink AnnotSource AnnotTarget+>
<!ATTLIST AnnotationLink

xlink:type #FIXED "extended"
xmlns:xlink #FIXED "http://www.w3.org/1999/xlink"
xmlns:compas #FIXED "http://compas-annotations.net/">

<!ELEMENT Source EMPTY>
<!ATTLIST AnnotSource

xlink:type (locator) #FIXED "locator"
xlink:href CDATA #REQUIRED
xlink:role CDATA #IMPLIED "http://compas-annotations.net/annotSource"
xlink:title CDATA #IMPLIED
xlink:label NMTOKEN #FIXED "annotation">

Listing B.1: XAnnotLink.dtd Document Type Definition (DTD).
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<!ELEMENT Target Anchor*>
<!ATTLIST AnnotTarget

xlink:type (locator) #FIXED "locator"
xlink:href CDATA #REQUIRED
xlink:role CDATA #IMPLIED

"http://www.compas-annotations.net/annotTarget"
xlink:title CDATA #IMPLIED
xlink:label NMTOKEN #FIXED "document">

<!ELEMENT gotoAnnotation>
<!ATTLIST gotoAnnotation

xlink:type (arc) #FIXED "arc"
xlink:from NMTOKEN #FIXED "document"
xlink:to NMTOKEN #FIXED "annotation"
xlink:role CDATA #IMPLIED

"http://www.compas-annotations.net/showAnnotation">

<!ELEMENT gotoDocuments>
<!ATTLIST gotoDocuments

xlink:type (arc) #FIXED "arc"
xlink:from NMTOKEN #FIXED "annotation"
xlink:to NMTOKEN #FIXED "document"
xlink:role CDATA #IMPLIED

"http://www.compas-annotations.net/showDocuments">

Listing B.2: XAnnotLink.dtd (contd.)
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Appendix C

Glossary

Annotated document A document of arbitrary type that is or containsannotated
objects.

Annotated object See→Annotation target.

Annotation (object) A document of arbitrary type consisting of one or more
media created by a user as an annotation to some other object (the→annotated
object).

Annotation link The concrete association between and→annotation and its→an-
notated object. An annotation link is an element of the abstract→annotation rela-
tion.

Annotation link anchor See→Link Anchor.

Annotation relation Formal relation associating→annotations and→annotated
objects. The elements of the annotation relation are called→annotation links. An
annotation’s absolute creation time and (when available) the user’s geographical
position are implicitly annotated ‘documents’.

Annotation target The specific object(s) annotated by an→annotation. An anno-
tation target may be a single object (e.g. a complete document), a group of objects
(several paragraphs in a document), or a set of spatio-temporal ranges of an object or
group of objects (a time interval in a video). The annotation target of an annotation
is specified in the→annotation relation.

Annotation-target reference, ATR A reference to an→annotation target.

Application-output chain The communication chain used by an application to
produce actual physical output. The application-output chain for a specific media
consists of the application that is connected through a sequence of zero or more
virtual devices to the physical device.
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Application-output recording and replay, AORR Application-Output Re-
cording and Replay, AORR, records, stores, and replays the output of an application
in such a way, that the reproduction is sufficiently similar to the original output.

ASRR Application-state recording and replay is a variation of→AORR that re-
cords and replays the presentation of an application using the application’s internal
abstract state.

ATR See→annotation-target reference.

Conventional annotation/document A pen-and-paper annotation on a printed
or written (physically) document.

DIANE DIANE (ACTS082) was a research project funded within the ACTS pro-
gram during theFourth Framework Programme of European Community. DIANE
developed a distributed annotation tool. Participants where the University of Stut-
tgart (Germany), KAPSCH AG (Vienna, Austria), SILOGIC (Toulouse, France),
STI SA (Madrid, Spain), Hospital General Manresa (Manresa, Spain; field trial
user), and VCPC (Vienna, Austria; field trial user).

Digital ink The digital representation of pen-strokes (of a hand-drawn picture) and
handwriting.

GUI-state script Media data resulting from recording the GUI library of an appli-
cation. See also→State-change script.

GUIRR Graphical user interface recording and replay is a variation of→AORR that
uses the objects of the graphical user interface (GUI) of an application for recording
and replay.

Link anchor Graphical or other representation of a link at or near the annotated
object or in the presentation of the annotated document

LORR Low-level application-output recording and replay is a variation of→AORR
that records and replays the presentation of an application from the image on the
screen, similar to pointing a virtual camera on an area of the screen.

Presentation schedule Description of the spatial and temporal synchronization
relation of the media of a document. A schedule describes when and where each
media is to be presented, how it is to be presented (e.g. replay speed), and for how
long.

Resource locator Identification of an annotation or annotated document contai-
ned in an→annotation link.
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Robust ATR, Weakly robust ATR An →ATR is robust if it stays valid after a
modification in the referenced document. An ATR referencing multiple intervals is
robust if all individual references are robust. If not all sub-references are robust the
ATR is called weakly robust.

Schedule See→Presentation schedule.

SORR Script application-output recording and replay accesses application out-
put by recording the communication script that is usedbetweenelements of the
application-output chain, e.g. between application and virtual device.

State-change script Media data resulting from recording the activity of a soft-
ware process, e.g. a virtual device, GUI library, or an application by monitoring its
internal state and state changes. A state change player uses this data to recreate (part
of) the recorded states and state changes.

Sub-resource locator Identification of the→annotation target in an annotated
document; part of the→annotation link.

Target object Equivalent to→Annotation target.

TPS See→Transient presentation schedule.

Transient presentation schedule, TPS A →presentation schedule resulting
from the users interactive control of the replay of a document. The schedule that is
finally perceived by the user is the composition of the (fixed) presentation schedule
of the document and the transient presentation schedule created by the user.

The transient presentation schedule is a part of multimedia process annotations.

Virtual-device script Media data resulting from recording the communication
between an application (or a source virtual device used by it) and a target virtual
device. A virtual device player can replay the recorded session by processing and
feeding the data to the target virtual device. It is also possible to use the media data
to feed the application or source virtual device.
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